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Firs cial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2012-0002818 Current Judge: Benjamin R. Simpson 
North Idaho Building Contractors Association, etal. vs. City of Hayden 
User: LEU 
North Idaho Building Contractors Association, Termac Construction Inc, John 1-50 Does vs. City of Hayden 
Date Code User Judge 
4/12/2012 NCOC HUFFMAN New Case Filed - Other Claims John T. Mitchell 
HUFFMAN Filing: A - All initial civil case filings of any type John T. Mitchell 
not listed in categories B-H, or the other A listings 
below Paid by: Risch Pisca PLLC Receipt 
number: 0015951 Dated: 4/12/2012 Amount: 
$88.00 (Check) For: North Idaho Building 
Contractors Association (plaintiff) 
SUMI SREED Summons Issued - City of Hayden John T. Mitchell 
4/16/2012 AFSV VIGIL Affidavit Of Service (VR 04/13/12) John T. Mitchell 
4/25/2012 NOAP CLEVELAND Notice Of Appearance - Christopher H. Meyer John T. Mitchell 
OBO The City of Hayden 
4/26/2012 STIP CLEVELAND Stipulation for Extension of Time to File John T. Mitchell 
Responsive Pleading 
4/30/2012 ORDR CLAUSEN Order RE: Stipulation for Extension of Time to John T. Mitchell 
File Responsive Pleading 
5/1/2012 MNDQ SREED Motion To Disqualify Judge John T. Mitchell John T. Mitchell 
ORDR CLAUSEN Order on Disqualification of Judge Mitchell John T. Mitchell 
DISA CLAUSEN Disqualification Of Judge Mitchell- Automatic John T. Mitchell 
CLAUSEN Order Assigning Judge On Voluntary Benjamin R. Simpson 
Disqualification - Benjamin R. Simpson 
5/8/2012 MOTN CRUMPACKER Motion for Disqualification (Charles Hosack) Benjamin R. Simpson 
5/10/2012 ORDR LARSEN Order On Disqualification--Judge Hosack As Benjamin R. Simpson 
Alternate Judge 
DISA CLAUSEN Disqualification Of Judge Hosack - Automatic as Charles W. Hosack 
Alternate Judge 
5/25/2012 STIP VIGIL Stipulation for Extension of Time to File First Benjamin R. Simpson 
Amended Complaint 
5/4/2012 COMP ZOOK AMENDED Complaint Filed Benjamin R. Simpson 
5/11/2012 ORDR LARSEN Order Re: Stipulation For Extension Of Time To Benjamin R. Simpson 
File First Amended Complaint 
3/27/2012 MCCOY Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other Benjamin R. Simpson 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: City of 
Hayden (defendant) Receipt number: 0026736 
Dated: 6/27/2012 Amount: $.00 (Cash) For: City 
of Hayden (defendant) 
ANSW 'MCCOY Answer - Christopher Meyer 080 City of Hayden Benjamin R. Simpson 
5/28/2012 ORDR LARSEN Scheduling Order And Forms Issued Benjamin R. Simpson 
7/12/2012 MISC DEGLMAN Joint Submission of Scheduling Form- John Benjamin R. Simpson 
Jameson & Christopher Meyer 
7/23/2012 HRSC LARSEN Hearing Scheduled (Pre-Trial Conference Benjamin R. Simpson 
06/13/2013 08:00 AM) 
HRSC LARSEN Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial Scheduled Benjamin R. Simpson 
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Firs ial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2012-0002818 Current Judge: Benjamin R. Simpson 
North Idaho Building Contractors Association, etal. vs. City of Hayden 
User: LEU 
North Idaho Building Contractors Association, Termac Construction Inc, John 1-50 Does vs. City of Hayden 
Date Code User Judge 
7/23/2012 LARSEN Notice of Pretrial Conference/Trial Benjamin R. Simpson 
NOTC LARSEN Trial Notice Benjamin R. Simpson 
PTOR LARSEN Scheduling Order, Notice Of Trial Setting And Benjamin R. Simpson 
Initial Pre-Trial Order 
10/15/2012 MNSJ BAXLEY City's Motion For Summary Judgment Benjamin R. Simpson 
BRIE BAXLEY City's Opening Brief In Support Of Motion For Benjamin R. Simpson 
Summary Judgment 
AFFD BAXLEY First Affidavit Of Stefan Chatwin Benjamin R. Simpson 
FILE BAXLEY ******************New File #2 Benjamin R. Simpson 
Created***************** 
AFFD BAXLEY First Affidavit Of Christopher H Meyer Benjamin R. Simpson 
10/18/2012 HRSC LARSEN Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary Benjamin R. Simpson 
Judgment 12/20/2012 03:00 PM) Meyer-1 hour 
10/22/2012 NOHG CRUMPACKER Notice Of Hearing Benjamin R. Simpson 
NTSV CRUMPACKER Notice Of Service Benjamin R. Simpson 
11/21/2012 NTSV MCKEON Notice Of Service Of Plaintiffs' First Set Of Benjamin R. Simpson 
Interrogatories And Requests For Production To 
Defendant 
12/3/2012 AFFD MCKEON Affidavit Of John R. Jameson In Support Of Benjamin R. Simpson 
Motion To Vacate Summary Judgment Hearing 
MOTN MCKEON Motion To Vacate Summary Judgment Hearing Benjamin R. Simpson 
MEMO MCKEON Memorandum In Support Of Motion To Vacate Benjamin R. Simpson 
Summary Judgment Heraing 
AFFD MCKEON Affidavit Of John R. Jameson In Support Of Benjamin R. Simpson 
Motion To Vacate Summary Judgment Hearing 
12/5/2012 AFFD BAXLEY Second Affidavit Of Christopher H Meyer Benjamin R. Simpson 
FILE HUFFMAN New File ***************** 3 Benjamin R. Simpson 
*************************** 
FILE HUFFMAN New File***************** 4 EXPANDO Benjamin R. Simpson 
************** 
12/6/2012 MISC HUFFMAN Plaintiffs' Response To Defendant's Motion For Benjamin R. Simpson 
Summary Judgment 
AFFD HUFFMAN Affidavit Of John R Jameson In Support Of Benjamin R. Simpson 
Response To Defendant's Motion For Summary 
Judgment 
MOTN MCKEON City's Motion For Protective Order Staying Benjamin R. Simpson 
Discovery 
MISC MCKEON City's Combined Brief In Support Of Motion For Benjamin R. Simpson 
Protective Order Staying Discovery And In 
Opposition To Motion To Vacate Summary 
Judgment Hearing 
MISC MCKEON Second Affidavit Of Stefan Chatwin Benjamin R. Simpson 
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Firs 'cial District Court- Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2012-0002818 Current Judge: Benjamin R. Simpson 
North Idaho Building Contractors Association, etal. vs. City of Hayden 
User: LEU 
North Idaho Building Contractors Association, Termac Construction Inc, John 1-50 Does vs. City of Hayden 
Date Code User Judge 
12/10/2012 HRSC LARSEN Hearing Scheduled (Motion 12/13/2012 08:00 Benjamin R. Simpson 
AM) John Jamison-30 min-motion to vacate 
motion for summary judgment 
MOTN DEGLMAN Motion for Order Shortening Time Benjamin R. Simpson 
12/11/2012 NOHG BAXLEY Notice Of Hearing (12/13/12 at 8:00 am) Benjamin R. Simpson 
12/12/2012 MISC DEGLMAN City's Reply Brief in Support of Motion for Benjamin R. Simpson 
Summary Judgment 
AFFD CRUMPACKER Affidavit of Barbara Bradley in Support of Motion Benjamin R. Simpson 
to Vacate Summary Judgment Hearing 
AFFD CRUMPACKER Second Affidavit of John R Jameson in Support Benjamin R. Simpson 
of Motion to Vacate Summary Judgment Hearing 
MEMS CRUMPACKER Reply Memorandum In Support Of Motion to Benjamin R. Simpson 
Vacate Summary Judgment Hearing 
12/13/2012 GRNT LARSEN Hearing result for Motion scheduled on Benjamin R. Simpson 
12/13/2012 08:00 AM: Motion Granted John 
Jamison-30 min-motion to vacate motion for 
summary judgment 
DCHH LARSEN District Court Hearing Held Benjamin R. Simpson 
Court Reporter: JoAnn Schaller 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: under 100 pages 
HRVC LARSEN Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Benjamin R. Simpson 
scheduled on 12/20/2012 03:00 PM: Hearing 
Vacated Meyer-1 hour 
12/17/2012 ORDR LARSEN Order To Vacate Motion For Summary Judgment Benjamin R. Simpson 
Hearing 
PLWL BAXLEY Plaintiffs' Expert Witness Disclosure Benjamin R. Simpson 
12/18/2012 LETR LARSEN Letter From Martin Hendrickson Re Motion to Benjamin R. Simpson 
Vacate Summary Judgment Hearing 
12/27/2012 HRSC LARSEN Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary Benjamin R. Simpson 
Judgment 03/19/2013 03:00 PM) Chris Meyer-1 
hour 
NOHG CRUMPACKER Notice Of Hearing Benjamin R. Simpson 
1/2/2013 NOTC MCKEON Notice Of Transcript Lodged Benjamin R. Simpson 
1/11/2013 NTSD MCKEON Notice Of Service Of Discovery Benjamin R. Simpson 
1/17/2013 HRSC ROHRBACH Hearing Scheduled (Motion 03/12/2013 03:00 Benjamin R. Simpson 
PM) Motions - 30 min - Chris Meyer to appear by 
phone. 
MOTN BAXLEY City's Motion To Exclude Expert Witnesses Benjamin R. Simpson 
MEMS BAXLEY City's Memorandum In Support Of Motion To Benjamin R. Simpson 
Exclude Expert Witnesses 
1,/18/2013 DFWL BAXLEY Defendant's Disclosure Of Expert Witnesses Benjamin R. Simpson 
'/22/2013 NOTC CRUMPACKER Amended Notice of Transcript Lodged Benjamin R. Simpson 
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Firs · ial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2012-0002818 Current Judge: Benjamin R. Simpson 
North Idaho Building Contractors Association, etal. vs. City of Hayden 
User: LEU 
North Idaho Building Contractors Association, Tarmac Construction Inc, John 1-50 Does vs. City of Hayden 
Date Code User Judge 
1/23/2013 STIP ZOOK Stipulation to Allow Counsel to Appear Benjamin R. Simpson 
Telephojnically 
1/28/2013 ORDR LARSEN Order Granting Stipulation To Allow Counsel To Benjamin R. Simpson 
Appear Telephonically 
2/26/2013 NOHG BAXLEY Notice Of Hearing (03/12/13 at 3:00 pm) Benjamin R. Simpson 
3/5/2013 PRSD MCKEON Plaintiffs' Response In Opposition To Motion To Benjamin R. Simpson 
Exclude Expert Witnesses 
NOTC MCKEON Notice Of Withdraw And Substitution Of Brief Benjamin R. Simpson 
AFFD MCKEON Second Affidavit Of John R. Jameson In Support Benjamin R. Simpson 
Of Response To Defendant's Motion For 
Summary Judgment 
PRSD MCKEON Plaintiffs' Response To Defendant's Motion For Benjamin R. Simpson 
Summary Judgment 
3/8/2013 AFFD CRUMPACKER Third Affidavit of Christopher H Meyer Benjamin R. Simpson 
DBRF CRUMPACKER City's Reply Brief in Support of Motion to Exclude Benjamin R. Simpson 
Expert Witnesses 
3/11/2013 FILE BAXLEY *****************New File #5 Benjamin R. Simpson 
Created******************** 
3/12/2013 HRHD LARSEN Hearing result for Motion scheduled on Benjamin R. Simpson 
03/12/2013 03:00 PM: Hearing Held Motions -
30 min - Martin Hendrickson to appear 
telephonically--208-388-1246 
DCHH LARSEN District Court Hearing Held Benjamin R. Simpson 
Court Reporter: JoAnn Schaller 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: under 100 pages 
AFFD CRUMPACKER First Affidavit of Martin C Hendrickson Benjamin R. Simpson 
MISC CLEVELAND City's Reply to Builders' Substituted Response on Benjamin R. Simpson 
Motion for Summary Judgment 
3/18/2013 NTSV CRUMPACKER Notice Of Service Benjamin R. Simpson 
3/19/2013 HRHD LARSEN Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Benjamin R. Simpson 
scheduled on 03/19/2013 03:00 PM: Hearing 
Held Chris Meyer-1 hour 
DCHH LARSEN District Court Hearing Held Benjamin R. Simpson 
Court Reporter: JoAnn Schaller 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: under 100 pages 
4/5/2013 ORDR LARSEN Memorandum Decision And Order Granting In Benjamin R. Simpson 
Part And Denying In Part Defendant's Motion For 
Summary Judgment 
4/22/2013 LETR LARSEN Letter From Christopher Meyer And Jason Risch Benjamin R. Simpson 
Re: Alternate Dispute Resolution 
5/16/2013 AFFD MCKEON First Affidavit Of Donna L. Phillips Benjamin R. Simpson 
5/29/2013 NoWWaho Bldg v ~~den Stipulatio'bt~M~~ 11~013 Benjamin R. S~3 
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Firs · ial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2012-0002818 Current Judge: Benjamin R. Simpson 
North Idaho Building Contractors Association, etal. vs. City of Hayden 
User: LEU 
North Idaho Building Contractors Association, Termac Construction Inc, John 1-50 Does vs. City of Hayden 
Date Code User Judge 
6/4/2013 ORDR LARSEN Order To Vacate Trial Benjamin R. Simpson 
HRVC LARSEN Hearing result for Pre-Trial Conference Benjamin R. Simpson 
scheduled on 06/13/2013 08:00 AM: Hearing 
Vacated 
HRVC LARSEN Hearing result for Court Trial Scheduled Benjamin R. Simpson 
scheduled on 06/17/2013 09:00 AM: Hearing 
Vacated 5 day trial 
6/28/2013 STIP CLEVELAND Stipulation Regarding Accounting Issues Benjamin R. Simpson 
7/2/2013 ORDR LARSEN Order Granting Summary Judgment Benjamin R. Simpson 
JDMT LARSEN Judgment Benjamin R. Simpson 
CVDI LARSEN Civil Disposition entered for: City of Hayden, Benjamin R. Simpson 
Defendant; North Idaho Building Contractors 
Association, Plaintiff. Filing date: 7/2/2013 
FJDE LARSEN Final Judgement, Order Or Decree Entered Benjamin R. Simpson 
STAT LARSEN Case status changed: Closed Benjamin R. Simpson 
7/16/2013 AFFD CRUMPACKER Fourth Affidavit of Christopher H Meyer Benjamin R. Simpson 
AFFD CRUMPACKER Second Affidavit of Martin C Hendrickson Benjamin R. Simpson 
AFFD CRUMPACKER Affidavit of Nancy Stricklin Benjamin R. Simpson 
MCAF CRUMPACKER City's Memorandum Of Costs And Attorney Fees Benjamin R. Simpson 
with Supporting Statement 
7/30/2013 HRSC LARSEN Hearing Scheduled (Motion 09/10/2013 03:00 Benjamin R. Simpson 
PM) James Risch 30 min-disallow attorney fees 
and costs 
AFFD CRUMPACKER Affidavit of John R Jameson in Support of Motion Benjamin R. Simpson 
to Deny Costs & Fees 
MOTN CRUMPACKER Motion & Memorandum to Deny Defendants Benjamin R. Simpson 
Reequest for Costs & Attorney Fees 
8/8/2013 NOHG BAXLEY Notice Of Hearing (09/10/13 at 3:00 pm) Benjamin R. Simpson 
8/12/2013 APDC LEU Appeal Filed In District Court Benjamin R. Simpson 
LEU Filing: L4 -Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal Benjamin R. Simpson 
to Supreme Court Paid by: Risch, James E. 
(attorney for North Idaho Building Contractors 
Association) Receipt number: 0033497 Dated: 
8/12/2013 Amount: $109.00 (Check) For: North 
Idaho Building Contractors Association (plaintiff) 
BNDC LEU Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 33499 Dated Benjamin R. Simpson 
8/12/2013 for 100.00) 
BNDC LEU Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 33506 Dated Benjamin R. Simpson 
8/12/2013 for 201.50) 
3/21/2013 ORDR LEU Order Remanding To District Court For Final Benjamin R. Simpson 
Judgment 
3/29/2013 JDMT LARSEN Final Judgment Benjamin R. Simpson 
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ial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2012-0002818 Current Judge: Benjamin R. Simpson 
North Idaho Building Contractors Association, etal. vs. City of Hayden 
User: LEU 
North Idaho Building Contractors Association, Termac Construction Inc, John 1-50 Does vs. City of Hayden 
Date Code User Judge 
8/29/2013 CVDI LARSEN Civil Disposition entered for: City of Hayden, Benjamin R. Simpson 
Defendant; North Idaho Building Contractors 
Association, Plaintiff. Filing date: 8/29/2013 
FJDE LARSEN Final Judgement, Order Or Decree Entered Benjamin R. Simpson 
STAT LARSEN Case status changed: closed pending clerk Benjamin R. Simpson 
action 
9/3/2013 DBRF CRUMPACKER City's Response Brief in Opposition tyo Buyilders Benjamin R. Simpson 
Motion to Deny Citys Request for Costs & 
Attorneys Fees 
9/6/2013 PBRF CRUMPACKER Reply Brief in support of Motion to Deny Benjamin R. Simpson 
Defendants Request for Costs & Attorney Fees 
9/10/2013 HRHD LARSEN Hearing result for Motion scheduled on Benjamin R. Simpson 
09/10/2013 03:00 PM: Hearing Held James 
Risch 30 min-disallow attorney fees and costs 
DCHH LARSEN District Court Hearing Held Benjamin R. Simpson 
Court Reporter: JoAnn Schaller 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: under 100 pages 
9/11/2013 ORDR LARSEN Memorandum Decision And Order Granting In Benjamin R. Simpson 
Part And Denying In Part Plaintiffs Motion To 
Deny Defendant's Requests For Costs And 
Attorney Fees 
10/3/2013 JDMT LARSEN Amended Final Judgment Benjamin R. Simpson 
10/8/2013 STJD BAXLEY Satisfaction Of Judgment Benjamin R. Simpson 
10/21/2013 BNDC LEU Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 43492 Dated Benjamin R. Simpson 
10/21/2013 for 634.80) 
10/23/2013 BNDV LEU Bond Converted (Transaction number 2182 dated Benjamin R. Simpson 
10/23/2013 amount 100.00) 
BNDV LEU Bond Converted (Transaction number 2183 dated Benjamin R. Simpson 
10/23/2013 amount 634.80) 
MCCOY Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal Benjamin R. Simpson 
to Supreme Court Paid by: Meyer, Christopher 
H (attorney for City of Hayden) Receipt number: 
0044181 Dated: 10/25/2013 Amount: $109.00 
(Check) For: City of Hayden (defendant) 
NOTC MCCOY Notice of Appeal and Cross-Appeal - Christopher Benjamin R. Simpson 
Meyer OBO City of Hayden 
10/25/2013 BNDC MCCOY Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 44182 Dated Benjamin R. Simpson 
10/25/2013 for 100.00) 
BNDC MCCOY Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 44186 Dated Benjamin R. Simpson 
10/25/2013 for 110.50) 
10/30/2013 NLTR LEU Notice of Lodging Transcript (63 pages) Benjamin R. Simpson 
11/4/2013 NOTC LEU Amended Notice Of Appeal And Cross-Appeal Benjamin R. Simpson 
11/6/2013 BNDV MITCHELL Bond Converted (Transaction number 2323 dated Benjamin R. Simpson 
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Firs cial District Court • Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2012-0002818 Current Judge: Benjamin R. Simpson 
North Idaho Building Contractors Association, etal. vs. City of Hayden 
User: LEU 
North Idaho Building Contractors Association, Termac Construction Inc, John 1-50 Does vs. City of Hayden 
Date 
12/11/2013 
12/18/2013 
Code 
BNDV 
NLTR 
User 
LEU 
LEU 
North Idaho Bldg v City Of Hayden 
Judge 
Bond Converted (Transaction number 2513 dated Benjamin R. Simpson 
12/11/2013 amount 110.50) 
Notice of Lodging Transcript Benjamin R. Simpson 
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INTRODUCTION 
This is the Defendant City of Hayden's (''City') reply brief in support of its motion for 
summary judgment dated Octob« 11, 2012, which is set for hearing on December 20, 2012. The 
motion is opposed by Plaintiffs North Idaho Building Contractors Association, Termac 
Construction, Inc. and John Does 1-SO ( collectively, "NIBCA "). 
This brief refers to the following documents on :file in this matter: 
• Welch Comer&. Associates, Inc., Hayden Sewer Master Plan Update (''Welch 
Comer Report') dated December 2006 (reproduced in Jame8on MSJ .Ajf., Bxh. A). 
• Letter from John R. Jameson to Nancy Stricklin ("Jameson Letter") dated January 
27, 2012 (reproduced in Second Meyer Alf., Bxh. 4). 
• Answer to Amended Complaint ('~AMWer") dated June 27, 2012. 
• City's Motion for Summary Judgment ("City's MS.Jr, dated October 11, 2012, 
• City's Opening Brief in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment ("City 'a MSJ 
Brief') dated October 11, 2012. 
• First Ajfidavit of Stefan Chatwin ("First Chatwin Ajf."), dated October 11, 2012. 
• First Affidavit of Christopher H. Meyer ("First Meyer Aff.•1), dated O.ctober 11, 
2012. 
• Letter from Stefan Chatwin to John R. Jameson ("Chatwin Letter') dated October 
30. 2012 (reproduced in Second Meyer Aff., Exh. 12). 
• Letter by Christopher H. Meyer to John R. Jameson forwarding letter from Donna 
L. Phillips to Christopher H. Meyer, with attachments ( .. Meyer/Phillipa Letters") 
both dated November 14, 2012 (reproduced in Second Meyer A.ff., Exh. IS). 
• NffiCA 's Motion to Vacate Summary Judgment Hearing ("Motion to Vacate") 
dated December 3, 2012. 
• Second AjfidQ.vit of Christopher H. Meyer (" Second Meyer A.ff.'' dated December 
4, 2012. 
• City 'a Motion for Protective Order Staying Discovery (nMotwn for Protective 
arA,r"') dated Decmbm: 5, 2012 
CITY'S REPLY BRIEF IN SUPPORT 01 MOO'ION POI. SUMMARY .1m>GMENT 
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• Ci.ty's Combined Brief in Support of Motion for Protective Order Staying 
Discovery and in Opposition to Motion to Vacate Swnma.ry Judgment Hearing 
("City's Combined Brie/') dated December 5, 2012. 
• Second .Affidavit of Stefan Chatwin esecond Chatwin Ajp'), dated December 5, 
2012. 
-- • - Plafiilifft' Response lo Defendant's Motionfor-Summltry-Judgmem-("NIBCA-'s-
MSJ Brier) dated December 6, 2012. 
• .Ajfidavit of John R. Jamuon in Support of Response to Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgme1J.l ("Jame8on MSJ A.ff.") dated December 6, 2012. 
With the exception oftheJ4meson MSJ A.ff., which includes only two documents that 
NIBCA obtained from the City. NIBCA has not filed any affidavits in opposition to the City's 
M~ which were due on December 6, 2012 under Idaho R. Civ. P. ("Rule") 56(c). Nor has 
NIBCA identified any specific issues of fact that require further investigation and are relevant to 
the issues presented by the Motion for Summary Judgment. 
Meanwhile, NIBCA has submitted discovery and filed its Motion to Vacate under Rule 
S4(f), The City has responded in opposition to the Motion to Vacate and has opposed the 
discovery through its Motion/or Protective Order on the basis that the allegations in NIBCA•s 
Amended Complaint present issues oflaw that are ripe for decision. These matters are also 
pending before the Court. 
ARGUMENT 
I. 1ll& CITY DOES NOT CONTEND THAT THE SEWEJt CA.PlTALlZATION FEE 18 AN 
INCIDENTAL REGULATORY FEE. 
NIBCA continues to miss a key point. The City is not premising its defense of its sewer 
capitalization fee on the basis that it is an incidental regulatory fee. It has said so repeatedly: 
Alternatively. some fees may be justified as "incidental regulatory 
fees" under the police power. But the City's sewer program is not 
reguhtory in nature, so this fee does not qµalify as an incidental 
regulatory fee. 
CITY'S :REPLY BRIEP IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY J'DDGMENT 
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City's MSJ Brief at 8, And again: 
Revenues generated by Hayden's sewer capitalization fees 
are not used to regulate the activities of citizens. but rather t.o 
provide critical environmental infrastructure to those requiring 
sewer service, Accordingly, the City does not contend that the fee 
can be upheld as an incidental regulatory fee. 
City 'a MSJ Brief atl4. And again: 
NIBCA contends that the City's fees cannot be upheld as 
an exercise of the police power on the basis that they are 
"incidental regulatory fees." This is made irrelevant by the fact 
that the City does not contend that its fees are assessed as an 
incident to regulation. Rather, the City contends that its fees are 
assessed pursuant to statute and under its proprietary authority to 
provide services. This, too, is purely a question of law. 
City's MSJ Brief at 12. 
How could the City be any clearer? It is a mystery why NIBCA continues to quote from 
cases rejecting fees that were asserted on the basis of being incidental regulatory fees. For 
example, NIBCA says in its brief: "The Brewster court held that the fee being charged was not a 
regulatory fee because, 'the revenue to be collected from Pocatello' s street fee has no necessary 
relationship to the regulation of travel over its streets, but rather is to generate funds for the non-
regulatory function of repairing and maintaining streets.'" NIBCA. 's MS.I Brief at 7 ( quoting 
Br1Jw3ter v. City of Pocatello, 115 Idaho 502, 504, 768 P.2d 765. 767 (1988)), 
This case has nothing to do with whether the fee is incidental to a regulatory program. 
The fact that the sewer capitalization fee is not used to fund a regulatory program is dispositive 
of nothing. It simply means that the City must have some mJ:,.er basis to justify the fee. e.g., as a 
user fee. The City acknowledges its fee must be roughly related to the cost of the service 
provided, and cannot be a "profit center. •t That is true both for incidental regulatory fees and for 
user feett=\Ve=w.ill-ta1kwahotlt-that boler11. NIBCA4«fllld=ste,-senmbliqJts-egas, 
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II. THE SEWER CAPITALIZATION F.EE IS A LAWFUL USER FEE WHICH REFLEC'l'S THE 
QUAN1'1TY OF SEWD. SYSTEM CAPACITY CONSUMED BY THE NEW USER. 
NIBCA begins its brief with this premise: "Defendant is using revenues derived from its 
sewer capitalization fee to fund a capital expansion project of its sewer system." NJBCA 's MSJ 
ltriefar2.-'Ibatinrue~NIBC.Athen-states:-'1Tbe-assessmenthas·no-bearin-gorrelation-to-the-··-
services being provided to the payer." Id. This is not true. In a similar vein, NmCA contends 
that the sewer capitalization fee is unconstitutional because the ''fee is in no way tied to the 
services provided to the payer." NIBCA 's MSJ Brief at 6. Again, simply not true. 
The City's approach to calculating the fee is simple and rational. NIBCA's members 
may not like paying the fee1 but they cannot credibly tell the Court that the fee does not represent 
a proportionate share of the replacement value of the sewer capacity consumed by each new user. 
NIBCA complains: "The [City's] report exposes how the sewage capitalization fee was 
really calculated by taking the capital improvement plan total of$20,416,900.00 and dividing it 
by the projected potential future population of Defendant." NIBCA '3 MSJBrlef at 3-4. That is 
exactly correct, and there :is nothing wrong with this.1 
The Welch Comer Report is a clear exposition of the how the sewer capitalization fee was 
developed and quantified. The Welch Comer Report is perfectly consistent with the swom 
statement submitted in support of City's MSJ, which st.ated: 
21. The seoond component of the sewer capitalization 
fee [the part at issue in this litigation] is a roughly proportionate 
share of the replacement value of capital improvements associated 
with the City's sewer collection system that are consumed by the 
new user. These are the capital improvements that must be 
replaced, enlarged, or reconfigured so that system capacity 
continues to be available for future users. 
_ 
1 NIBCA's description of the calciuation is accurate, which proves that the relevant facts 
are undisputed and these issues are ripe for deoision without further delay. 
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25. In other words, the fees are used to pay for 
additional inftastructure and system improvements which, in tum. 
will be in place to serve subsequent development. This is a self-
perpetuating system which insures that infrastructure will be 
availab1e as needed to support each increment of growth and that 
the costs-of providing-for future users-are-not-bome-by-current-
users. 
First Chatwin A.ff. fl 21. 25. 
The Wt!lch Comer Report states: 
Capitalization fees are calculated in different ways by 
different cities in Idaho. However. the City of Hayden has 
detennined to compute capitalintlon fees based upon the projected 
costs of necessary capital improvements (CJP) divided by the 
projected capacity of those improvements. 
The concept of capitalization fees is based on the premise 
that new users of the City's sanitary sewer system should 
contribute a one-time capital contribution to "buy-in" to the equity 
and capacity of the existing City's sanitary sewer facilities. The 
City of Hayden currently charges sewer capitalization fees at the 
time that a building permit is issued, computed on an equivalent 
resident (ER) basis. One ER is presumed to be equivalent to a 
typical single family residence household contribution of sanitary 
sewer wastewater, or approximately 200 gallons per ER per day. 
Welch Comer Report at 35. 
The concept is simple. The Citt s sewer collection system has enough capacity to serve 
current customers with a little left over. That existing system has been bought and paid for by 
current and prior users. Thanks to good planning) the City has maintained a modest amount of 
additional capacity so that new users may be added to the system without delay for construction 
of new system capacity. Those new users, in tum, are required to pay for the existing system 
capacity they consume in the form of a sewer capitalization fee. That money is then used to 
construct additional system capacity. The next users consume some of that capacity and pay a 
fee which is used to construct more system capacity. And so on, until the City is fully built out. 
CITY'S RIPLY BRIEF IN SVPPORT OP MarION FOR.SIJMMARY JUDGMENT 
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The idea is straightforward and so is the math. The City calculates how much it will cost 
to complete sewer service to the area of city impact and unserved areas within the City. That 
amount is divided by the estimated number of ''equivalent residential" units (households or 
equivalents thereto). That simple math produces the fee charged; $2,280 per ER. Welch Comer 
Report at 36. 
This is explained in greater detail in the Chatwin Letzer. The City commends that letter 
to the Court's attention. It really could not be more clearly expressed than the explanation 
provided by the City Administrator. 
We are at a complete loss to undersumd why NIBCA contends that the City "offers this 
Court no mctual studies to back up this statement .. NIBCA 's MSJ Brief at 8. The Welch Comer 
Report is 35 pages, accompanied by 42 pages of appendices. That report is backed up by the 
Hayden Sewer Master Plan Update Technical Documents package, also dated December 2006, 
which NffiCA did not bother to include in its submission of the Welch Comer Report. Those 
technical documents, which are over a half an inch thick, have been made available t.o NIBCA 
from the outset and are available to any member of the public, as required by Idaho law and as 
noted on the City's website. 
We are also at a loss to comprehend why NIBCA st.ates that "the amount of the fee had 
absolutely nothing to do with capacity replacement." NIBCA MSJ Brief at 8. We have explained 
how this worlcs until we are blue in the face. It is not difficult to understand. Bach new user gets 
the benefit of being able to use the Cityts existing capacity, and then pays for the cost of 
replacing that capacity so that new capacity will be available to the next user. It is a pay-as-you-
go system. There is no "profit" for the City in the Welch Comer Report. The money collected is 
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exactly equal to the City's Engineer's estimate of the cost of the additional capacity that must be 
constructed to complete the system. Accordingly, this is not a revenue-generating fee. 2 
Ill. THE CITY'S FEE IS AUTHORIZED BY SECTION 63-1311 AND THE IDAHO REVENUE 
BONDACT. 
-·- -As-explained-in--thc-CU,,-'s-M&/--Brief,-the-sewer-eapitalizalion--fee-is--authenzec:ly--either- ---- -- -
of two statutes: Idaho Code f 63-1311 and section S0-1030(f) of the Idaho Revenue Bond Aet. 
These are independent arguments. Either suffices to sustain the constitutionality of the fee, 
whioh is the heart of this case. 
NIBCA acknowledges that section 63-1311 authom.es the City to charge "a user fee for 
the services actually bein& :rendered to the payer." NIBCA MSJ Brie/at 1. NmCA's only 
argument against section 63-1311 is that "'Defendant•s fee makes no attempt to link to a payers' 
consumption of a commodity," NIBCA MSJ Brief at 9. This does not hold up. The statute is not 
limited to user fees fur "commodities. •1 It authorizes user fees for any "services provided by that 
district which would otherwise be funded by property tax revenues" and its only limitation is that 
the ''fees collected pursuant to this section shall be reasonably related to, but shall not exceed, the 
actual cost of the service being rendered." Provision for sewage collection system capacity is 
clearly a service that could be and, before this fee, was funded by property taxes. For reasons 
discussed at length elsewhere in this brief and in the City's MSJ Brief, the fee here is reasonably 
related to the cost of replacing the system capacity oonsm:ned by the new user. 
2 NIBCA hmps on the statement in the Welch Comer Report that the sewer system 
inftastructure "is of a common benefit to the community,,. NIBCA MSJ Brie/at 4, 6, 8, 9, 14, 
and l S. That statement is accurate. But it is also unremarkable and irrelevant, Nobody would 
dispute that an operational sewer syst.em is a benefit to a conunl.lllity, just like water, garbage, 
and other utilities. The question is wh¢er the fee charged to the users of the sewer system, 
which includes a component designated for future expansion and improvement, is legal. A -
single-statement by-tlie Cit, 's eonstdtant&-does-not-~ feo-mtt).a=t&Hn4-IHl&-ne 
bearing upon the question of law before the Comt. 
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NIBCA's arguments that the Idaho Revenue Bond Act does not authorize the sewer 
capitalization fee because "Defendant's sewage [sic] capitalization fee is assessed solely as a 
revenue raising mechanism" (NIBCA 1s MSJ Brief at 12) is unavailing for the same reason, as is 
its attempt to distinguish Viking Const., Inc, v, Hayden Lake Irrigation Dist .• 149 Idaho 187, 233 
P.3d 118 (2010). 
IV. THE CrfY•s SEWER CAPITALIZATION FEE 18 IMPOSED VNIFORMLY. 
NIBCA alleges that the City• s sewer capitalization fee is not imposed uniformly. 
NJBCA 'a MSJ Brief,§ Wat 14-15. Consistent with its pattern so far. this allegation is both 
baseless and outside the four comers of its Amended Complaint. 3 
NIBCA complains in its brief: nAlthough requested by Plaintiffs, Defendant has 
produced no documentation showing how the existing sewage system was funded prior to 
implementation of the sewer capitalization fee." NlBCA 's MSJ Brief at 14. To the contrary, the 
City has explained in a sworn statement: 
28. Prior ordinances and/or City practices prior to the 
late 1990s allowed a developer that subdivided property to either 
pre--pay the sewer capitalization fee or to construct the sewer main 
lines that would ultimately be owned and maintained by the City in 
lieu of paying the sewer capitalization fee. In addition1 some 
sewer capitalization fees were paid through lawfully authorized 
local improvement districts ("LIDs'') formed in the 1990s. For 
those propertiesj a sewer capitalization fee was not required to be 
paid at the time ofissuance of the building pennft because the 
sewer capitalization fee had already been paid. 
3 See the City's Combined Brief, pages 9 through 11, for a detailed description of the 
claims made by NIBCA in its Amended Complaint! which are all plainly directed at the legal 
question of whether the City can include future expansion and improvement costs in its sewer 
capitalization fee. As discussed therein, none of the counts set forth in NIBCA' s Amended 
Complaint allege that the fee is calculated improper1y. This should be the end of the analysis of 
this issue. Nonetheless, in an abwtdance of caution, the_ City addresses the substance of this 
issue. 
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First Chatwin A.ff., 1J 28. The next paragraph, as well as paragraph 33, explained and identified 
each of the changes in the sewer capitalization fee as it has been re-calibrated from time t.o time .. 
la!013/020 
There is nothing in the record-and NIBCA has offered nothing to contradict the 
record-suggesting that the City has imposed its fee in a non-unifonn manner. NIBCA 
apparently believes that there is something non-unifonn in the very fact that the same fee is paid 
by each new development. NIBCA does not explain what is wrong with this. Previous users 
have paid for their share of' the existing system ce.paoity either by paying the sewer capitalization 
fee when their development oCCUITed or-for those who arrived decades ago- the developer 
paid for the needed sewer capacity and presumably passed the costs along to the user. As new 
developments come on line, requiring that new system capacity be added, there is nothing non-
unifonn in charging them a fee that is proportional to the cuuent replacement cost of the capacity 
they are consuming. 
V. NIBCA'S llASELE8S SUGGESTION THAT THE CITY HAS MISSPENT FUNDS BAS 
BEEN THOROUGHLY REFUTED. 
Perhaps the most remarkable misrepresentation of all is NIBCA' s statement set out in 
heading III( e) of its brief: "Defendant's sewer capitalization fee is charged primarily as a source 
of revenue, as the collected funds are used for additional capital projects beyond Defendant's 
sewer system." NIBCA 's MSJ B1·ief at 13. Again, this contention is both outside of the counts 
set forth in the Amended Complaint and is plainly false based upon the information and records 
that were previously provided to NIBCA. 
NIBCA made this allegation during a series of meetings between NlBCA's auditor, 
Barbara Bradley, and City staff over a year ago, (Referenced in Chatwin Letter at p. 2, Second 
Meyer Ajf, Exh. 12, and Meyer/Phillips Letters, Meyer cover letter at p. 2, Second Meyer 4/f., 
Exh. 15; facts in both lettetS verified in Second Chatwin A.ff.) The City responded t.o and 
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resolved every inquiry made by NIBCA's auditor. That infonnal discovery concluded with a 
letter from NIBCA Is counsel (Jameson Letter, Second Meyer Aff., Exh. 4) expressing agreement 
with the facts laid out in a letter from the City's counsel (Stricklin Letter, Second Meyer Aff., 
Exh. 2). NIBCA's letter, instead identified solely }ml arguments against the sewer 
capitalization fee. Consistent with that, NIBCA's Amended Complaint contains no allegation 
that the City spent funds on projects not covered by the capital improvement program outlined in 
the Welch Comer Report. Only in response to the City's MSJ. has NIBCA dredged up this 
previously abandoned allegation. 
Specifically, NIBCA says: "As one ex.ample, of which there are many, the 2007 
accounting records for the sewer capitalization fee account shows roughly $285,000 being 
ex.pended on a Government Way Project and other additional capital projects, with invoices 
going to the Idaho Transportation Department and Welch Comer and Associates, Inc. that do not 
appear to have any relation to Defendant's sewage system.'' NIBC.A MSJ Brief at 13. 
This allegation is mystifying given that the City specifioally addressed this issue in two 
communications to N1BCA on November 14, 2012. Meyer/Phillips Letters, Second Meyer A/f.. 
Exh. 15. One would think that these recent letters would be fresh in mind, but NWCA does not 
even mention them. The Meyer cover letter explains that the Government Way project was for 
sewer line placed in the Government Way right-of-way and that, in accordance with regulation, 
payments were directed to the Idaho Transportation Department. 4 
4 The quoted portion of NIBCA's brief also references payments to Welch Comer and 
Associates, Inc. Those payments, rather obviously, were made in connection with the Sewer 
Master Plan Update itemized as the first attachment to letter from Donna Phillips (Meyer/Phillips 
Letters, Second Meyer ;Jj/., B,ch, 15). 
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The Meyer cover letter states: 
I asked Ms. Phillips to provide infonnation on cap fee 
expenditures for the years 2008 through. 2012, corresponding 
roughly (and somewhat over-inclusively) to the four-year statute of 
limitations on state inverse condemnation claims. As you know. 
the statute of limitations with respect to federal claims is even 
shorter_;just two years. -ThePliillipfletter-doouments each oTllie 
projects on which cap fees have been expended during this period_ 
provides a brief description of what that project was, and explains 
where that project was authorized. 
For example, when we met at your office on October 24, 
2012, you noted that fees were expended on the "Government 
Way., project. You said that you had no way ofknowing whether 
that was a sewer collection system project or something else. The 
Phillips letter explains that the Government Way project replaced 
the existing sewer line within the Government Way right-of-way 
with a larger diameter pipe. Costs associated with replacement of 
the existing pipe were deemed to correspond to CUITent users and 
were paid for from the O&M acco1.U1t. while the costs associated 
with the expansion of the pipe capacity to accommodate future 
users were paid for with cap fees. 
SimilllI' explanations are set out for each of the other 
projects for which cap fee expenditures have been made during the 
last five years. 
I am advised by the City that this is not new information, 
and that all of this was explained in detail during the extensive 
meetings that oCCUtted a year ago between NIBCA's auditor, 
Barbara Bradley, and the City's Direct.or of Administrative 
Services, Kris Rose. In any event, you now have the infonnation 
again. 
At our meeting on October 24, 2012, you also asked about 
a line item on one of the many documents provided to Ms. Bradley 
during that pre-litigation infomal discovery. Specifically, you 
noted that the expenditure on November 5, 2007 identified as 
.. Idaho Transportation Department; 24016 Batch Invoice,, does not 
sound like an expenditure for a sewer project That item does not 
appear on the list provided in the enclosed Phillips letter because it 
pre-dates the five·year period. I inquired about it nonetheless, I 
am authorized to represent to you that all items identified as Idaho 
Department of Transportation ("ITD") expenses relate to 
expenditures for sewer collection system work perfonned within 
rights~of·way. On occasion, some of the funding for these rigbt-
of-way improvements comes from federal highway funds. In such 
-· cases, funding must pass tlitouglFfI'Diiml the projectmusfbe 
managed by ITD (even if, as in the case of Oovemment Way, it is 
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a city right-of-way). The sewer utility projects were performed at 
the time that the road was tom up to make the road improvements, 
and the work performed on the sewer was undertaken by the same 
contractor. Accordingly the City made payments to reimburse ITD 
for the sewer portion of the right-of-way project. The effect of this 
ammgoment (undertaking road and sewer projects in a coordinated 
fashion) is to minimize costs associated with the sewer 
improvementa;-conserve OOJ'ffee funds~ and-keep cap-rates-as-Iow-
as possible. 
I trust this puts to rest any concerns you have as to whether 
the sewer cap funds collected during the time relevant to this 
litigation (and any other time, for that matter) have been expended 
solely on authorized projects related to the sewer collection 
system. 
~016/020 
Meyer/Phillips Letters (Meyer letter at 1-2) (Second Meyer Alf., Exh. 15). This explanation by 
undersigned City's counsel is backed up by the accompanying letter from Donna L. Phillips, the 
City staffer who is directly responsible for the issue. The accuracy of the facts is then verified by 
the City Administrator in the Second Chatwin A.If. 
It is a mystery to the City why NIBCA cannot understand this simple explanation. In any 
event, ifNIBCA questions the veracity of the City's swom statements, it is insufficient to merely 
express vague misgivings in a brief opposing a motion for summary judgment. Nor, without 
some showing which has not been made here, is NIBCA justified in delaying the proceeding so 
that it may engage in yet another fishing expedition. This litigation is expensive. It is time for it 
to end. 
VI. THE PROVISIONS OF THE IDAHO .REYENUE BOND Acr DEALING WITH ORDINARY 
AND NECESSARY EXPENSES AU INAPPLICABLE HERE BECAUSE THE CITY JS 
INCURRING NO DEBT OR LIABILITY. 
NIBCA goes on at some length on the law of the ''ordinary and necessary" ex.ception 
under Idaho Const. art. 8, § 3 and the Idaho Revenue Bond Act. These provisions limit the 
authority of cities to incur debt or liability without an election to "ordinary and necessary" 
expenses. Again, NIBCA is scrambling its eggs. This is a fascinating and controversial area of 
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the law that has nothing to do with this case. The "ordinary and necessary" limitation has no 
applicability to the City because it is not incurring any debt or liability, 5 
la!Ol 7 /020 
The discussion of the ordinary and necessary exception in Loomis v. City of Hatley, 119 
Idaho 434,440,807 P.2d 12?2, 1278 (1991) is not central to the holding of that case. The Court 
turned to that issue only to explain why another case, 0 'Bryant v. City of Idaho Falls, 78 Idaho 
313,303 P.2d 672 (1956) was inapposite. In O'Bryant, the City ofldaho Falls granted a 
franchise to a company to create a gas distribution system serving city residents, including a 
fifty-mile pipeline from Pocatello. That Court noted that the City could not :fi.md such a measure 
itself without incurring debt. 0 'Bryant, 18 Idaho at 320, 303 P .2d at 67S. The Court said it 
would "pierce the corporate veir' because the franchise in reality was "an instrumentality of> the 
city and a subterfuge for allowing it to incur the financial obligation of constructing and 
opera.ting a gas distribution system without a vote of the qualified electors. O'Bryant, 78 ldaho 
at 324-25, 303 P.2d at 677-78 (described in Loomis, 119 Idaho at 440,807 P.2d at 1278). The 
plaintiffs in Loomis argued that O'Bryant and similar cases helped th.em. The Loomis oourt 
rejected that argument, as this Court should reject it here. "In the instant case the City of Hailey 
is not incurring any indebtedness and voter approval pursuant to mt 8, § 3 of the Idaho 
Constitution is required only when the city is incurring indebtedness." Loomis, 119 Idaho at 440, 
807 P .2d at 1278. The same is true here. There is no need to get bollixed up in this complicated 
areaoflaw. 
In the same vein, NIBCA argues that the sewer capitalization fee is unlawful because the 
City has not held a bond election. This is a curious argument. The City has inourred no debt and 
s The City pointed out in the City's MSJ Brief that it has obtained voter approval for 
bondsin connection w1m dtlmr-sewenmprovementproJects> but1tarnotyet1ssmhmy'bbhds. 
City's MSJ Brief at 28 (citing Flr,t ChatwlnAff,), 
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no liability. That is the purpose of this program. As the City explained in its Answer: 
"Collecting money from sewer utility fees is not an incursion of debt. Having money in the bank 
is the opposite of debt. Nor does spending money that has been previously coJlected constitute 
the incursion of debt." Answer, ,i 33. 
In raising, once again, the question of "ordinary and necessary'' expensesi NIBCA has 
sc.rambled its eggs one more time. Inhere is no debt or liability, this constitutional provision 
does not come into play, and it is irrelevant whether the capital costs are ordinary or necessary. 
VII. NIBCA'S BRIEF DEMONSTRATES THAT THIS CASE TURNS ON QUF.STIONS OF 
LAW, AND NO DISCOVERY IS NEED.ED. 
Apart from NIBCA' s claims of misspent funds, for which it provides no support, 
NIBCA • s brief raises only legal arguments. NIBCA argues the City lacks the authority to 
impose sewer fees for the purpose of expanding its sewer facilities. The City disagrees. This is 
an argwnent that can be resolved as a matter of law with no need for discovery and that is likely 
to be dispositive of this action. 
VIII. THE FACTS RELEVANT TO THE MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMBN/' ARE 
UNDISPUTED. 
NIBCA continues to misstate the facts to the Court. "In the endt Defendant has not 
produced any evidence or backup as requested by Plaintiffs." NIBCA 's MSJ Brief at 2. To the 
contrary, the City has produced hundreds of pages of evidence in response to every request 
NIBCA has made since the spring of 2011. NIBCA apparently does not believe the evidence the 
City has provided, but that without more does not fonn a basis to deny summary judgment. 
Marek v. Lawrence, 153 Idaho SO, 53, 278 P.3d 920, 923 (2012) ("[T]he adverse party is unable 
to rest upon the mere allegations or denials ftom the pleadings, but must set forth specific facts 
sbowiug=a-genuine-issue fo.t tt·ial-by=aftidavitr-OM1s=other-wise-pmrided-in-mle-J,Rf.G.:E½-Rule 
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S6(e).") NIBCA has provided no reason to doubt the City's evidenc:e and has identified no 
specific issues of fact that need to be explored via discovery prior to this Court's decision on the 
legal issues present.eel in the MatLon for Summary Judgment. Simply put, the facts that are 
pertinent to these issues are undisputed and the motion should be decided as a matter oflaw. 
CONCLUSION 
Based upon the foregoing authorities, the City has established that it is entitled to 
judgment as a matter oflaw. The City respectfully submits that its Motion for Summary 
Judgment should be granted. 
Respectfully submitted this 12lh day of December, 2012. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
) 
) 
) Case No. CV 12-2818 
) 
) SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN R. 
NORTH IDAHO BUILDING 
CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION, an 
Idaho non-profit corporation; TERMAC 
CONSTRUCTION, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, on behalf of itself and all 
others similarly situated; and JOHN 
DOES 1-50, whose true names are 
unknown. 
) JAMESON IN SUPPORT OF RESPONSE 
) TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
CITY OF HAYDEN, an Idaho 
. municipality, 
Defendant. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Ada ) 
) SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
JOHN R. JAMESON, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1) I am an attorney at law duly licensed to practice in the State of Idaho; I am the counsel for 
the Plaintiffs, NORTH IDAHO BUILDING CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION and 
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. ) 
TERMAC CONSTRUCTION, INC., in the above-entitled action, and am competent to 
testify to the facts affirmed herein and have a personal knowledge hereof. 
2) Attached hereto as "Exhibit A" are true and accurate excerpts from the deposition 
transcript of Donna Phillips, held on February 22, 2013in Boise, Idaho where I conducted 
the deposition. 
3) Attached hereto as "Exhibit B" are true and accurate excerpts from the deposition 
transcript of Connie Krueger, held on February 22, 2013in Boise, Idaho where I conducted 
the deposition. 
4) Attached hereto as "Exhibit C" are true and accurate excerpts from the deposition 
transcript of Stefan Chatwin, held on February 21, 2013in Boise, Idaho where I conducted 
the deposition. 
DATED This 4th day of March, 2013. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To before me this 4 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at Boise, Idaho 11 1 ~, ~,~ 
My Commission Expires:. ___ ~-=a::=-----O__.._ _ c:?U _ __._.L 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO,.IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
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ASSOCIATION, an Idaho non-profit 
corporation; TERMAC CONSTRUCTION, ) 
INC., an Idaho corporation, on ) 
behalf of itself and all others 
similarly situated; and JOHN DOES 
1-50, whose true names are unknown,) 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. Case No. 
CITY OF HAYDEN, an Idaho 
municipality, 
CV 12-2818 
Defendant. 
DEPOSITION OF DONNA PHILLIPS 
February 22, 2013 
REPORTED BY: 
DIANA L. DURLAND, CSR No. 637 
Notary Public 
(208\~~~-Qh11 . 
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1 Q. What kind of information is be sent to the 1 
2 Hayden Regional Sewer Board? 2 
3 A. When the pumps turn on, when the pumps turn 3 
4 off. If there's a failure in one of the pumps, a low 4. 
5 level and high level of the sewage in the sewer tanks. 5 
6 Q. Was this project intended to expand the 6 
7 capacity of the Hayden sewer system? 7 
B A. I honestly don't know for sure. I don't know. · 8 
9 I know there were capital improvements made to it that 9 · 
1 o may not have - the reason for the "I don't know" is 1 O 
1-L_that year of the timeframe that this is adopted and the 11 
12 year of the timeframe that the Emerald Oaks Lift Station 12 
13 actually was built. They're very closely related. I 13 
14 don't know the timing of when that occurred off the top 14 
15 of my head. 15 
16 Q. Before we leave this project list, I wanted to 16 
1 7 ask you if you were aware of any of these projects that 1 7 
18 may be in the planning stages have not yet become 18 
19 projects but the city is contemplating them at this 19 
20 time? 20 
21 A. Clarify your question just a bit I mean - 21 
22 Q. Are there any projects stated on this list that 22 
2 3 the city is currently planning - in the planning stages 2 3 
2 4 of implementing the project? 2 4 
25 A. The reason I was trying to get clarification is 25 
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1 I'm trying to - if they show up on this list, obviously 1 
2 they're planned at some point. 2 
3 Q. Okay. I understand the confusion now. Are 3 
4 there any of these projects stated that are in the 4 
5 pre-stages of implementation? 5 
6 A. I'd have to say yes. 6 
7 Q. Can you identify specific ones? 7 
8 A. The Hayden Elementary Lift Station. The 8 
9 Franklin Prairie Lift Station. 9 
10 MR. RISCH: For the record, can we use project 10 
11 numbers? 11 
12 WITNESS: Sorry. 1.1. 1.12. And theH-6 12 
13 Basin is in discussion. 13 
14 Q. (BY MR. JAMESON) That entire list of projects 14 
15 under H-6 Basin? 15 
16 A. Yes. 16 
17 Q. Any other projects? 17 
18 A. I just need to refer to a map. H-7. Basin H-7 18 
19 and Basin H-10. 19 
20 Q. Do you have any knowledge regarding project 20 
21 1.1, the Hayden Elementary Lift Station replacement? 21 
22 A. Yes. 22 
23 Q. What is that project intended to do? 23 
24 A. We are looking at the possibility of taking the 24 
25 Hayden Elementary Lift Station off line, rerouting the 25 
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sewer flow to an already existing. So it wouldn't be a 
replacement, it would be a removal. 
Q. When completed, will this project expand the 
city's sewer capacity? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Can you explain to me how a removal of a lift 
station expands capacity? 
A. If we replaced the lift station, we would have 
to -- it would have to get bigger because of the amount 
of sewer flow that is flowing to that lift station. By 
removing it and having the sewer flow redirected to an 
already existing hft stationlliarhas beena.1:Jjuste'dibr- -
the flow that would be coming to it, it will enable --
it would expand the ability for more sewer to go down 
the pipe. 
Q. Project 1.12, the Franklin Prairie Church Lift 
Station replacement. Are you familiar with this 
project? 
A. Yes. .. 
Q. Could you please describe the project to me? 
A. We're also looking at removing that lift 
station and redirecting that flow to an already existing 
infrastructure. 
Q. Does the same analysis of expansion of the 
project apply in this instance as well? 
Page 25 
A. Yes, it does. 
Q. The Basin H-6 projects, are you familiar with 
these several projects? · 
A. Yes. 
Q. Am I correct in assuming, based on you lumping 
them together, that in all reality this series of 
projects is almost considered more one big project than 
a series of small projects? 
A.No. 
Q. Okay. Project 6.1, the H-6 Lift Station, are 
you familiar with this project? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Could you please describe this project to me? 
A. The H-6 Lift Station is a lift station that is 
going to be put in somewhere along Ramsey Road near 
Miles and Dakota, somewhere in that general vicinity. 
It is a lift station necessary in order to facilitate 
future growth in the north end of the city. It needs to 
be put in place in order to facilitate growth in other 
areas. It has to be there first 
Q. Is this H-6 Lift Station new infrastructure? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Does this infrastructure expand the capacity of 
the system? 
A. Yes. 
,.,.. ___ .. ,..,,.-......, 
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Q. Do you understand the calculations? 
A. As based on the report, the calculation is 
based on the total amount of cost for the capital 
improvements and based on the number of future users 
the system. So it's a total buildout conversation based 
on total buildout and the dollar amount that is going to 
be used to create that capital improvement. 
Page 16 
1 So part of it is to replace existing inftastructure. 
2 The second part is to incr.ease capacity so it has a 
3 growth portion of it as well to address infrastructure 
4 that will be coming in from new growth as well as infill 
5 to the north that will flow into that station. 
6 Q. So a portion of this project, the H-1 Lift 
7 Station project, is more or less maintenance of an 
8 existing system or existing lift station? 
9 MR. HENDRICKSON: Object to the form 
Q. Do you know that the Welch Comer report lists a 
series of projects as a portion of that buildout you 
discussed? 10 foundation. Go ahead. You can answer. 
A. Yes. 11 WITNESS: It's a replacement. So. yes, part of 
Q. I'm going to give you what has been previously 
marked as Exhibit A in a previous deposition. I will 
assert to you that this is a page from that Welch Comer 
2006 report. And that page lists out every project that 
is discussed in that report. Would you agree with my 
assertion? 
12 it is growth for the future, and part ofit is 
13 replacement of the system. So yes. 
14 Q. (BY MR. JAMESON) Moving on to project 1.3, th 
15 Woodland Meadows Lift Station upgrades, could you plea 
16 describe this project to me? 
17 A. Woodland Meadows Lift Station is a lift station 
A. Yes. 18 that is in the.middle of road right-of-way. So I would 
Q. Are you familiar with any of the projects that 
are listed on this report? 
19 request paper and pencil. As an explanation, it would 
A. Can you clarify the term "familiar"? 
20 . be easier to explain. I don't know how you do that with 
21 a court reporter. 
Q. Do you have knowledge of any of the projects 
that are listed on this report? 
22 MR. HENDRJCKSON: We'Jljust make it an 
23 exhibit. 
A. Yes. 24 WITNESS: (Drawing) This is Prairie Avenue. 
Q. Could you teJI me which ones, please? 25 And this is Rude Street And the lift station was put 
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A. Some of the projects are stilJ proposed to l 
occur, so they haven't occurred as of this date. Some 2 
of the projects have - J don't know if any of them have 3 
occumd. Let's see. H-J Lift Station upgrades and 4 
replacement is occurring as we speak. 5 
MR. RISCH: For the record, we can reference 6 
that as project 1.2; correct? 7 
WITNESS: Right. Woodland Meadows Lift Statio 8 
upgrades have occurred. That's 1.3. 2.1, part of those 9 
upgrades have occurred. Maybe all of them. J can't 10 
remember for sure. 5.2, part of those upgrades have 11 
occurred. l believe those are all that I know of. 12 
Q. (BY MR. JAMESON) In regard to project 1.2, th 13 
H-1 Lift Station upgrades and replacement. can you tell 14 
me what you know about this project? 15 
A. The project construction plans have been 16 
approved, and it's currently in construction. 1 7 
Q. Where is this project located? 18 
A. It's on a triangular piece of property that on 19 
the south side is Honeysuckle A venue, on the west site 2 O 
is Strahom, and on the east side is Smith Road. It's 21 
within that triangular piece of property. 22 
is? 
Q. Do you know what the purpose of this project 23 
A. The original H-J Lift Station was 30 ears old. 
24 
25 
Page 17 
right in here. So you have an in, you have an out, and 
an out for Rude Street. 
This is a relative]y nice subdivision. It has 
landscaping all the away around the whole thing. When 
the lift station went in originally, it was put in. and 
it had shrubs put in kind of around it. 
And part of the upgrades were to add a 
generator for -- if the power went out, the generator 
would run so we wouldn't have a back up of sewer, and 
nobody likes those things. 
The second thing they added was a water hydrant 
for flushing it out and keeping it clean. The 
landscaping went back in around that when they got it 
done, and that was the Woodland Meadow Lift Station 
upgrades. 
Q. (BY MR. JAMESON) J didn't quite understand th 
water hydrant and flushing it out. Could you explain 
that tome? 
A. One of the things that all of our lift stations 
own, most all of them as part of the upgrades that have 
gone in, is the ability to put a water hydrant so that 
you can flush out the well tanks that the sewage goes 
in. Jn if you have a blockage of some kind, you need to 
have a water source in order to do that Not all of the 
maintenance vehicles that are owned own the water 
5 (Pages 14 to 17) 
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1 A. The Idaho Transportation Department is who 1 be associated with. a sewage project versus a roadway 
2 administers funds that the city received as part of the 2 project? 
3 Government Way project It has a federal and state 3 A. No. 
4 component, whatever, that funds have to be allocated 4 MR. JAMESON: Let's take a quick break. 
5 through the Idaho Transportation Department to pay al 5 (Recess taken.) 
6 of the bills associated with a given project 6 Q. (BY MR. JAMESON) Back on the record. Befo1 
7 So the Government Way project ran from 7 our break, we were talking about expenditures from the 
8 . Honeysuckle A venue to Miles A venue. It included the 8 sewer capitalization fee account. I'm going to provide 
9 expansion of the pavement from two lanes, no curbs, m 9 you with Exhibit H, which was marked in a previous 
1 0 sidewaJks, no anything, to three lanes with islands in 10 deposition. Are you familiar with these invoices? 
11 the middle, curbs, gutters, sidewalks, grassy swales, 11 A. I'm not familiar with these specific invoices,. 
- 72 ~ trees-:-As welf as burymg all of the city's utilities, -r2~~6-u~t~th-eyre to the FCS Group, which was our contractor 
13 except for one string of vista powerlines that was way 13 that we contracted with as part of the updated sewer 
14 cost prohibitive to get buried. Lights went in, so you 14 master plan. 
15 have a whole downtown kind of streetscape going on. 15 Q. I will assert to you that these are invoices 
16 As part of that project, because the ground was 16 that were created due to FCS's work on the updated plan 
1 7 ripped up and what have you, the city was noting that 1 7 So you are familiar with the work FCS did on the update 
18 there was a stretch of pipe between Hayden- north of 18 plan? 
19 Hayden A venue, that was surcharging. Meaning that ti e 19 A. I know that they were working with J-U-B on the 
2 o sewer generally in a pipe - here is the pipe 2 O updated sewer master plan. As far as specifics with 
21 (indicating). You -rally only want the pipe to be 21 FCS, 1 didn't have much contact with them at alJ. 
22 between 50 and 60 ., ... rcent, sometimes 70 percent, full. 22 Q. Again, on the front page there we see that 
23 Because any time you get an extra amount of fluid, it 23 authoriz.ation stamp. My first question is the 
2 4 fills up the pipe. When the pipe fi]]s up, it backs up, 2 4 accounting numbers. There appears to be two accounts 
2 5 because there wasn't anywhere to go forward. 2 5 that were charged on this invoice, a 210 and 211. We've 
1 
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So they were noticing that this stretch of pipe 
was surcharging, which means it was too small. So they 
replaced that stretch of pipe with new pipe of a bigger 
diameter so that more sewage can go through it and to 
eliminate the sewer surcharging issue. 
So because they put that pipe in the ground 
at the same time that the whole ground was ripped up, 
those dollars had to be paid basically to ITO to then 
have ITD redisburse them to the contractor that did the 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
project. 10 
Q. You stated, though, that these costs were 11 
incurred as part of the Government Way project; correct? 12 
A. I stated that the sewer went in as a part of 13 
the Government Way project. 14 
Q. Were the ITO expenses that we see on the 15 
invoices in front of you incurred solely because of the 16 
Government Way project? 17 
MR. HENDRICKSON: Object to fonn. Foundation. 18 
Go ahead. 19 
WITNESS: The dollar amounts that the city paid 2 0 
to ITO were paid for our proportional share of the ITO 21 
project as well as pass-through costs that were incurred 22 
for various aspects of the project. 23 
Q. (BY MR. JAMESON) Are you aware of how the ci~~ 2 4 
detennined what percentage or amount of the cost would 2 5 
already discussed the 211 being the sewer capitalization 
fee account. Do you know what the 21 0 account is? 
A. As I previously said, I knew that one of them 
was a cap fee and another one O and M. Since you stated 
that 21 I is cap fee, then I believe that 210 is O and M. 
MR. HENDRICKSON: I think we can say for the 
record that that is accurate. 
Q. (BY MR. JAMESON) Taking your attention back 1 
Exhibit A. ls an update to the sewer master plan 
mentioned or contemplated in the Welch Comer report? 
A. As far as Exhibit A, no. 
Q. Exhibit M, which is the complete report, will 
that mention an update to the sewer plan other than it 
being an update to the sewer plan itself? 
A. I don't think that it specifically says there 
is an update. It does say that - I would have to go 
back and double-check. Updates to the sewer master plan 
are only done on about a five-year incremental rotation 
to malce sure that you're accounting for new 
infrastructure that goes in the ground and to update 
future capital CfP plans for the future. It's inferred 
to be there. I don't know if it's specifically stated. 
Q. In regard to this invoice being paid out of the 
operation and maintenance account and the sewer cap fee 
account, you will see that it is split 50/50 between the 
11 (Pages 38 to 41) 
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1 Q. Do you know the number of that account? 1 system. 
2 A. No. 2 Q. Instead of using the word "growing," could we 
3 Q. I'll present to you what has previously been 3 use the word expanding? 
4 marked as Exhibit B to a previous deposition. This is 4 A. That's fine. 
5 the affidavit of Stefan Chatwin that you have referred 5 Q. Okay. Do you know what the current populatio 
6 to a couple of times already. It does not have the 6 of the City of Hayden is? 
7 exhibits but does have the assertions made by 7 A. Ifs about 13,500 people. 
8 Mr. Chatwin in it. 8 Q. Do you know what the current growth rate ofth 
9 I'll direct you to paragraph 24, which is on 9 City of Hayden is? 
1 O page six. The first sentence of that paragraph states: 10 A. I don't have the exact number. 
_ --:-l-;:l ___ "_T--:he:::-c~o-:ll~ec~ti=on-;;--sv'""":s:'-:te:-;;m;-c~o_m:;';100~ine;';:n-:--t ___ o;-;f th __ e_se_w::-:e~r~--+~1;-;1;;--_~Q°-= .. TD~o.:!.y.::...o.=.u;;kn~o:;...:w~w;:;h=at;.:t=he.::....:..:ci~ty-='s:....:e:..:.:x=is:..:.:ti:=n~g::...se:.:w~e=-r- -l_ 
12 capitalization fees collected by the city are used to 12 system's capacity is today? 
13 fund capital improvements in the sewer collection syster l 13 MR. HENDRICKSON: Object to the fonn. It's 
14 necessary to replace the already available system 14 vague. Go ahead. 
15 capacity consumed by the permitted structure." 15 WITNESS: I don't know what it is specifically 
16 Does this statement make any sense to you? 16 today. I have a general idea of what it is. And the 
1 7 A. Yes. 1 7 information on that is delineated within our recent 
18 Q. Could you explain your understanding of this 18 study related to capitalization fees. I believe that it 
19 statement? 19 is an approximate capacity of about 10,000 ER Us with 
20 A. This is a statement in relation to replacement 20 60/40 split between what is currently being used and 
21 of capacity. 21 what is currently available. 
22 Q. Could you explain to me what "replacement of 22 Q. (BY MR. JAMESON) What is an ERU? 
23 capacity" means to you? 23 A. Sorry, I come from Washington State. ER or 
2 4 A. Replacement of capacity, to my knowledge, is 2 4 whatever they use here. 
2 5 replacement of excess capacity within an existing systen 2 5 Q. Regardless of the term, can you explain what an 
Page 19 Page 21 
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and future capacity made available by future capital 1 
improvements made available through future capital 2 
improvements. 3 
Q. You made two statements there, so I want to trJ 4 
to separate them. The first one was replacement of 5 
existing sewer excess capacity, I believe you said. 6 
Could you explain that statement? 7 
A. The systems are generally built in anticipation 8 
ofa future user. You oversize in relation to future 9 
development that you anticipate. Whether it's 1 O 
oversizing of a line or capital improvements that you 11 
plan in the future to accommodate. Both wiJI 12 
accommodate growth. 13 
Q. So how does the city replace that excess 14 
capacity? 15 
A. How does the city replace that excess capacity'i 16 
They replace excess-capacity, which again excess 1 7 
capacity relates to future growth in building a system 18 
in anticipation of that, through incremental growth of 19 
the system. 2 0 
Q. To see ifl understood what you just said, they 21 
replace the capacity by growing the system; is that 22 
correct? 23 
A. By growing the system, yes. And by allowing 2 4 
for use of the excess caoacity already bui It into the 2 5 
( 2 0 tJJ~i:U\-1\:J~ ~1BJ v1 City Of Hayden 
ERorERU is? 
A. For me, an ERU is an equivalent residential 
unit. That's a tenn used frequently in Washington 
State. I don't know the nomenclature here in Idaho. 
MR. HENDRICKSON: I think bis question is whal 
is that? Regardless of what term you're using, what is 
your understanding of it? 
WITNESS: Oh, okay. It's a way of discussing 
use within a system, of measuring it. 
Q. (BY MR. JAMESON) What I'm asking is: What 
an ERU equivalent to? ls it the equivalent of an 
individual? A house? I'm trying to understand. 
A. Of a house. 
Q. You also talked about a 60/40 split. Could you 
explain that a little bit? 1 didn't really understand 
what you meant by the 60/40 split? 
A. The existing system that the City of Hayden 
has, there is the actual capacity that it has within it. 
About 60 percent of that is consumed currently, and 40 
percent is available. That's based on a study that was 
done for us. I haven't independently affinned that. 
Q. You just referred to a study. Who perfonned 
that study? 
A. FCS Group. 
Q. What is that study entitled? 
6 (Pages 18 to 21) 
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Q. Who would know? 1 
A. The city's public worlc director, the city's 2 
finance director. 3 
Q. What is the name of the city's public work 4 
director? 5 
A. Sean Hoisington, H-o-i-s-i-n-g-t-o-n. And 6 
Chris Rose is the finance director. 7 
Q. We've been at this for about an hour. Let's 8 
take a little break. 9 
A. Okay. · 10 
(Recess taken.) 11 
Q~ (BY MR. JAMESON) Back on the record. Connie, 12 
I'm going to bring your attention back to Exhibit B, the 13 
affidavit of Mr. Chatwin. lfyou would flip to page 14 
seven, paragraph 27, that paragraph states: "Money 15 
generated by the collection system component of the 16 
sewer capitalization fees is used solely for those I 7 
purposes identified above (sewer capitalization system 18 
capital improvements). It is not used for general 19 
purposes." Do you agree with this statement? 20 
A. To the best of my knowledge, this is what the 21 
city tries to do. I don't have direct knowledge ofit, 22 
though. 23 
Q. rm handing you what has been previously marked 24 
as Exhibit G. We'Jl assert to you that this is a series 25 
·Page 27 
of invoices relating to landscaping and irrigation, the 1 
irrigation system for the Woodland Meadows Lift Station. 2 
· Do you believe landscaping and irrigation expenses have 3 
to do with sewer colJection system capital improvements? 4 
A. Do I believe that they do? · 5 
Q. Yes. 6 
A. I believe that when you do an infrastructure 7 
project, that there are a variety of different items 8 
related to site restoration that can be considered part 9 
of that project. Where it's appropriate to bill them, 1 1 O 
don't know. Again, this is dated 2009 before my time 11 
with the city. 12 
Q. I'm handing you what has previously been marked 13 
as Exhibit H. Are you familiar with these invoices? 14 
A. Yes. 15 
Q. What do these invoices relate to? 16 
A. These are for a sewer capitalization fee 1 7 
update, and they were received from FCS Group. 18 
Q. What work was FCS Group doing for the City of 19 
Hayden that gave rise to these invoices? 2 o 
A. They were performing an update to our sewer 21 
capitalization fee. 2 2 
Q. Does the update to the sewer capitalization fee 2 3 
have anything to do with sewer collection system capital 2 4 
improvements? 2 5 
(208)~~~ ~ldg v City Of Hayden 
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A. Capital improvement is developed as part of 
that process. 
Q. I'll bring your attention to Exhibit A. Could 
you point out to me where updates to the sewer 
capitalization report is identified in this list? 
MR. HENDRICKSON: Object to the fonn. 
Foundation. Go ahead. 
WITNESS: This is a capital improvement plan, 
and I do not see a note of a report update on it. 
Q. (BY MR. JAMESON) Did the work provided by FCS 
Group giving rise to these invoices make any 
improvements, any physical improvements, to the City of 
Hayden's sewer system? 
A. Just strange wording. I would like to ask for 
clarification. Are you asking if the report resulted in 
an actual infrastructure project? 
Q. I'm asking if the work actually performed by 
PCS in any way actually made physical improvements to 
the sewer system? 
A.No. 
Q. I'm going to hand you an exhibit marked as 
Exhibit l in the previous deposition. 
A.Okay. 
Q. Are you familiar with these invoices? 
A. No. I responded to that early without looking 
Page 29 
through the whole stack. Now I have, and no, I'm not 
familiar with these invoices. 
Q. Have you had any interactions with J-U-B 
Engineers regarding the recent update to the City of 
Hayden's master sewer plan? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Are these invoices, in fact, a result of the 
work done by J-U-B Engineers regarding the Master Sewer 
Plan Update? 
MR. HENDRICKSON: Object to the form. 
Foundation. Go ahead. 
WITNESS: This is the first time that I've 
reviewed these invoices, and I'm looking at them very 
quickly. It appears that some of these are related to 
the sewer master plan update. Jt appears that others 
are perhaps related to lift station construction. 
Others to flow monitoring. Others to ongoing 
engineering services. 
Q. (BY MR. JAMESON) Looking at the first page of 
the exhibit, there is a reference line in the center 
right below the authorization stamp. Do you see that? 
A. I do. 
Q. Could you read that, please? 
A. It says "Master plan." 
Q. You just read the reference line to the 
8 (Pages 26 to 29) 
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1 replacement, reconfiguration, expansion. If it has to 
2 do with growth, in other words, you may have a pipe 
3 may need now to be a larger pipe because of additional 
4 flows it has to carry all as a result of the future 
5 growth. 
6 Q. Could you explain to me what you mean by the 
. 7 word "replacement"? 
8 A. The sewer collection system that the city 
9 currently has has excess capacity in it today. When a 
1 o builder builds a new home, for example, that new horn 
11 will take up some of that excess capacity that already 
- - ·7.-2-exisfsm e overa sys em. a overa sy em 
13 includes the force mains, pressure mains, lift stations, 
1 4 et cetera. It's a complex network. 
15 In order to be able to continue to allow 
1 6 builders to come in in the future, that new home that is 
1 7 built pays to replace the capacity in the system. That 
18 network that they are utilizing, they pay the value of 
1 9 the capacity that they are going to utilize so that we 
2 o can continue to replace that 
21 So future development can come in and have that 
2 2 available to them just as they have it available to them 
2 3 today. That's what we mean by replacing the capacity 
2 4 that they are utilizing. 
2 5 Q. What do you do with these revenues after they 
Page 23 
1 are collected? 
2 MR. HENDRICKSON: I assume we!re talking about 
3 the city's portion of the sewer capitalization fees, so 
4 we can make that clear for the record. 
5 MR. JAMESON: That's correct. 
6 MR. HENDRICKSON: Okay. 
7 WITNESS: The city's portion of the 
8 capitalization fee goes into a segregated dedicated 
9 account and·then is limited for use of only those 
10 projects that are outlined in the capital improvement 
11 plan. 
12 Q. (BY MR. JAMESON) Jfyou know, could you pleas 
13 explain the rationale that the city used to determine 
14 that these replacement projects should be borne solely 
15 by new users? 
16 MR. HENDRICKSON: Object to the fonn. 
17 Foundation. Go ahead. 
18 WITNESS: IfJ understand your question 
19 correcdy, the simple answer I would have is that new 
20 growth - it is the policy of the city at least that new 
21 growth should pay for itself. And growth should not be 
22 borne by the existing users but by those new users that 
23 come onto the system. 
24 Q. (BY MR. JAMESON) Arc you aware of the legal 
25 grounds that the city used to come to that conclusion? 
1 
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MR. HENDRICKSON: Object to the form. 
Foundation. Also potentially infringes on 
attorney/client privilege. I would caution the witness 
not to divulge confidential attorney/client 
communications. Go ahead. 
WITNESS: The simple answer is I'm confident 
that as legal counsel has reviewed this, that the 
justification is based on Idaho Code that allows for 
capitalization fees, the collection of capitalization 
fees, and how we came about determining what those ti 
are. 
Q. (BY MR. JAMESON)-Uo any o e pro3ec s, a 
if you know, listed in Exhibit A replace outdated or 
broken down infrastructure? 
A. I'm afraid I can't accurately respond to that. 
J don't know the answer to that and would be hesitant to 
give you an answer without taking a look first. I don't 
know the answer to that. 
By "outdated," I guess I'm a little unclear. J 
don't know the answer to that. 
Q. If, in fact, any of these projects listed in 
Exhibit A did replace outdated or broken infrastructure, 
would you agree that existing users would still obtain a 
benefit from replacement of already existing 
infrastructure that needs to be replaced? 
Page 25 
MR. HENDRICKSON: Object to the form. It's 
compound and Jacks foundation. Go ahead. 
WITNESS: The best answer that I think I can 
give you is that our user fees that existing users pay 
on a bimonthly basis are designed for the operation an 
maintenance of the existing system and are used to 
replace existing pipes that are broken that need to be 
replaced or anything else in the system that needs to 
replaced because ifs simply worn out. 
The capitalization fees are designed for the 
new growth requirements. Whether or not there is so 
overlap and we are utilizing some user fees for a 
portion of something that is replaced, I can't give you 
an accurate answer on that at this time. I can 
certainly do the research and give you that 
information. 
Q. (BY MR. JAMESON) Ifl understood you 
correctly, you stated that the bimonthly user fee is 
collected and used solely for maintenance and upkeep 
the existing system; is that correct? 
A. It is used for operation and maintenance of the 
existing system. 
Q. And the second portion of your statement, you 
stated that the revenues raised as the sewer 
italization fee, the ci rtion thereof, is used 
M & M COURT RP.PORTING 
Docket r-Io. 41 :fftr."tb'r.3 
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1 for growth of the system? 
2 MR. HENDRICKSON: Object to fonn. Asked an 
3 answered. Go ahead. 
4 WITNESS: It is limited to those items that are 
5 outlined in the Capital Improvement Plan which is for 
6 those things that we talked about. Growth kinds of 
7 things. Restructuring, reconfiguring. Because you may 
8 have a portion of the system that can handle your 
9 current capacity just fine. But in order to handle 
10 increased capacity, it may need to be reconfigured 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
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Q. (BY MR. JAMESON) Could you please explain t 
me what you meant by this statement? 
MR. HENDRICKSON: You're referring, Counsel, 
the first sentence? Or the whole thing? 
Q. (BY MR. JAMESON) The first sentence. 
A. I guess to me- maybe the clarification I 
would give is that capitaliution fees are collected by 
the city and used for replacing the capacity that 
already exists that a new user is going to take up. So 
when a home builder builds a new home, that new home 
-==-=..:::.:_~=-=:::L..::::::.:...:....:..:.....:.:.~~--+~--------:w;i;ll:-=ta;k;;e,..:.;u;,p;ex~i;;st:.:,in;g~capacity that already exists that 11_ rather than ex anded. You may have to realign 11 
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something. 1 
These kinds of issues we pay good engineers to 13 
figure out what is the most cost-effective and efficient 14 
way to do it, and it's certainly outside of my area of 15 
expertise. But that's what those capitalization fees 16 
are limited to or what is in the capital improvement 17 
plan for those purposes. 18 
Q. (BY MR. JAMESON) In your affidavit that we'v 19 
previously discussed, you stated that the sewage 20 
capitalization fees are collected - are used to fund 21 
capital improvements necessary to replace the already 22 
available collection system capacity consumed. To be 23 
honest, l'm a little confused by this statement. Could 24 
you please clarify what you were stating when you mad 25 
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this statement? 1 
MR. HENDRICKSON: I'll object to the preamble 2 
to that and move to strike. 3 
MR. RISCH: Off the record for a second. 4 
(Discussion held off the record.) 5 
{Exhibit B marked.) 6 
(Recess taken.) 7 
Q. (BY MR. JAMESON) Back on the record. 8 
Mr. Chatwin, I just handed you what has been marked as 9 
Exhibit B. It's a document entitled First Affidavit of 10 
Stefim Chatwin. Do you recognize this document? 11 
A. Ido. 12 
Q. Is this your affidavit that was filed in 13 
support of the city of Hayden's motion for summary 14 
judgment? 15 
A. Yes. 16 
MR. HENDRICKSON: With the clarification that 17 
it doesn~ include the exhibits. 18 
Q. (BY MR. JAMESON) Before our brief break, 1 sl9 
asking you about an assertion you made in your 20 
affidavit. I'll direct you to paragraph 24 on page six. 21 
A. Okay. I'm sorry, what was the question 22 
concerning paragraph four? 23 
MR. HENDRICKSON: 24. 24 
WITNESS: 24. I a ologize. 25 
someone e se a ay paia ~they WoUldirave 
the privilege now of being able to hook into the system 
without any kind of delay. The capitalization fee pays 
the value of the replacement of that capacity that they 
are utilizing. 
Q. So ifl'm understanding you correctly, the city 
collects revenues as a sewage capitalization fee, uses 
those revenues to create more capacity in their system; 
is that correct? 
A. To replace the capacity that that new structure 
is taking up. 
Q. But you're talking about an expansion of the 
existing capacity; correct? 
A. I guess wf!re getting into semantics here. We 
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refer to that as the replacement of existing capacity if · 
there were no new structure, no new development, no n 
growth. There would be no need to create that 
additional capacity that is being taken up by the new 
development. 
Q. But these revenues are used to create 
additional capacity; is that correct? 
A. Yeah, we call it replacing the capacity that is 
being utilized. 
Q.Okay. 
A. Can I clarify that? 
MR. HENDRICKSON: Sure. 
WITNESS: The difference between creating 
additional capacity, at least as I understand it, if 
there is no additional growth and I want more capacity 
than I already have, that would be creating additional 
capacity. We're not creating more capacity. In other 
words, a bigger thing here with less use. We're saying 
somebody is coming in here and taking up capacity, the 
need to replace it. 
Q. (BY MR. JAMESON) So what you just stated, is 
it fair to sum it up with the statement that more use 
creates more capacity? 
MR. HENDRICKSON: Object to the form. 
Foundation asked and answered. Go ahead. 
8 (Pages 26 to 29) 
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1 collection system capital improvements). lt is not used 1 
2 for general purposes." 2 
3 (Exhibit G marked.) 3 
4 Q. (BY MR. JAMESON) J've just handed you what'i 4 
5 been marked as Exhibit G in this deposition. Are you 5 
6 familiar with these documents? 6 
7 A. Not very. I think J've seen them before. But 7 
8 again, it's been several years. 8 
9 Q. On the first page of the exhibit, it states 9 
10 that it is a sales receipt. Can you tell me where this 10 
11 ~al~ receipt originated? 11 
12 A I'm sorry, Counsel, do you mean whose name 1s .L;t 
13 on that? Who it is coming from? 13 
14 Q. Yes. Where did this invoice come from? 14 
15 A. It says Northland Nursery. 15 
16 Q. If you go down to the authorization stamp at 16 
17 the bottom, could you read the reference line? 17 
18 A. "Woodland Meadows LS landscape." 18 
19 Q. Can you explain to me what landscaping has to 19 
20 do with capital improvements to a sewage system? 20 
21 A. I don't have an answer other than there's a 21 
22 note here that talks about Lift Station Woodland 22 
23 Meadows. What it is referring to, 1 don't know. 23 
24 Q. On the third page could you state where this 24 
' 25 invoices came from? 25 
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1 A. The invoices states -- if I'm looking at the 1 
2 correct one, Lake City Rental in Hayden, Idaho. 2 
3 Q. Can you explain to me what rental expenses have 3 
4 do with capital improvements to sewer system? 4 
5 A. I don't have any knowledge of what this is 5 
6 going to pay for or where the money came from or what 6 
7 the justification is. 7 
8 Q. The second to last page of this exhibit, could 8 
9 you state where this statement came from? 9 
10 A. It says "Reed Enterprises, Inc." 10 
11 Q. Down in the authorization stamp, will you read 11 
12 the reference line? 12 
13 A. "Woodland Meadows LS landscaping." 13 
14 Q. Again I ask you: Can you explain how 14 
15 landscaping has anything to do with sewer collection 15 
16 system capital improvements? 16 
1 7 MR. HENDRICKSON: Object to the form. Askec 1 7 
18 and answered. Go ahead. 18 
19 WITNESS: Again, I don't know whether it's a 19 
2 O portion of the lift station that was being done during 2 0 
21 that. I don't have information on that. 21 
22 (Exhibit H marked.) 22 
23 Q. (BY MR. JAMESON) Are you familiar with the 23 
2 4 documents contained in Exhibit H which has just been 2 4 
25 handed to you? 25 
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A. I have some familiarity with them. 
Q. Are these a series of invoices from FCS Group? 
A. The ones that I can see appear to be, yes. 
Q. On the front page of this exhibit, it says, "In 
reference to 1982 City of Hayden sewer capitalization 
fee update." Do you see that? 
A. I see it 
Q. Handwritten at the top of the page do you see a 
date? Top right? 
A. I see 6/26/12. Is that what you're referring 
to? 
Q-:-Yer,s-1ir'r .:------------------
A.Uh-huh. 
MR. HENDRICKSON: Is that a yes? 
WITNESS: Yes. I'm sorry. I apologize. 
Q. (BY MR. JAMESON) My question is: Why, if th 
invoice is dated in 2012, is it referring to a 1982 
sewer capitalization fee update? 
A. Counsel, I don't know if 1982 is a year or if 
that is an account invoice number that FCS Group uses. 
I'm not familiar with how that number is used. I don't 
know if that's a date or account or what. 
Q. In the authorization stamp on the front page, 
can you read the reference line? 
A. Not really, to be honest with you. It's 
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chicken scratch. Something cap fee update. 
MR. HENDRICKSON: It looks to me like "Sewer 
cap fee update." 
WITNESS: That's what it looks like to me. 
Q. (BY MR. JAMESON) I'll point you to the third 
page. It's a little more legible. I believe they say 
the same thing? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Could you read that? 
A. "Sewer cap fee update." 
Q. In the account numbers that are being charged 
for this service, do you see that 211 account that we 
discussed previously? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is an update to the sewer cap fee study a 
capital improvement to the city sewer system? 
A. Counsel, I don't know how to answer that. If 
it would be considered part of the capital improvement 
as an analysis or not. I'm uncomfortable answering 
that. I wouldn't know the response to that. 
Q. 111 take your attention back to Exhibit A. 
Again, I will assert to you that this is a complete I ist 
ofall projects contemplated by the Welch Comer 2006 
master sewer report. Can you point to me where this 
contemplates additional expenses for sewer plan upd~ 
13 (Pages 46 to 49) 
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1 A. No, I wouldn't know where to point on this, 1 Q. (BY MR. JAMESON} Back on the record. Previous 
2 Counsel. 2 to our brief break, we were discussing Exhibit I, I 
3 Q. ls there anything in Exhibit A that states 3 believe. Invoices from J-U-B Engineers. Why is it that 
4 anything that even resembles sewer plan update? 4 the city chose to use FCS and J-U-B Engineers for the 
5 A. Not that I am familiar with. 5 current update to the master sewer plan instead of using 
6 (Exhibit I marked.) 6 Welch Comer, who was the author of the 2006 Master Sewc 
7 Q. (BY MR. JAMESON) I've just handed you what'i 7 Plan? 
8 been marked as Exhibit I in this deposition. Are you 8 A. J-U-B Engineers has been contracted by HARSB, 
9 familiar with these documents? 9 which is the wastewater treatment district basically the 
10 A. I have some familiarity with them, yes. 10 three entities are part of. And they have some very 
11 Q. Are these documents invoices from J-U-B 11 intimate knowledge of that system as well as have done 
--,--..1-,.zr---rg=n-c:-gineets? 
13 A. Yes. 
.... -2--some-worlc--on-our-existing-system-over-the-past-sever-al- -
13 years. 
14 Q. On the front page of the exhibit, it has that 14 Because they provide a professional service and 
15 authorization stamp. Can you read the reference line? 15 the city over the years has developed a good and 
16 A. Master plan. 
17 Q. On the line above, it states the account 
16 trusting relationship with them, we engaged them for 
17 this. 
18 numbers. Do you see that 21 1 account that we've 
19 discussed previously? 
18 FCS, we also have had some experience in the 
19 past in doing some work for the city and chose to engage 
20 A. Yes. 2 O them again for this. 
21 Q. Over on the far upper right of the document 21 Q. Wouldn't it have made sense to engage Welch 
2 2 there's a stamp that has a date. Can you state that 22 Comer on this update, however, since they are up to 
23 date? 23 speed on the previous master sewer plan? 
2 4 A. Are you looking at the stamp? May 16, 20 I 2. 2 4 A. Well, Counsel, I think we can go back and forth 
25 Q. My question is: In our previous exhibit, 2 5 on who we should and shouldn't use. The city chose 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
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Exhibit H, we were looking at invoices from FCS Grou i, 1 
that involved the master plan update. And these are 2 
invoices from J-U-B Engineers on nearly identical date: 3 
that also involved the master plan. 4 
The question is: Why was the city paying two 5 
groups for a master plan update at the same time? 6 
A. There are two components here: One is the 7 
Capital Improvement PJan, which is what we contracte 8 
with an engineering finn to do. The other component i 9 
the accounting portion and establishing what, based on 1 o 
that capital improvement plan, of what the impact fee - 11 
a fair and accurate impact fee should be and how that ii 12 
calculated. 13 
FCS Group is the company that we employed to Clo 14 
that. There's two portions here. You have a capital 15 
improvement plan and then you've got the capital~1.atio1 16 
fee that is detennine.d from that. 1 7 
MR. RISCH: To make a clear record, you used 18 
the word "impact fee." 19 
WITNESS: I didn't mean impact fee. I 2 o 
apologize. Capitalization fee. Thank you. At some 21 
point that is convenient, I'd like to take a quick 22 
break. 23 
MR. JAMESON: We can do that right now. 24 
(Recess taken.) 25 
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J-U-B for, I suppose, several reasons. We felt they 
were best qualified and best familiar with our system 
and had done some previous work on it. So that's what 
we went with. 
Q. If you know, who made the decision to go with 
J-U-B and FCS? 
A. The city council approves contracts. 
Recommendations come from various members of the stafi 
including myself. But the council approves any kind of 
a contract They have the final say on that. 
Q. ff you know, who made the recommendation to 
city council on this instance? 
A. I was one that made the recommendation. I 
believe Sean Hoisington also made that recommendation. 
There are probably others that were involved and felt 
comfortable with J-U-B. Again, based on the work that 
J-U-B was already doing on the treatment facility and 
the work that they had already done for the city with 
our sewer system in other areas. We've engaged and used 
J-U-B quite a bit over the last several years. 
(Exhibit J marked.) 
Q. (BY MR. JAMESON) I've just handed you what's 
been marked as Exhibit Jin this deposition. Are you 
familiar with these documents? 
A. No. I'm not sure what it's for. 
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407 West Jefferson Street 
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Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
NORTH IDAHO BUILDING 
CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION, an 
Idaho non-profit corporation; TERMAC 
CONSTRUCTION, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, on behalf of itself and all 
others similarly situated; and JOHN 
DOES 1-50, whose true names are 
unknown. 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
CITY OF HAYDEN, an Idaho 
municipality, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) Case No. CV 12-2818 
) 
) PLAINTIFFS' RESPONSE TO 
) DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
) SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
COME NOW, Plaintiffs, NORTH IDAHO BUILDING CONTRACTORS 
ASSOCIATION and TERMAC CONSTRUCTION, INC., by and through their counsel of record, 
Risch Pisca, PLLC, and hereby submit this Response to Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment. 
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) 
INTRODUCTION 
Under Idaho's Constitution, municipalities are permitted to levy taxes in one of two ways 
either through the consent of the constituency or through specific legislative authority enumerated 
in Idaho Code. The "sewer capitalization fee" charged by Defendant does not fit within any 
_______ legislative authority to assess and raise tax revenues. Conversely, municipalities are authorized to 
-- -- - -- - ~- - -------·--·--------- ·--
--------·-------·--
charge user fees, but these fees have been highly scrutinized by the Courts to ensure each fee is 
reasonably related to the services being rendered directly to the payer. In this case, Defendant is 
using revenues derived from its sewer capitalization fee to fund an aggressive capital expansion 
project of its sewer system. The assessment has no bearing or relation to the services being 
provided directly to the payer and is designed solely to raise revenues in order to circumvent the 
bonding process under the Idaho Revenue Bond Act 
In order to expand the system under the Idaho Revenue Bond Act, the expansion of the 
system must be approved by two-thirds of the qualified voters under Article VIII § 3 of the Idaho 
Constitution. While capacity fees are allowed under the Idaho Revenue Bond Act, they can only 
be used for maintenance, repair and upkeep of the current bonded system. D~fendant is not using 
the fees in this manner. Instead, Defendant charges a fee to raise revenues used for the expansion 
for potential future users of the system. 
It should be noted that Idaho law does permit municipalities to charge fees to pay for 
expansion known as "impact fees." Impact fees help pay for capital improvements related to 
. growth and development, but must be implemented under the specific standards of the Idaho 
Development Impact Fee Act ("IDIFA")(I.C. § 67-8201 et seq.). This Act establishes an orderly 
and detailed process for the "fair and equitable" assessment of fees according to a capital 
improvement plan developed and vetted by stakeholders and the public. A critical part of an 
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IDIF A analysis is to ascertain and attribute exactly how much of a new system is designated to 
new growth and how much is tied to current use. Defendant has admittedly not charged this fee 
under the IDIFA. Instead, Defendant argues that this act is an optional statute that need not be 
complied with when charging a fee designed to let "growth pay for itself." 
_ .. - .-B.ecause_D_ekndant is not raising revenues for capital improvements-in accordance with the 
- - - ~ - - -- -- ·----------~-·-----··-··--·--····-----
Idaho Revenue Bond Act or IDIFA, Defendant is assessing an unlawful tax against Plaintiffs and 
the revenues being raised are used to finance an ambitious $20 million capital improvement plan. 
ORIGIN OF UNLAWFUL TAX 
In March, 2006 the Defendant engaged Welch Comer & Associates, Inc. (hereinafter 
"Welch Comer") to prepare an analysis and report for the Hayden Sewer System Master Plan. 
This report expands and implements Defendant's sewer master plan layout to service the entirety 
of Defendant's defined area of impact. When fully implemented, Defendant will have sewer 
services reaching out into areas not even closely associated with any current or perceived 
development 
On June 7, 2007, Defendant raised its self defined "sewer capitalization fee" to $2,280.00 
solely based on the analysis and report prepared by Welch Comer. See First Affidavit of Stefan 
Chatwin, 1 29 (filed October 11, 2012). The raise in the "sewage capitalization fee" was 
purportedly to be used for "capital improvements needed to serve new growth, and updated cost 
and build-out projections." Id. To understand how aggressive this expansion is the Welsh Comer 
report cites to Hayden's current population as 14,560 yet planned a sewer expansion to serve a 
population of 37,835. 
Defendant repeatedly states that "The sewer capitalization fees are used by the City to fund 
capital improvements in the sewer collection system necessary to replace the system capacity 
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consumed by the newly permitted structures." City's Opening Brief in Support of Motion for 
Summary Judgment, pp. 10 (filed October 11, 2012) (Emphasis added). This is the Defendant's 
cleverly worded terminology for expansion. It is clear that Defendant is expanding their system 
and their "replacement" theory is not even supported by the Hayden Sewer Master Plan Update 
-- - ----Teport · which-never ·-states~the- wo-rd-Mreplaeement'!- ·or-gives-any-considerat-io-n-tt>-the--eurrent-·- -
capacity of the system. See Report attached to Ajfuiavit of John R. Jameson in Support of Response 
to Defendant's Motion/or Summary Judgment, Exhibit "A" (filed December 6, 2012). Instead, 
Welch Comer's report states, "In order to finance this ambitious $20 million capital improvement 
plan, it is recommended that the City increase the sewer collection system capitalization fee." Id at 
Exhibit A, pg. 35. The report exposes how the sewage capitalization fee was really calculated by 
talcing the capital improvement plan total of $20,416,900.00 and dividing it by the projected 
potential future population of Defendant. Id. Welch Comer's report concocted Defendant's new 
increased sewage capitalization fee as a "financing option" "in order to finance this ambitious $20 
million capital improvement plan." Id at pp. 34, 35. The collected sewage capitalization fees 
fund elements of Defendant's sanitary sewer system infrastructure which is ofa "common benefit 
to the community." Id. at pp. 34. 
In addition, Defendant asserts that "The sewer capitalization fees are maintained and 
accounted for in an internally segregated account and are not used for any other purpose other than 
the sewer collection system." City's Opening Brief in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, 
pp. 10. However, this is a disputed fact, as there have been accounting records turned over to 
Plaintiffs that show expenses not related to Defendant's sewer collection system. See generally 
A.fl. John Jameson, Exhibit B; Depo. Stefan Chatwin, Exhibits G, H, I, J, K (February 21, 2013). 
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STANDARD OF REVIEW 
The standard for which all motions for summary judgment are to be reviewed is well 
established in Idaho law: 
Summary judgment is properly granted when the pleadings, depositions, and 
admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine 
_. _ issue..as...to...an.)!..materialfact..anclthat.the..mo¥mg_part.y.Js..entitled...to-Judgment-as-a- - ---
matter of law. (Quoting Idaho R. Civ. P. 56{c)). The burden of demonstrating the 
absence of a genuine issue of material fact is on the moving party ... However, the 
nonmoving party must respond to the motion with facts that specifically show there 
is an issue for trial; the showing of a mere scintilla of evidence will be insufficient 
to meet that burden. 
Van v. PortneufMed Ctr., 147 Idaho 552,556, (2009). 
ARGUMENT 
I. Defendant is charging an unlawful tax for revenue, not a fee for services. 
Defendant admits that under Idaho's Constitution, cities and counties may impose taxes 
only on the basis of some statutory authorization. City's Opening Brief in Support of Motion for 
Summary Judgment, pp. 13. Defendant also admits that "In Idaho, there are only a few such 
express delegations of the power to tax, none of which are applicable here." Id. However, 
Defendant then attempts to justify its revenue raising scheme as a user "fee," but when tested 
against the Supreme Court precedent it is revealed to be a tax. 
"A license [fee] that is imposed for revenue is not a police regulation, but a tax, and can 
only be upheld under the power of taxation." Brewster v. City of Pocatello, 115 Idaho 502, 504 
(1988). In Brewster, the Supreme Court held that a municipal ordinance that imposed a street 
restoration and maintenance fee on city residents had no necessary relationship to regulation of 
travel over city streets, but rather was a revenue-raising measure to fund the non-regulatory 
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function of repairing and maintaining streets. The Court thus held that the fee was a disguised 
tax, which was unlawfully being charged against city residents. 
In Idaho Building Contractors Association v. The City of Coeur d'Alene 126 Idaho 
740, 744 (1995), the Idaho Supreme Court again addressed the difference between and tax 
. ·- and.a-fee..·-·-· 
Taxes serve the purpose of providing funding for public services at large, 
whereas a fee serves only the purpose of covering the cost of the particular 
service provided by the state to the individual. 
It is only reasonable and fair to require the business, traffic, act, or fee that 
necessitates policing to pay this expense. To do so has been unifonnly 
upheld by the courts. On the other hand, this power may not be resorted to 
as a shield or subterfuge, under which to enact and enforce a revenue raising 
ordinance or statute. 
(Internal citations omitted). 
In Idaho Building Contractors Association, the Court found the fee to be unconstitutional 
because it was being collected ''to be used for capital improvements without limitations as to the 
location of those improvements whether they will in fact be used solely by those creating the 
needed developments." Id at 743. The Court continued by stating that the fees at issue are 
designed to generate revenue to be used for capital improvements throughout the city by all 
residents and not solely for the benefit of those seeking the building pennit. "The fee is imposed 
on certain individuals for use by the public at large, and we thus hold that it is a tax and therefore 
not within the legitimate regulatory powers of the city." Id 
By its own tenns, Welch Comer's report creates a funding mechanism to pay for elements 
of the City's sanitary sewer system infrastructure which is of a "common benefit to the 
community." Report attached to Ajf. John R. Jameson at Exhibit "A" pp. 34. In fact, the projects 
being funded by the collection of Defendant's "sewer capitalization fee" bear no relationship to the 
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party paying the fee but are rather located throughout the city. For an example, a current customer 
living on the south side of the City and who is adding a bathroom is forced to pay for 
improvements allegedly necessitated by growth in the north end of the City. Donna Phillips, 
Hayden's Engineering GIS Services Coordinator, described one of the many projects contained in 
-- -------the -Wel.Gh-Comei:-repmt-as-fol-1-ows;.-----
Q: Could you please describe this [H-6 Lift Station] project to me? 
A: The H-6 Lift Station is going to be put in somewhere along 
Ramsey Road near Miles and Dakota, somewhere in that general 
vicinity. It is a lift station necessary in order to facilitate future 
growth in the north end of the city. It needs to be put in place in 
order to facilitate growth in other areas. It has to be there first. 
Depo. Donna Phillips, 25:14-20 (February 22, 2013). 
As discussed in depth in Section II (a) below (pg. 9.) 
It is undisputed that Defendant's "sewer capitalization fee" raises revenues that are used on capital 
improvement projects throughout the city. 
Therefore, as in Brewster, where the Court found that the sole issue was whether absent 
legislative authority a municipality may impose a fee for the purpose of raising revenues to be used 
for street restoration, Defendant is charging a "sewer capitalization fee" for the purposes of raising 
revenues to be used for the future expansion ofDefendant's sewage system. Just as the Supreme 
Court held in the Idaho Building Contractors Association case, the Defendant's sewer 
capitalization fee is in no way tied to the services provided to the payer, but is rather a revenue 
raising scheme to be used for expansion, and is thus a tax. 
TI. Defendant's unlawful tax bears no relation to services provided directly to the 
payer, and is thus not an authorized fee for services punuant to Idaho Code § 
63-1311. 
Idaho Code § 63-1311 ( 1) states: 
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Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the governing board of 
any taxing district may impose and cause to be coIJected fees for 
those services provided by that which would otherwise be funded by 
property tax. The fees collected pursuant to this section shall be 
reasonably related to, but shall not exceed. the actual cost of the 
service·being rendered. · 
{Emphasis added). 
------------ -- - --------------------------------
Although Defendant places great emphasis on the legislative history of the 
above-mentioned statute, Plaintiffs do not contend that Defendant is prohibited from charging a 
user fee for services so long as the services are actually being rendered to the payer. In fact, 
Defendant has admitted that in addition to this "sewer capitalization fee" the City also charges a 
bi-monthly user fee for the maintenance and repair of the existing sewer system. A.ff. Stefan 
Chatwin, ,r 8. Plaintiffs acknowledge that such a user fee is permissible, and have thus not 
challenged Defendant's bi-monthly sewer user fee. 
a. Defendant's fee is a revenue raising device that is not related to a direct public 
service rendered to a particular consumer. 
The issue of whether Defendant's "sewage capitalization fee" is permissible under Idaho 
Code § 63-1311(1) is easily answered by looking again at the Supreme Court's holding in 
Brewster. The Brewster court held that the fee being charged was not a regulatory fee because, 
"the revenue to be collected from Pocatello's street fee has no necessary relationship to the 
regulation of travel over its streets, but rather is to generate funds for the non-regulatory function 
of repairing and maintaining streets." 115 Idaho at 504. "In a general sense a fee is a charge for a 
direct public service rendered to the particular consumer, while a tax is a forced contribution by the 
public at large to meet public needs." Id. at 505 (Emphasis added). 
This case is directly on point with the holding in Brewster in that Defendant is not charging 
a fee for the direct service provided to the payer, rather Defendant is charging a tax that far exceeds 
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the actual cost of the service being rendered in order to meet a public need. Again, even the 
Welch Comer report admits that the sewage capitalization fee is a funding mechanism to obtain 
sanitary sewer system "infrastructure which is of a common benefit to the community." Alf. John 
R. Jameson at Exhibit "A" pp. 34. Defendant fully admits that its sewer capitalization fee is not 
intended to provide.services to-the payer, but is rather designed add additional capacity to the 
system to be used by the community in the future. It is undisputed that Defendant's "sewer 
capitalization fee" raises revenues that are used on capital improvement projects throughout the 
city. 
Q: What do you do with these revenues after they are collected? 
A: The city's portion of the capitalization fee goes into a 
segregated dedicated account and then is limited for use of only 
those projects that are outlined in the capital improvement plan. 
Q: And the second portion of your statement, you stated that 
revenues raised as the sewer capitalization fee, the city's portion 
thereof, is used for growth of the system? 
A: It is limited to those items that are outlined in the Capital 
Improvement Plan which is for those things we talked about. 
Growth kinds of thing. Restructuring, reconfiguring. Because 
you may have a portion of the system that can handle your current 
capacity just fine. But in order to handle increased capacity, it may 
need to be reconfigured rather than expanded. You may have to 
realign something. 
Q: So if I am understanding you correctly, the city collects 
revenues as a sewage capitalization fee, uses those revenues to 
create more capacity in their system; is that correct? 
A: To replace the capacity that the new structure is taking up. 
Q: But you're talking about an expansion of the existing capacity; 
correct? 
A: I guess we're getting into semantics here. We refer to that as 
the replacement of existing capacity if there were no new structure, 
no new development, no new growth. There would be no need to 
create that additional capacity that is being taken up by the new 
development. 
Q: But these revenues are used to create additional capacity; is that 
correct? 
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A: Yeah, we call it replacing the capacity that is being utilized. 
Depa. Stefan Chatwin, 22:25-23:11, 25:23-26:18, 28:17-29:9 (February 21, 2013). 
Defendant further bases its factual authority on the theory that the sewage capitalization fee 
is based on the "system capacity replacement cost" yet offers this Court no factual studies to back 
uptliis statement. City's Opening Brief in Support i>/Motionfor Summary Judgment, pp. 20. 
Again this is a disputed factual allegation, as Plaintiffs contend that Welch Comer's finding for the 
amount of the fee had absolutely nothing to do with capacity replacement but rather is based on 
Defendant's desire to fund capital improvements through "innovative if not revolutionary" 
municipality funding which the Supreme Court has rejected. Brewster, 115 Idaho at 503. Even 
if this Court were to find that Defendant's sewage capitalization fee was related to sewage capacity 
replacement, the fee is still an unlawful tax because it is not assessed "for a direct public service 
rendered to the particular consumer," but rather is being used to raise revenues to expand capacity 
of the sewage system for use by the community in the future. Id at 505. 
b. Kootenai Property Owners Association is inapplicable to the case at hand. 
Defendant attempts to justify its position by citing to Kootenai County Owners Assn. v. 
Kootenai County, 115 Idaho 676 (1989). However, Defendant's reliance on this case is 
inappropriate as the Court was not considering or applying Idaho Code § 63-1311, but rather 
applying a completely different statute that gives, ''the commissioners statutory duty to 'acquire 
sites.' I. C. § 31-4403." Kootenai County, 115 Idaho at 679. "The basis upon which the ordinance 
in Brewster was overturned - that it lacked specific legislative authorization - is not present here." 
Id. at 680. 
Defendant contends that the authorization in Idaho Code § 63-1311 ( 1) is even broader than 
the one that was sufficient to uphold the user fee in Kootenai County Owners Association. On the 
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contrary, Idaho Code§ 63-1311(1) only permits charging a fee that is "reasonably related to, but 
shall not exceed, the actual cost of the service being rendered." As discussed above, the fee is 
based on the costs of a capital improvement project and has no reasonable relation to the services 
being rendered to that particular consumer. Were Defendant's interpretation of Idaho Code § 
· ·· · 6:t-131 l(ltto·beadopted;there-woUla be no such tlimg as ari uruawffiltax;·since mumcipalffies····-
would be allowed to charge any fee they wished as long as it was loosely tied to some government 
function. Such an interpretation is quite contrary to the Court's holding in Brewster and all other 
case law applicable to municipal taxing authority. 
c. Alpert v. Boise Water Corp. is also distinguishable. 
As Defendant concedes, Alpert v. Boise Water Corp., 118 Idaho 136 (1990) does not 
concern the same issues as are present in this case. "That exaction by the city is legitimate not 
because it is a user fee, but for reasons unique to franchises that have no bearing on the present 
litigation.'' City's Opening Brief in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, pp. 24. 
Nevertheless, the dicta Defendant relies upon goes more to refute its argument than bolster it. 
"As noted in Brewster, the providing of sewer, water, electrical and other utility services to 
residents based on consumption of the commodity is a charge for a direct public service as 
compared to a tax which is a forced contribution by the public-at-large for revenue raising 
purposes.'' Alpert, 118 Idaho at 145 (Emphasis added). Defendant's fee makes no attempt to 
link to a payer's consumption of a commodity. Rather, the fee is calculated based on the estimated 
costs for future capital improvement projects to Defendant's sewer system divided by the 
estimated amount of future users. A.ff. John Jameson, Ex. App. 35-36. In addition, the fee goes to 
fund projects that are in no way associated with the payer. See generally Depo. Donna Phillips. 
Instead, the revenues are used to fund projects located throughout the city that will be used to 
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expand the capacity of the city's sewer system that will benefit future system users. It is 
undisputed that Defendant's "sewer capitalization fee" raises revenues that are used on capital 
improvement projects throughout the city. Depo. Stefan Chatwin, 28:17-29:9 (quoted above). It 
is strictly a revenue raising measure to raise funds to expand the existing sewage system to provide 
------infmstrueture-that-is-ofa--eommon-bene:fiHo-the-community·anci-therefore, it is a tax. 
Ill. Defendant's fee is prohibited by the Idaho Revenue Bond Act because it is 
being charged primarily as a source of revenue, and is not related to the cost 
of the services, facilities and commodities furnished by the existing sewage 
system. 
Defendant cites the Idaho Revenue Bond Act as justification of its fee, however, just as 
Defendant's fee violates 63-1311 it also violates Title 50. The Idaho Revenue Bond Act in Title 
50 of the Idaho Code authorizes the assessment of user fees under the following conditions: 
[Any] city shall have the power under and subject to the following 
provisions ... To prescribe and collect rates, fees, tolls or charges, 
including the levy or assessment of such rates, fees, tolls or charges 
against governmental units, departments or agencies, including the 
state of Idaho and its subdivisions, for the services, facilities and 
commodities furnished by such works, or by such rehabilitated 
existing electrical generating facilities, and to provide methods of 
collections and penalties, including denial of service for 
nonpayment of such rates, fees, tolls or charges. 
Idaho Code § 50-1030(f) (Emphasis added). 
Idaho Code § 50-1028 prohibits municipalities from operating works pursuant to the Idaho 
Revenue Bond Act primarily as a source of revenue to the city. The tenn "works" is defined as, 
"water systems, drainage systems, sewerage systems, recreation facilities, off-street parking 
facilities, airport facilities and air navigation facilities, electric systems or any of them as herein 
defined." I.C. § 50-1029(a). 
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a. Loomis provides a statutory framework for municipalities to charge a lawful 
"equity buy-in" fee to a consumer connecting to an existing sewage system. 
Defendant's fee does not stand up to this scrutiny. 
In applying the Idaho Revenue Bond Act to a city's collection of sewage and water user 
fees, the Court came to its holding in Loomis v. City of Hailey, 119 Idaho 434 (1991 ). In Loomis, 
--- -· - Ille -Courfifeveloped the "equity buy-m" theory of charging connection fees to users. An "eqmty -----
buy-in" fee is based upon "the replacement value minus the remaining bond principal and 
cumulative unfunded depreciation." Id. at 436. This equity buy-in formula "allows the new user 
to buy into the [ existing] system at the current dollar value [ of the user's portion the system]." Id. 
In further assessing the legality of the user fee in Loomis, the Court stated that Idaho 
Revenue Bond Act authorizes the collection of sewer connection fees, and it is clear that if the fees 
collected pursuant to the Act are allocated and budgeted in conformity with that Act, they will not 
be construed as taxes. Id. at 439. In this regard, the Court has held that "a municipality may 
accumulate collected revenues from rates, charges or fees to fund the cost of replacement of 
system components in its .public works projects which are ordinary and necessary." Id. at 440 
(Emphasis added). The Loomis court went on to provide examples of expenses held not to be 
ordinary and necessary, "new construction or the purchase of new equipment or facilities," and 
went on to say that ''the repair, partial replacement or reconditioning of existing facilities" are 
ordinary and necessary. Id (emphasis added). 
The leading case in distinguishing yvhether an expense is "ordinary and necessary" is the 
. 
City of Boise v. Frazier, 143 Idaho 1 (2006). In that case, the Court held that the expansion of the 
airport's parking facilities- even though crucial to the opei:ation of the airport-was nevertheless 
not considered "ordinary and necessary" expense, as the expansion could neither be considered 
repair or maintenance. 
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Given the formula concocted by Defendant in order to charge its sewage capitalization fee, 
the fee cannot be considered an equity buy-in. No portion of the fee is used for maintenance, 
repair or upkeep of the existing system, and the fee has no relation to the value of the existing 
system. Furthermore, the fee cannot be construed as a user fee, as no portion of the sewer 
-- · --· - ·-··· -capitalization-fee-is· used-forordinary-and-necessary-expenses-and-it-sote-purpose-is-to-raise-- ·· ··-···-
revenues for the future expansion of Defendant's sewer system. 
b. The fee assessed in Viking is distinguishable from Defendant's sewage 
capitalization fee, as the Idaho Revenue Bond Act prohibits operating works 
primarily as a source of revenue. 
Defendant asserts that the holding in Viking Construction v. Hayden Lake Irrigation 
District, 149 Idaho 187 (2010) authorizes Defendant to assess its sewage capitalization fee without 
regard to the existing sewage system's value or the lack of equity calculations. In Viking, the 
Hayden Lake Irrigation District charged a fee to connect to its domestic water distribution system. 
Viking, 149 Idaho at 190. A portion of the connection fee covered the actual cost of connecting to 
the water system, but the majority of the fee was intended to be the cost of buying an equity interest 
in the system. Id. The Viking court held that a portion of this fee may also be used ''to provide a 
reserve for improvements to their works." Id. at 197. Nevertheless, the Court held that it is a 
genuine issue of material fact as to whether a fee was reasonable as an equity buy-in, which 
precludes summary judgment in such instances. Id at 195. 
However, the most important precedent articulated in Viking is that the taxing district must 
base all equity buy-in fees upon specific factual findings and calculations: 
However, for the connection fee to be an equity buy-in, it must be based 
upon some calculation designed to determine the value of that portion of the 
system that the new user will be utilizing. If there is no attempt to calculate 
in some manner that value, then the connection fee is not an equity buy-in 
regardless of its label. Id at 194. 
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The facts of the case at hand are notably different than those presented in Viking especially 
in one distinct way: the Viking case involved a fee that was intended to be the cost of buying an 
equity interest in the existing system where Defendant's sewer capitalization fee is solely intended 
as a revenue raising mechanism to provide funding for capital expenses for the community in the 
future. Defendant's study focuses on funding "capital improvements that must be replaced, 
enlarged or reconfigured so that system capacity continues to be available for future users." Aff 
Stefan Chatwin, 121 (emphasis added). By Defendant's own admission, Defendant's study is not 
based on "the value of that portion of the system that the new user will be utilizing," but rather is a 
revenue raising mechanism to perform capacity expansion projects. Thus, although there may 
have been an incidental collection of fees reserved for improvement of the system in Viking, 
Defendant's sewage capitalization fee is assessed solely as a revenue raising mechanism. Under 
the Idaho Revenue Bond Act, municipalities are prohibited from operating works primarily as a 
source of revenue to the city, which is exactly what Defendant is doing. 
c. Defendant's sewer capitalization fee is charged primarily as a source of 
revenue, as the collected funds are used for additional projects and general 
expenses not in Defendant's sewer system. 
Both Loomis and Viking Construction stated that a fee that is being charged primarily as a 
source of revenue is impermissible under the Idaho Revenue Bond Act. "[U]nder these 
circumstances a municipality may collect fees, rates or charges pursuant to the power granted in 
the Idaho Revenue Bond Act to pay for maintenance, depreciation and replacement of system 
components." Viking, 149 Idaho at 196, citing Loomis, 119 Idaho at 441. The Court, in these 
cases, found it persuasive that the fees were not used outside of the system. "The proceeds of the 
connection fee for water and sewer service are dedicated to those systems. Those funds are kept in 
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a separate, segregated account and are not used for general fund purposes." Id, citing Loomis, 119 
Idaho at 440 ( emphasis in original). "The important issue was not that the fees were kept in a 
separate, segregated accow1t. It is that they were not used for city functions other than the sewer 
and water systems." Id at 197. "It would not be consistent with the Act to use connection fees from 
----------the dotnes-tic-water-:-system-as-a-source·-ofrevenue-for--other-[m.unicipaiityj-furrctionr,such-as-th-e---------
irrigation water system." Id 
There are several examples of Defendant using funds from its sewer capitalization fee 
account for purposes other than for "capital improvements that must be replaced, enlarged or 
reconfigured so that system capacity continues to be available for future users." A.fl Stefan 
Chatwin, 121. For example, Defendant chose to fund a new capital improvement plan study from 
the sewer capitalization fee account. 
Q: I'm asking if the work actually performed by FCS in any way 
actually made physical improvements to the sewer system? 
A:No 
Depo. Connie Krueger, 28:17-20, Exhibit H (February 22, 2013). 
Q: Is an update to the sewer cap fee study a capital improvement to 
the sewer system? 
A: Counsel, I don't know how to answer that. If it would be 
considered part of the capital improvement as an analysis or not. I'm 
uncomfortable answering that. I wouldn't know the response to 
that. 
Depo. Stefan Chatwin, 49:15-20. 
Mr. Chatwin asserted in his affidavit "Money generated by the collection system component of the 
sewer capitalization fee is used solely for those purposes identified above (sewer collection system 
capital improvements). It is not used for general purposes." Aff. Stefan Chatwin, 127. He also 
states that, "Expenditures are limited to those improvements listed in the capital improvement plan 
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[Exhibit A] described above." Id. at ,r 24. However, when deposed surprisingly, he apparently 
had no knowledge of whether a certain expense resulted in capital improvements to the sewer 
system. Donna Phillips, who had excellent recollection, contradicted the affidavit when she 
testified as follows: 
· - -·-· -'-----ct· Tatcirig yam attennolfimclct~ [which is a comf5l!te 
listing of all capital improvement projects accounted for in the 
Welch Comer report]. Is an update to the sewer master plan 
mentioned or contemplated in the Welch Comer report? 
A: As far as Exhibit A, no. 
Depo. Donna Phillips, 41 :8-11. 
These expenses are general in nature and not tied to Welch Comer's calculations giving rise to 
Defendant's sewer capitalization fee. They had nothing to do with the sewer projects outlined in 
Welch Comer's report and did not result in any improvements or work being actually performed 
on Defendant's sewer system. Therefore, the fees are in violation of the holding in Viking in that 
the funds are cannot be used for city ftmctions other than the sewer system. 
As another example, Defendant used funds from the sewer capitalization fee account to 
provide landscaping for one of its old projects located in an affluent neighborhood. Yet despite 
being very emphatic in his affidavit Mr. Chatwin did not standup to cross examination in his 
deposition regarding among other things, the landscaping expenses when he testified as follows: 
Q. I've just handed you what's been marlced as Exhibit G in this 
deposition. Are you familiar with these documents? 
A. Not very. I think rve seen them before. But again, it's been 
several years. 
Q. On the first page of the exhibit, it states that it is a sales receipt. 
Can you tell me where this sales receipt originated? 
A. I'm sorry, Counsel, do you mean whose name is on that? Who it 
is coming from? 
Q. Yes. Where did this invoice come from? 
A. It says Northland Nursery. 
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Q. If you go down to the authorization stamp at the bottom, could 
you read the reference line? 
A. "Woodland Meadows LS landscape." 
Q. Can you explain to me what landscaping has t9 do with capital 
improvements to a sewage system? 
A. I don't have an answer other than there's a note here that talks 
about Lift Station Woodland Meadows. What it is referring to, I 
don't.know. 
---·Q.-Gn-the-third-page-oould-yeu--state-where-this-invoiees-came-from?··· · --··-- · -··-···- - ----- · -- · 
A. The invoices states -- if I'm looking at the correct one, Lake City 
Rental in Hayden, Idaho. 
Q. Can you explain to me what rental expenses have to do with 
capital improvements to sewer system? 
A. I don't have any knowledge of what this is going to pay for or 
where the money came from or what the justification is. 
Q. The second to last page of this exhibit, could you state where this 
statement came from? 
A. It says "Reed Enterprises, Inc." 
Q. Down in ~e authorization stamp, will you read the reference 
line? 
A. "Woodland Meadows LS landscaping." 
Q. Again I ask you: Can you explain how landscaping has 
anything to do with sewer coJiection system capital improvements? 
A: Again, I don't know whether it's a portion of the lift station that 
was being done during that. I don't have information on that. 
Depo. Stefan Chatwin, 46:9-47:21. 
When asked to describe the Woodland Meadows project in detail, Donna Phillips very 
clearly recalled landscaping as well as the fact that the entire project was for maintenance only: 
Q: Moving on to project 1.3, the Woodland Meadows Lift Station 
upgrades, could you please describe this project to me? 
A. This is Prairie A venue. And this is Rude Street. And the lift 
station was put right in here. So you have an in, you have an out, 
and an out for Rude Street. 
This is a relatively nice subdivision. It has landscaping 
around the whole thing. When the lift station went in originally, it 
was put in, and it had shrubs put in kind of around it. And part of the 
upgrades were to add a generator for - if the power went out, the 
generator would run so we wouldn't have a backup sewer and 
nobody likes those things. 
The second thing they added was a water hydrant for 
flushing it out and keeping it clean. The landscaping went back in 
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around when they got it done, and that was the Woodland Meadow 
Lift Station upgrades. 
Q: Was this project used to expand the capacity of the existing 
sewer system, or was it replacement of an existing lift station? 
A: Did not expand capacity. But it was new infrastructure that was 
placed for that lift station. 
-------·D-epo.-DunmrPhiiltps-,-J:6-:t4-J-1:ts-;-I-8:H.-1-51~. -----------------
Defendant is using funds from the sewer capitalization fee account for general expenses 
such as landscaping and updates to studies, which are not expended in furtherance of its stated 
putpose of capacity expansion. Under the holdings in Loomis and Viking, it is not consistent with 
the Idaho Revenue Bond Act to use sewage connection fees as a source of revenue for other city 
functions, such as landscaping and capital improvement plan updates. Defendant is using its 
sewer capitalization fee to raise revenues that are being used for projects that do not physically 
expand its sewer system. This contributes to the proof in the Welch Comer report that the fee is a 
disguised tax in which Defendant has no authority to charge. 
IV. Defendant's Sewer Capitalization Fee is not imposed uniformly on all users of 
Defendant's sewage system. 
Defendant distorts the understanding of uniform imposition of a fee or tax. As previously 
stated, Defendant's sewage capitalization fees fund elements of the City's sanitary sewer system 
infrastructure which are of a "common benefit to the community." Defendant's assertion is that, 
"This is a self-perpetuating system which ensures that infrastructure will be available as needed to 
support each increment of growth and that the costs of providing for future users are not borne by 
current users." Aff. Stefan Chatwin, 125 (emphasis added). However, Donna Phillips testified 
that some of the projects being funded through the sewer capitalization fee account both replace 
outdated equipment and expand capacity. 
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Q: Do you know what the purpose of [the H-1 Lift · Station 
upgrade] project is? 
A: The original H-1 Lift Station was 30 years old. So part of it is 
to replace infrastructure. The second part is to increase capacity so 
it has a growth portion of it as well as infill to the north that will flow 
into that station. 
Q: So a portion of this project, the H-1 Lift Station project, is more 
or less maintenance of an existing system or existing lift station? 
- -- ------A:-·-H¼-a-rep:laeement.---Se,ygs,part-of-it-is...growth-for-the-fut1 .... 1 .... re..,., _____ _ 
and part ofit is replacement of the system. (Objections omitted). 
Depo. Donna Phillips, 15:23-16:13. 
Defendant's actual actions are directly contradictory to the arguments conducted by 
Defendant's lawyers who state, "[E]ach new user pays his or her proportionate share of the new 
infrastructure that will be required to replace the existing capacity that is being made available to 
that user at no cost to him or her." Second A.ff. Christopher H. Meyer, Exhibit 15, pp.3 (December 
4, 2012). Plaintiffs are required to pay for a capital expansion project that does not directly benefit 
the payer, but is rather used to expand and repair a system that is beneficial to the entire 
community. Structures constructed previous to the assessment of the current sewer capitalization 
fee benefit from the repairs, upgrades, and improvements to the system being paid solely by the 
new users. When only current development, to the exclusion of the rest of the populous, must pay 
for maintenance and replacement of infrastructure, which is of a "common benefit to the 
community," it creates an unlawful, non-uniform application of a tax on a specific class of city 
residents, namely Plaintiffs. 
V. Defendant is ryuired to obtain voter approval because it is incurring liabilities that 
are not ordinary and necessary. 
Article VIII, § 3 of the Idaho Constitution prevents local government entities from 
incurring debts or liabilities "without first conducting an election to secure voter approval for the 
proposed expenditure." City of Boise v. Frazier, 143 Idaho 1, 2 (2006) (Emphasis added). This 
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provision has been broadly defined by the Supreme Court to apply to any capital improvement 
projects that are new construction and the purchase of new equipment or facilities. However, 
"[n]o public vote is required if the expenditure is for an 'ordinary and necessary expense' 
authorized by the general laws of the state ... " Id, citing City of Pocatello v. Peterson, 93 Idaho 
an expense must also be necessary for the expenditure to fit within the exemption. In order for an 
expense to be considered necessary, the Court has stated "there must exist a necessity for making 
the expenditure at or during such year." Id, at 4 (Emphasis in original). "[E]xpenditures qualify 
as 'necessary' only if they are truly urgent." Id. In Frazier, the Court held that the expansion of the 
airport's parking facilities- even though crucial to the operation of the airport- was nevertheless 
not considered "ordinary and necessary." Therefore they were not exempt from the voting 
requirements under Article VIII. 
In this instance, Defendant is arguing that simply because it has collected the money prior 
to making the capital expenditures contemplated by Welch Comer's Master Plan Update, they are 
exempt from obtaining voter approval because the expenses are "ordinary and necessary." Such 
expenditures cannot possibly be argued as necessary, as they are based on projected growth for 
future users of a system. 
Q: Do you know what the city's existing sewer system's capacity 
is today? 
A: I don't know what it is specifically today. I have a general idea 
of what it is. And the information on that is delineated with our 
recent study related to capitalization fees. I believe that it is an 
approximate capacity of 10,000 ERUs with a 60/40 split between 
what is currently being used and what is currently available. 
Q: You also talked about a 60/40 split. Could you explain that a 
little bit? I didn't really understand what you meant by the 60/40 
split? 
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A. The existing system that the City of Hayden has, there is the 
actual capacity that it has within it. About 60 percent that is 
consumed currently, and 40 percent is available. That's based on a 
study that was done for us. I haven't independently affinned that. 
Depo. Connie Krueger, 20:11-21, 21:14-21. 
There is no crisis, or even immediacy, driving the need to expend said funds within the next 
----- --- .. - -·· - ---------~-.......:._ ______________________ _ 
year or, at today's build out rates, over the next decade. In fact, Welch Comer's report does not 
even state a projected date that the city could reach its projected population. See Ajj. John R. 
Jameson, Exhibit "A" pp. 35. Pursuant to the holding in Frazier, Defendant was required to 
obtain voter approval prior to financing its "ambitious $20 million capital improvement plan." 
VI. The Idaho Development Impact Fee Act permits Defendant to charge its sewer 
capitalization fee, but Defendant has not complied with the Act. 
Defendant takes the preposterous position that the Idaho Development Impact Fee Act 
("IDIFA") is a voluntary act that municipalities can choose to comply with when charging impact 
fees. "The City of Hayden has exercised its judgment, concluding that [the IDIFA] option is well 
suited to funding some infrastructure development but not others. The City has not enacted an 
ordinance pursuant to IDIF A that includes sewer development impact fees." 
The purpose of the IDIFA is codified as follows: 
The legislature finds that an equitable program for planning and 
financing public facilities needed to serve new growth and 
development is necessary in order to promote and accommodate 
orderly growth and development and to protect the public health, 
safety and general welfare of the citizens of the state of Idaho. It is 
the intent by enactment of this chapter to: ... (4) Ensure that those 
who benefit from new growth and development are required to pay 
no more than their proportionate share of the cost of public facilities 
needed to serve new growth and development and to prevent 
duplicate and ad hoc development requirements; and (5) Empower 
governmental entities which are authorized to adopt ordinances to 
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impose development impact fees. 
Idaho Code§ 67-8202(4), (5). 
"Development impact fee" means a payment of money imposed as a 
condition of development approval to pay for a proportionate share 
of the cost of system improvements needed to serve development. 
Idaho Code§ 67-8203(9) (emphasis added). 
"Governmental entities which comply with the requirements of {the IDIFA] may impose by 
ordinance development impact fees as a condition of development approval on all developments." 
Idaho Code§ 67-8204 (emphasis added). 
In this case, there is little to no doubt that Defendant is charging an impact fee with its 
current sewer capitalization fee. Defendant's sewer capitalization fee is "used to pay for 
additional infrastructure and system improvements which, in turn, will be in place to serve 
subsequent development. This is a self-perpetuating system which ensures that infrastructure will 
be available as needed to support each increment of growth and that the costs of providing for 
future users are not borne by current users." A.ff. Stefan Chatwin, 1 25. In other words, 
Defendant is charging a fee pay for the "cost of system improvements needed to serve 
development." Idaho Code§ 67-8203 (definition of"development impact fee"). 
Mr. Chatwin even took to calling Defendant's sewer capitalization fee an "impact fee." 
Q: Why was the city paying two groups for a master plan update at 
the same time? 
A: There are two components here: One is the Capital 
Improvement Plan, which is what we contracted with an 
engineering firm to do. The other component is the accounting 
portion and establishing what, based on the capital improvement 
plan, of what the impact fee - a fair and accurate impact fee should 
be and how that is calculated. 
PCS Group is the company that we employed to do that. 
There's two portions here. You have a capital improvement plan 
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and then you've got the capitalization fee that is determined from 
that. 
MR. RISCH: To make a clear record, you used the word "impact 
fee." 
WITNESS: I didn't mean impact fee. I apologize. Capitalization 
fee. Thank you. 
Depo. Stefan Chatwin, 51 :5-21. 
·-----·--··-- --- ---··-------------------------·--·---------- ------·-··--·······- --
Whatever term one calls the sewer capitalization fee, the purpose of the fee is undeniable. 
Defendant's fee is imposed to have new users of the sewer system fund the growth and expansion 
of the system for future users. Such a fee fits squarely within the definition of a "Development 
Impact Fee." Idaho Code§ 67-8204 is clear that municipalities must comply with the provisions of 
the IDIF A in order to pass an impact fee ordinance. Simply because Defendant does not wish to 
perform the "complex analyses that are intended to separate infrastructure improvements into 
necessary growth-related facilities and enhancements of existing facilities for current residents" 
does not excuse Defendant from following the provisions of the IDIFA in order to charge a lawful 
impact fee. Ajf. Stefan Chatwin, ,r 37. In reality Defendant is probably not adding this fee to the 
impact fee schedule, because it would not be tolerated as it is already $5,447.00. 
Because Defendant has not complied with the requirements of the ID IF A in charging its 
"sewer capitalization fee," Defendant is charging an unlawful tax that is being used to raise 
revenues to be used for expansion of Defendant's sewer system. 
CONCLUSION 
For the aforementioned reasons, Plaintiffs respectfully request that this Court deny 
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment on the grounds that Defendant's sewer capitalization 
fee is an unlawful tax. 
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In the alternative, it is requested that Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment be 
denied on the grounds that there exists genuine issues as to material facts, which preclude the 
issuance of summary judgment in favor of Defendant. 
DATED This 4th day of March, 2013. 
- -- -- - ----------------------------- ·--~---·----·----- IUSeH+-P.ISCA,-.P...LLC---------
. RISCH, of the firm 
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1 be associated with n t1ew11ge pl'oject ve1'Sus II roadway 
2 prqiect? · 
3 A. No, 
4 MR. JAMESON: Let's token quick bretlk. 
5 (Recess lllkon,) · 
~ Q .. (BY Mlt JAMP..l;ION) Back on tho record. Bcrorc 
7 our bl'cak, we were talking about expendih1res from the 
8 sewer cupltallzalion fee nccounl. J'm aoins lo providu 
.9 you with Jixhibft H, which wo11 morked in o previou11 
1 O de osltion. Are Y.QU fmnil!'r w.ld1 tbeS!in~oie.eJI'/ 
I J A. J•m not familiar with these spec 10 mvo1oes, 
12 but they're to the PCS Group. which wns our contractor 
13 lhnt we r.:onll'ftcted with oa pnrl or tho updated sewer 
14 n11111tcr pion. 
15 Q. I wm 1111sert 10 you that these al'c invoices 
that were created due to PCS1s work on the updated 1>lnn. 
So you are familiar with the work PCS did on the u1xl11ted 
plan? 
A. I know .thtit they Mre working with J .. u,a on tbe 
updatc4 spwer master 1,Jan. Aa 1ar· as .spccltlcs with 
FCS, l didn't have mueb contact with tliein at all. 
Q. Again, 011 the .l\'ont page U1crc we l!CC that 
11uthod~11tit>11 stamp. My first question is ·the 
IICC()UOting numbers. 'rhcre lppc81'8 10 be tWO IICOOUnlS 
that we1·c charged on this invoice, a 210 and 211, We've 
[Page 401 
---------····· ...... , .. 
J 11lrc11dy discussed the 21 l being the sewer capltaJi,:.ation 
2 f co account. Do you know what tile 210 account 111? 
3 A. As I previously said, I knew that nna Qflhem 
4 was a cap Joo and another one O lllld M, Since you 111111ed 
5 that 2 J I i11 cap fee, then 1 believe thal 210 is O and M. 
6 MR, HENDRICKSON: I t~laik we cn11 any for the 
7 record that that is occumtc, 
8 Q, (BY MR. JAMESON) 1'nkina Your-attention back to 
9 Exhibit A, 111 an updnto to d10 sower master ploo 
IO mentioned or contemplated h1· the Welch Comer report? 
11 A. Aa fa1• as Exl)lt,it A, no. 
12 Q. etbibit M. which L" the complete report, wm 
13 that mention an update lo the sewer plan other 1h11n It 
14 being an update to the sewer pl111 itsolf'l 
JS A. J don't think that ft 11pcoilically 110)'11 there 
16 ls an update. It does ,my thnl •• I would bnvo to go 
I 7 back and double-check, UpdalCII to tbo sower mastor plan 
J 8 are only dono on about II flvo•yoar lnoro1neJ1tal rotation 
19 10 mnke 11uro that you're accounting for now 
inf rastnioturo that goUII in tbe gr(llnd and to t1pdalc 
fttturo onpllal CJP pinna .tbr tho ftlture. lt's Inferred 
to ho thoro, J don't know It 11111 11pcoJOoall)' 11tatod. 
Q. Jn ro,ard to this Jnvolce being paid out of lh• 
operallcm and maintcnanoo aooount and the IIOWOl'·ca.P rec 
nccoustt, you wlll see that It is split 50/SO botwcon tho 
[Page 41) 
EXHIBIT 
i 1 
1 lwo accou11111. 0a you know why thnt would havo happened? 
2 A. I believe that lhe J-U-B Invoices were split in 
3 the 1111me fashion. So llJlCllklng lo the J~U-B invoice.11, 
4 which J h11vc been Involved with, we split them 50/50 
S because nny update to tbc sewer master plan tnkes in 
(I modeling ornll of the existlngpipeiJ that have been put 
7 . in Ilic ground as wcU 0.11 fut111-e 9iowth that i11 goillf,t to 
8 huppen In 1bn1 model. So you're countina for both 
9 existing and you're counting ror future. So n dircot 
JO spilt betw~n the !WP WIU! bolievedto be u,e mo11.1 
accumeim. o o m. 
12 Q. Qoing back to the Welch Conte!' report. Although 
l 3 you·tegtitied that 11pdnling the sewer plan update occurs 
14 on II rolntivcly unlfomi basis or nve years o~ so, was 
IS the el(ponse of Cl'ealing a new m~ter ~-ewer plan upd1110 
included in the calculations to con1e to lhc sewer 
cnpl1allzatlo11 fee in the Welch Comer report? 
A.No. 
Q. J1m going to give you wl11.i's been marked as 
BxhibiU in a prcvi011S deposition. You just testified 
rc111rdin1 these 11,volces, the J-U-13 Invoices related to 
tho 1o11mc innstor sewer plan update that they did in 
eot\funotion with FCS? 
A, Co1TCCt. 
Q. We already explored the split between the 
{:Pa9e 42] 
operation and maintenance and the sewer cap tee 
accounts. Again 1 ask: Was this an e~pen11e th~t wus 
contcm.pJaled in the calculation -of lhe sower cap fee 
mode in the Welch Comer 2006 report? 
A.No. 
Q. This is an exhibit marked ExbibJt J in a 
1>revious depc»;itiosi. Will you please review this 
invoice? 
. A.Okay. 
Q. Aro you famillor with the activities of Welch 
Comor that gave rise to this invoice? 
A. Can Igo bnck to this (indicnling)? 
Q. Certainly. 
A ·nie reuson I'm looking in bore is because 1 
don't remem~ if it wa11 in here or tbe Poweii>qint 
presented ns part or the city council. As part of the 
preaentatie>ll to city cou11cil, as part of the adoption of 
tho Haydon sowor m&$ler p1an UJ>datc, it was stated thnt 
they would need to look at a depreciation analysis as 
pan. of the master plan update. 'fhnrs what thh1 hi in 
1"0JatJonsbip to, ls that roooinmondation. 
Q. When wns this master sewer J)lan updnto issued; 
do you know? 
A. As far 11s comploled? Acceptud? Adopted? 
Q. Y cs. When was It completed? 
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' I 
' ' 
INTRQDUCTION 
On October 15, 201.2, Oefencbmt City of Hayden ("City") filed City's 'Motian for 
Summl,ry Judgment.and City's Open!ng Brief in Sig,port qf Motionfo,r Summary Ju4gmeft!. 
Plaintiffs North I4aho ijuildi_ng Co11tractor~ Association 811d Tennac Con~~ction, Inc. 
--~--~ (collectiveJy~uilder~~ted--Pc.Jaintl/.f¥=Res~t.!s::.MoJion:.for-Summa:ry ___ _ 
Judgment C'O,igina/ Response") on December 6., 2012. The City filed Clty 's ReplyBriefin 
Supwrt of Motion for Summary Judgment ('Wirs(Replyj Qn Deoember l 2, 20l2. The hearing 
on the.·motion was vacated bytl,l!s GoU.rt'J ()rder ofl)~m~r 17, 2012. On :tvi~cll S, 2013, 
Builders filed their Notice qfWithdr.awal and Substitutlonofllrlefaccompanied byPiatnti/fs.' 
Response to De.fondant's Motionior Summary Judgment (hSubstituted Response"). This brief 
replies to Builders' substituted .. respo.nse·brief. Jt builds ·on.~-su.pp1,cm¢rits the. City'·s prior 
briefing. 
This brief refers to the following do~ents on file in this matt~: 
Welch Comer & Associates, Inc., Hayden Sewer Master Plan Updaie f~Welch Comer 
Report'') dated December 2006 (tepr«fuc.ed ·in.Ja,i,~on MSJ Aft, Exh. A). 
Answer to Amended Complaint t'A~wef') dated and filed June 27, 2012. 
City 1s M()tion far Summary Judgm(!nt dated Oc~ber 11, 201.2 and filed October 15, 2012. 
Letter from Stefan Chatwin to John R. Jameson ("ChatwinLetter") dated October 30, 
2012 (reproduced in Second Meyer. AJJ., Exh. 12). 
Plainti.ffa' Respo~e to Defendant~s Motion Jot Summary Judgment (''Original 
Response") dated and filed on December 6, 2012 
Plaintiffs' Response to Defendant 's Motion for Summary Judgment C'Origlnal 
.Response0 ) dated December 6, 2012. 
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4tfi.davit of John R. Jameson iii Srg,port, rJj' ~~ to Defen<lant 'a Motlonfor S.umn,ary 
Judgment ("Jam(!SQn M.3J AJ!',?') dated Deoernt>er·6, 2Q12. 
First A/]idavit ~f Martin C Hendrickson; tiled herewith. 
ARGUMENT 
L T.ug cw,,-. MB'fS=THl-~~~A~~-0-o..,.:o .....~E ...... _---_~_· -__ ·---_·_----_·_-· _ 
§ '3-1311(1). 
Build~ continue tQ ~te Brewster-v. City 9/P~ello; 115 ld~o 502,. 504, 768 P.2d 76S, 
767 (1988) and Idaho Building Contractors Aas ·,n v. City of.Coeur d'Alene (" JBCA"), 126 Idaho 
740. 890 P.2d 326 (1995), ·contendfog that tb.~e oase.s-which struck down illegal tax.es-bear 
some re$elllblanc.e,.to the, iitiJiltion 1*e- They do.not 
F~ the Gity of P~~o attempted to justey its ~ ~aintenance:fee.as an "ir,cidental 
reguiatory fee." The City of Hayden makes no such 11SSCr.tion. Rather, it asserts that its sewer 
c~pitalization fee-("cap fee") is a user fee char~ to .each new customer of its sewer collection 
system. 
Wh~ it co111es ,o • fees, the only tlµiw that Brewster r~ is 9lat the~ .QC 
charged for a service provided ~ the particular oonsumor," citing 4'sewer,. water and· electrical 
services" .as examples of appropriate and lawful user. fees: 
We a~e with appellants. that munioipalitics at times prov.id~. 
sewer, water and electrical semces to iis residents. flowever; 
tliose ~cei, in one way or-BDQ~. are bgg1 on usets 
consumption of the particular coimnocfjty, as ·are fees imposed for 
pul,lic scrvi~ such as the recording of wills.or tiling legal acti-. 
In a general sense a fee is a charge for a direct-public service 
rendered to the particy)ar consumer. while a tu is a forced 
contribution by the public at large to meet public n~eds. 
Brew.tJter, 115 Idaho at 505, 768 P.2d at 768 (emphasis supplied). Obviously, the City of 
Hayden's cap fee is such a charge to "the particular consumer.'' 
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This point-that the fee must be linked to and spent on specific services provided t9 the 
individual consumer-was reiterated in IBCA. There the Court struck down Coeµr d~Alene' s 
impact fee because it failed that test:. 
The CiWs impact fee ordinance purports to assess a fee to support 
additional .(acilities: Qr services. made nece$~ary by the 
---d-e-veropment,and-ftJ'-SJmt=tlfe:oo-st·~ftb.oseackli~ei-lffies-andi-------·-_··_--___ -__ _ 
services from the public at large to·the. development 1tse]f. 
Unfortunately there is otherwise n9thing.in the ordinance wllioh .in 
any way limits the use of the revenue created. It is to be used for 
"capital improvcnnents" without limi~ti<>n as to the •~-~tion Qf 
those improvements or whether·they will in fact. be used solely .by 
those creatin.g the new developments. This is antithetical to this 
Court•s 4efinition of a fee. "[AJ fee is a chargc:i for a direct pu'b1io 
service rendered. to the.particular conkuiner, while a-tax is a forced 
contribution ~y tl)e public at large to meet_public needs." Brewster 
v. Qty o/P.ocdte.llo, us Idaho s02, sos, 768 P.2d 76-S, 768 (1988). · 
... 
Similarly, the. as$essment h~· is no differe,it than a charge !Qr the 
privilege.of living in the City of Coeur d'Alene. It is a privilege 
shared by the general public which utilizes the same facilities and 
services as. those purcl~ihg building permits for new constrpctipn. 
The impact fee at issue here .serves the putpose of providing 
t\mding for pµbiic services at large, and .not to the inclividual 
assessed, and therefore is a tax. 
IBCA, 12_6 Idaho at 743-44, 890 P .2d at 329-30. 
Brewster involved a charge to all residents to fund city street maintenance. IBCA 
invoJved a development fee to fund libraries, police, .fire, and streets. IBCA, 126 Idaho at 741-
42, 890 P.2d at 327-~8. That is why thQse f¢es were struck down. In sharp contrast, the City of 
Hayden's fee falJs squarely within the very type of user fee the Idaho Supreme Court said was 
alrlght in those cases-fees used for specific services provided to individual customers. 
Rather than recognize that these cases destroy Builders' legal argument, they struggle to 
find something wrong with the City's cap fee. They note that the particular capital expense 
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being funded (e.g., a lift station in anew neighborhood) may not relate to the particular home 
being served. 
In fact, tQc:rprojects being funded hy th~ .collection of Defendant's 
"sew~r capitalization fee" bear no relationship to the party paying 
the fee but are rather located throughout the city. . •• 
----------=--.-_ -_-1-_· ~undisputed-thet Oefen~~pitalizatfon=fe· ,._ ··-- --~ ·· 
rai.ses revenuea .that are use4 on capital improvement projects 
throughout the city. 
Substituted Response at 6-7. 1 The·answer is, 4'80 what?,' That is how all sewer, water, and 
electrical service fees work. There is no requirement-and, indeed, it would be impossible and 
pointles$-to associate sp.ecific capit~I projeQts with specific homes. 
Builders also try to make something of the observation in the Welch Comer Report that 
the funded capital projects f:U"e '~in~tructure whi.ch is of common benefit to the community.'' 
Substituted Response at-9 (referring to Welch Comer Report at .J.4). Again, "So what?" All city 
sewer, water, m1d eiectricaJ. systems ~efit 'the .community. If they did not, cities would ·not 
buiJd them. The point is that·sewer systems provide services that are delivered to ide11tifiable 
consumers, and the funds collect~cfare u8:ed for those syste~s as opposed to general puiposcs 
benefiting the community. Unlike streets, libraries .and the like, sewer service is physjcatly 
connected to individuaJ properties and may be turned on .and offfor:"the. particular customer." 
1 ll is curious that Builders felt comix,lled to dq,osc the Cjty's staff to establish this obvious fact. (See 
quotations frQm deposition 1n SubstitutedR_c..,pt,ns~ at 7~) The fact is ey}dent from the We.le~ Co,Jier Rep(.irl and has 
never been disputed. Another example of pointJea.'l depcxiitl911 expenditure ii found in -~e quotation.set out in 
Subalituted JJ.espoiw at 9-1 o. Here 811iJdeni prt$8 .the deponent to agree that impenditur,cii .. rai~ by tho cap ,fee· are 
used to ftmd expanlfio.n oftbc •>'•· For goodness 111«!, why do they waste the City's nioney and the Court's time 
with this? This point i, as ~fn aa day. It is tho wl~o point of the Welch C~ar Rapf!11, arid ~e City has always 
~ clear that funds are u8Ct,I to support ftlt1,1te expansi~ of the sy,itom! For example, the City Admbiis~rator 
explained it this WIIY! "Tho cenlt'8J concept Js .that the new development pays. to ~lace the capacio, it has 
consumed. The ~ of n,pJacom~t· Is not t,ased on the cosl of the ex~tin, system. Rather it is based on the Qqst of 
constructing new increments of system capacity, That is exactly what lhe Welch Comer report quantifi~ It. did so 
in tbc most simple, fair. and strajght-forward way that I can lmai,ine." Chatwln Latter at 3. 
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Builders are right that these eases aredirectly on point, What they·flt.il to understand is what 
these cases say. 
Builders also misunderstand the holding in Kpt;Jtenai County Property Owners Assn. v. 
Kootenai County, 115 Idaho 676, 769 P.-2d 553 (1989). In this case. the Court upheld a user fee 
·-·1or·solrcrwa:steitandfilt)"Bervices-autnonze&:l>y=.laalio-GeEle="f.~~Qppooents-of-thel'C::"'"e ------
contended that it was npt a-lawful user .f~e. becaus.e (l) it was imposed on all homeown~rs 
whether-they chose to use t;he 1an4fill s~ice$ or po.t and (2) it fi;mded ~ future benefit 
(acquisition and preparation of.new 'landfill sites) rather than providing an immediate "service. t, 
The Idaho Suprem~ Court rejected both arguments. 
As for the first, the Court said: "However, the .legislatur~, under its police pow.~, may 
· mand,te that ·citizens i;nust acpept certain !lervices, and. then teql:lire a .fee for the receipt of those 
services." Kootenai Property Owners, 115 Idaho at ~79, 7~9 P.2d at 556. 
The Court also rejected the plaintiffs" argument that the solid waste charge was not a fee 
because "it would not provide an immediate benefit, ·but rather would only provide a future 
benefit, i.e., acquisition and preparation of new landfill si~." Kootenai Property Ow,ie#, 1 l S 
Idaho at 679, 769 P.2d at 5S6. Whether the fee is used-to fund immediate servicE,s or the 
· acquisition of new sites makes no difference; said the Court, because both were authorized 
activities under·the-statute. Jd. 
The parti~ular statute involved in that:case (dealing with landfills-) is not applicable here. 
The Cizy of Hayden ~,ies instead on the broader statutQry authorization of user fees found in 
Idaho Code § 63-13 t 1 (1 ), Builders attempt to deflect the applicability of this statute saying that 
it applies only when the fee is "reasonably related to, but" shall not exceed, the actual cost of the 
service being rcndeted." Substituted Response at 11 (quoting Idaho Code§ 6~·-1311(1)), 
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But this argument gets Builders nowhere. The City's ~p fee is carefully tai.lored to meet 
this standard. As the Welch C<;>mer Report c,xplain~, the cap fee is caj~lated by taking the cost 
of aU future capital projects requiroo for build-out of the syst~m and dividing by the number of 
residential units (or equivalents thereto) that will be served by that system. The identification of 
-~. -tneiiecesSmyprojects;-the-estimate<t-~=eaffll)f(J_jeGfran~tim~nun1~ts ..... in'4-- _-_--_-__ _ 
the built out system are all described in.the Welch Comer Report. The City did ,not coajure these 
numbCll, and th~ resulting fe~:is not drawn out of the ~r. The City engaged a ~ofessional 
e.ngineering_ firm, which perfonned-a tborough.a.nalysis in the open subject to public.scrutiny. 
The end result is that.each new user is charged . .a .fee that c»rtesponds to 'the cost of . 
replacing the existing excess system capacity he pr $he wiJl Cb~$Ume. Th~ con~er uses up one 
unitof syst~ capacity and pays for a n~w ~>ne. This. mo~ is then.used to :fund the next-unit of 
capacity, so that the sys(em ~~ ahead of demand and new d~elopment may be accommodated 
as it comes on line. 
this sort of rough justice is exactly what the K.ootrmai Property Owners Court sai.d was 
okay: 
No one ~ggests that each and every ~idenoe generates the same 
amoµnt of solid waste. .Presumably, the-precise annual cubic 
yardage pfsolid·-waste from each residence could be painstakingly 
monito.red ,md detenni_nC'-_d for ~ch residence by Qounty 
employees. However, all users would ,iave·to pay itd?stantially 
more to-cover the additional salaries of trash monitors. A soiid 
waste disposal system.is comp~ble tQ-8 sewer s~tem. Charging 
a flat residential sewage fee is reasonable even though the actual 
U$e (()utflow v9lume) yaries •Q~ewhat trom house ~o house. See 
.Schmidt v. Village of Kimberly, ·74 Idaho 48t 256 P .2d 51 S (1953). 
The leJislature has not imposed exacting rate requirements upon 
localities .for measutjng actual residcmtial solid w~e dj_sposal or 
sewage use. Reasonable approximation is all that is ne.cessary. Id. 
Kootenai Property Owners. 115 Idaho at 678-79, 769 P .2d at ·SSS-S6. 
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Builders beat the drum that these cases and others. such as Alpert v. Bo.Jse Water Corp., 
118 Idaho 136, 795 P .2d ·298 (1990), are distinguishable because "the fee goes to fund projects 
that are in nci way associa.ted wjth the payer. Instead, the revenues ~re used to fund. projects 
located throughout the city that will be used to expand the capacity of the city's sewer system 
--i1mtwttl bencfft fature system,mers:"=Subs1itured:Response=-at=,ft=(-eit-atien-m=oepasiti1:11otttna--· _- ----
omitted). But there is nothing wrong with this. :Funding new infrastructure to replace existing 
system capacity is th~ whole poittJ of th~ fee. '.fhe new·user benefit$ consid~bly by thi~ 
b~use such funding ensures that capacity is.on hand to serve neiw -users without delay. 
. . . . . . ... . . . 
Builders claim, that the City's understandinJ of user fees ·and·its reading of Idaho Code 
§ 63-1311(1) will open the floodgates. "Were Oefendant'sinterpretation of14aho Code 
§ 63~1311(1) to be adopted, there would be no such thing as a.-i UQliwful µix.,since munjcip!llities 
would be allowed to charge any fee they wislled as long as it was lqosely ti.eel to some 
government function.'' SubstitutedResponseat 11. Hardly. Section 63-1311(1) authorizes cities 
to charge user fees ''for those services provided.,, Builders reach their "sky is falling" conclusion 
only by ignoring the m~ing :of user fee$ that has· been so clearly a11d ~efulJy articulated ·by 
our Supreme C.ollrt in Brewster, IBCA, K,ootetltii Property Owners" ~dA{pert. To be valid 
under section 63-1311(1.) the fee must be a user fee an4 not a disguised tax. For goodness~ sake, 
this is why the City of Pocatello lost in Brewster. Pocatello tried tojustify its street fee under the. 
identical predecessor to section 63-1311(1) which was ·then codified at Idaho Code§ 63-2201A.2 
2 When enacted itt 1980. tho firat:aentenceof what ie now scction 63-13.11(1) was enacted~ codified as 
Idaho Codt , 63~2201A. ~.B. 680, .l.980 ldaho S., Le~ ch. 290 J 2. In l.988, .,tiop 63-~0JA (now section 
63·13.l l(J)) was amended to add what is now thuc~d septonce (requir.fna ~Hee11 be~bl1,reta~). S.B • 
. J340, 1988 Jdaho-Seu, Utwa oh. io1 §·J. In 1996. the entire revenue and taxa.do~ c;ode WIiii rc-enacte~, and·ieoticm 
63.·2201A wasrecocHfled-ils section 63-1311 .. S.B. 13.40, 1996 Idaho S~. Laws c:~. 98 § 14 ·at 39); seoalao 1996 
Idaho S01111. Laws cil. 322·§7 (c:orrectina cross-reference to section 63-l~Il in sectiQn 31-870) .. in 199.7, the 
provision w• ronum\,ered is ~tion63·1~11(1) and wbat is now iection63.·13,11(2) ~.added. 1997 Idaho Ses11. 
Laws oh. 117 §'JS.al 333. 
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Pocatello contended it$ _street fee was a servipe f~ authoriz~ by tltl..s s.ection. The Cpl:lrt rejected 
the city's CQntention, finding that the .statute authorized certain fees, but not ''to impose a tax 
upon users-or abutters of public .streets." Brewster, 115 Idabo at 504, 768 P.2d at 767 (emphasis 
original). Thus, Builders• alarm that citie.$ may charge. a fee under this statute for anything under 
~- ---.:themm-ha$-heen.addressetl and expressLµej.~daho-Supreme-Court-;-- · -- -- - - · 
ll. THE ~p ~EI~ ~UTB91.UZJD BY llfE IPAHO REVENUE BOND ACT, DESPITE TUE 
FA~ THAT NO BONDS HAVE BEEN JSSll,Et}. . . 
A. L-oomi$·and Jllk~gsquarely establish that theCity~s cap fec-.is 
auth~r~e~ by tJie. bond a¢ 
We could stop here. Section 63-1311 (l) provides sufficient, .independent authority to 
support the City's. cap fee. However, th~ ·City also relies on 'the Idaho Revem1e Bond Act, :J.dahp 
Code §§ 50-1027 to s_o:. J 042 as staf9tQry authority for tb,e ~P f~! Thi~ au~qrity is flrtl).ly 
established byLoo,nis v. Ci.ty ofHail6J, 119 Idaho 434,807 P.2d 1272 (1991) and Vlking-Comt.t 
Inc. v. Hayden I.alee lrrig_ation Dist., 14.9 Idaho 187, 233 P.3d 118 (2010). 
Builders acknowledge that the.Idaho Revenue·Bond Act authorize$ cities to clutrge 
connection fees for "tb.e s~~, facilities and CPmrllodities f~isb~ by such workst w~ere 
works aredefmcro to include ''sewerage system$.~ lda4o Code§§ 50-1029(a), S0-1030(f).3 
Builders also acknowled~e the central hotding·in Loomis: "[TJhe Court-stated that [the J Idaho 
·
3 The IdahQ Revenue BOIJ.d Act Idaho Code§§ S0·1027 to S0-1042, was enacted in 1961. It authorizes 
citi0$ (but not other govemmel,Jtal entities) to issue revenue bonds for the construction~ acquisition, or improvement 
of specified works. Thekeyauthorization foruier fees is found in the foUowingprovisiori of the act: "In-addition 
tb the powers it may now have, any city shall have power Wlder .and subject to the f9Jlowing .PJ'Qvislons: • • • (f) To 
prescribe agd coll~ rates, .fees, toUs or charges, including the levy or~-ment of such rates, feoa, tolls or charges 
a,ainst govemmenlal \llli~, depattmonts or aaenclos, Jncluding the .state .of Idaho and its-subdivisions, for the. 
services, .facilities and commodities tbmiahed by such worlcs, or by such rchabilitatcd.ex.istina electrical aeneratina 
fllcllitios, and to provide mefhoda of·cotleotiona and penalties, includina denial of service tbrnonpaymelit of mch 
rates, fees, toJJs or chargos." idaho Code § 50· l 030(f). The:tcnn \•wom•• rc,ferenced in subsection 50-J 030(t) is 
defined to include. "water systems., dralnaguyatems, iowerage systemB, recreational 1:iollltles, off'.'street parking 
.facilities, airport facilities, aiMtaviaation facilities, [and]eleocrical systems ... ·1dalu> Code § SO-·J 029(a). The 
11works" may be located mafde or outside of the city. lclaho .Code § 50-1030(a). T.he bond act requires that the 
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Revenue Bond Act authorizes the collection of sewer connection fees, and it is clear that if the 
fees coHected pursuant to the Act are. allocated and budgeted in c9nfonnity with that Act, th~y 
will not be construed. as taxe.c:i.~' Substituted ~P'!~e at 13 (citio,gLoomis, 119 Idaho at 439, 807 
P.2d at 1277). 
-- -:-::~- - - -----:- :--=--Builders1:hen-inake a wrong-tum. Rather1han=r-eeogni-a"ilrg:tlnit=·..toomi&-suppcms.-tlie----_--_-____ _ 
City• s actio11, they assert that the City has not complied With the bond act because the actions 
funded by the cap fee ~e n.otnordin.ary and necessary'' expenses. As we nqted in the First 
Reply, Builders·have scnunbled their,eggs. 
As the Loomis Court explained, the ordinary and necessary provision is an exception to 
the Constitution's voter approval requirement for "in_debtedness or .liability e~ceeding the income 
or rev(mue of that year." LoorniN, lJ 9 Idaho at 440, 807 P .2d at 1278. The voter approval 
requirement does not apply here (because there is no debt or liability), so ~e "ordinary ·and 
necessary" limitation 4oes not come into play either. 4 We pointed this out in the First Reply at 
16. In their Substituted Response, Builders simply ignore-this point and continue to scramble 
their eggs. 
works beprovided "atthe lowest possible c_oat" and not be oper.ated ".as• sourci, of revenue.'' Idaho Code § 50-
1028. 
4 The Loomis Court spoke about ordinary and riecffllry expontieS, but only in the context of explaining 
why another case was.not on point. In other words. it was dictum. In Loomla, the plaintiffs relied on O 'Bryant v. 
City of Idaho Fal/.v, 18 Idaho.313. 303 P .2d 672 (1956) to.support its contention that the City of Hailey was 
uiilawfully ciroumvenling bonding requirements under tbe-Idaho Re~ue Bond Act because it did not put the 
oonneclion fee to a voto of the pubJk;, · Jii-.0. 'Bryant, tho_ Court. struck ~own-a achelne by t)lo.-City ofldibo Falls to do 
JW!t that. In O 'Bryant, the Court found !~.necessary: to ,ipieree-tbe .corpomte veil" on a plan to have the ~onds issued 
by a non-profit controlled by tho city, 0 'Br.yant, 78 -Idaho .. at 32.S, 303 P .2d at 678.. The Loomi.r court found 
o 1Jryan1 to be Jnapposite. "In tho, instMt case the City of Hafley is ·not incurring any i1_tdebtednes• and voter _ 
approval punuant to art. 8, ·.§ 3 of th~ Idaho Constitution is requir.ed only when the city Ml-incurring fadebt.edness,•• 
Loomis, 119 Idaho at 440, .807 P .2d at 1218. In discuuina O '8rJ1Qnl, the Loomis .Court exJX>llDC1cd on the "ordinary 
and necessary" limitation on indebtedness,·which the City of Idaho Falls bad sought to evade with its scheme. That. 
discussion, however, was essentially die1um. 
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Indeed, Builders make the same argument that the Court ~jeered i.q Loomis: 11Appellants 
argue that if the city finances replac~ment of i~ sewer and water systems fron,. rates, fees or 
charges it will in effect oircumven,t the Idaho consti~tional bondillg requirement and the city will 
be able to build a completely new system without requiring voter approval." Loomis, J 19 Idaho 
. =--'at4-39,-8<¥FP~t-1277. =Fhe-b>om~t*rejected=this:ai:gument:-"In:the:inBta:ntcas,eJhe:::ctty-- ····· · · 
-of Hailey is not incuning any illdebtedness.and voter appr~val pµrsua1't t<> ~rt. 8, § 3 ofthe Idaho 
Coµ.stitution is ~quired only when tlie city is incurrf~g indebtedness.'; Loomis, 119 Idaho at.440, 
807 P;2d at 1278. The·same, obviously, is tr.ue for the.City of Hayden. 
Next, Builders then try to di~inguish Loomis by saying the City of Hayden'~ cap f'* is: 
n.ot based on the same equity·buy-in forinula empJ.Qyed by th~ City of Hailey. Jt i~ truethat there 
are some differences, .but they are·no.t of any legal conseq1,Jence, and they are not the ones alleged 
by Builders: Builders complain that the City's cap is unlike Hailey's equity buy-in because "(n]o 
portion of the fee is used for-maintenance~, repair or upkeep of the existing system, and the fee 
has no relation to the value of the existing system.'' Substifute.d/lup~e a:t 14. Bijt Hailey~s 
fee, which was upheld in L<>omis, did ·not do th,e.s,rthings ~ith~. As the L.oo~ CQw:t explai11ed, 
Hailey's fee was used·~'onJy for replacement of c?(isting system facilities" while· separate 
"monthly user fees are used .for normal expenses-of operation, including repaii':and 
maintenance:" Loomis, 119 Idaho at 436, .807 P .2H at 1274, Likewi$e, Haile.y's connection was 
not base.don "tbe valueoftbe existing:~;ystein.'' Rather, it-was based on the rmlac9IDent value 
with Qertain· adjustments. Id. 
The Ytking case takes Loomis a step further. In Loomis, the City of Hailey backed off an 
earlier connection fee that would have been used to :fund expansion of the sew~ system and 
instead adopted a cpMectipn fee limited to replacement of the existing system. Indeed. the 
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Loomis court.specifica11y withheld judgment.on the future expansion issue. Loomis, 119 Idaho at 
439 n.3, 807 P.2d at l277n.3. 
The Viking Court, however, dealt speci~caJly with a. Qonnectjon fee used to fund future 
expansion. Recall that in Kootenai Property Owners, the Court ruled that it was permissible for 
--thcnmerfee to-be-used-fonr"futUl'e1)enefi~-in-n1~ease=:futar.e-~11isifionl>Hi0w=laoofilrsites.=--=----.----
In Viking, the Court came to the same conoJusion iri the context of the bond act. 
In Viking, the Coµrt C<)nstrued th~ Irrig~tion Di$.triot Bond A.ct, whose relevant provisions 
are:, identical to the Idaho Rcvct1~e Bond Acl The Court found that the acfs.,expr~ss authority 
for,cities 1'to construct, reconstruct,. improve, better or extend any works!' includes future 
expansion of the system. Yildng, 149 Idaho at 191,233 PJd at 128 (construing Idaho Code 
§ 43-1~09(a)t which is identic~l to Idaho CQde §50-1Q30(a)). 
The Viking Court also found that the conne~ion fee was authorized by Jdaho Code 
§ 43-1909(e) which it noted isldentical to section so .. J090(f). "Thus, this section pennitted the 
Irrigation District to charge new users of the domestic water system a connection fee that 
in.eluded an amount equal to the value of that portion of the system capacity th11ct the new user 
will utilize at that point in time!• Viking, 149 Idaho at 194,233 P.$d at 125. 
The Builders, nevertheless, say Viking does·not apply because.that case involved an 
equity bur-in fonnula which differs slightly from the fonnula employed by the City of Hayden. 
But the holding in Viking is -not limited to one particular fonnula. To the contrary, the Court 
~,tpressly granted a. y,ide berth to cities: 
The hrigation District had discretion to decide what methodology 
to use Jn ordc;,r to detenninc that value. F~r e.xampl~ .it is. entitled 
to use replacement cost raiher than historical cost as· the basis of its 
calculations. The court's limited role is simply to determine 
whether the methodology used to determine the value is reasonable 
and not arbitmy. 
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Viking,.149 Idaho at 194, 29!3 P.3d at 125. 
The City of Hayden has followed Viking's mandate that the fee be nequal to the value of 
that portion of the system capacity that the new user will utilize . ., The City's cap fee is based on 
a detennination ofthe cost1o replace an equivalent unit of existing excess ·capacity. Its approach 
. -~=~~-is,,simple-and.transparen~-'Ihe..co~otcach r.eplaCffllent"'u.nit~m::th~~J;'lec;ds-to-~ ··~ 
be constructed divided by the numb~r ofresidences that will be served. To defeat ·the cap fee,. it 
is not sufficient for Builders to point out some way in whioh the ca1culation differs from Viking. 
They must show that it .is --arbitraryt' .and not ",reasonable." ·Build~ have failed to d~ortstrate 
thaJ the City's approach to quantifying replace~cmt cost is oµtside the discreti9p ~pressly 
grante4 by the fdahQ Supr~e Court LijcelV'ise, a.uild~' obs~ation trult the cap fee will be 
used to ensure that '~system capacity continues to be available for future uom'' (Subsiltuted 
Response at 15 (emphasis oriJPnal)) is completely true and completely beside.the.point. That 
was certainly true of the fee in P'ikl.ng, and the Court found that it presented no probl~. 
B. The "ordinary and ·neces~ary" pr9vi•ions or the 14aho Rev~nue Bond 
Act are not applicable wher.e no bonds an issu~. · 
Builders' Original Response and Substilut(!d Reaponse each go 011 at length abo:ut the 
standards for what is an "ordinary and necessary" expense under the Bond Act. 'The City 
provided a detailed respanse to .those points iri its Ftrst Reply at l 5-17. In short, cities may-issue 
bonds under the ConstitutiQ11 and under the Bqnd Act only for ordinary and necessary expenses. 
But the City ofHayden is not issuing bonds, because it is not incurring debt. Accordingly, the 
ordinary and necessary limitation does not come into play. 
Builders have simply ignored this point in their SubstitUJed Response. Presumably this is 
because they have no good response. 
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C. The City is not required to.seek voter approval when it is not 
inc_urr.ing debt. 
Builders also recite in the Substituted Response an .argument first presented in their 
Original /lesponse. They conten~. "Pefendant is required to obt~n voter apprQval because it is 
~currin; liabilities that are not ordinary and necessary.'' Sub~tituted Response at 20. Again, the 
City refers the Court to its Ftrst Reply at 1:5-17. Again., Builders have·not bothered to respond to 
the points made by the City. Suffice it to quote the Idaho Supreme. Court: "In th~ instant case 
the City of Hailey· is not incuning any indebledness and voter ~pprpvaJ pursuant to iµt. 8, § ~ of 
tbt, Idaho CQns(itution is required <>~ly '\Yhen the city is_ jncuning indebtetbi~s. "· U?Pm4, i 19 
Idaho at 440,. 807 P.2d at 1278. See.also the-Court's discussion under the heading HNot 
Necessary to Have Connection Fees Approved by Voters." Loomis, 119 Idaho_at 441, 807 P.2d 
at 1279. Put simply, w.nat is ordinary and necessary dQes not come.1nto pl~y when no llability is 
incurred. What Uability do Builders Utink the City i$ inC!Jrring? As .the City explain~ i~ its 
Answer to A111ended Complaint, ,r 33 at 11, ncoliecting money from -sewer utility fees is not an 
. .,.;., ... ~. . . 
incursion of debt. HaviQg money in the bank is the opposite of debt. Nor does spending money 
that has been previously coll~ constitute the incursion ofdebt." 
lll. BlJILDERS' ASSERTIONS OF MINOR ERRORS OR DISCREPANCIES IN THE CIP 
AOCOUNTJNG oo. NOTVJOLATE ova SUPREME ComtT's STANDARD THAT USER 
FEES MUST·.DEAR. ~ REASC>NABLERELATION TO THE C.OST OF PROVIDING .THE 
SIU{VJC.E, 
Builders insisted that they needed discovery to root out factual issues that would block 
the City's Motion/or Summary Judgment. They have had their discovery, and they found 
nothing of QODsequence. They claim to have found "severaJ examples" c,f $0C~untlng errors. 
S~bstltuted Response at l 6. But they identified ·only two proje~the Woodland Meadows 
project and the sewer plan updato-in the portion of their brlef dealing with whether the cap fee 
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.is related to the cost of services provided, ~batltu!ed Brief at 12-19. s .Evqn gtvinR Builders the 
full b~nefit of the doubt 8$ to these fa:otual issues, these minor foibles do not meet their burden of 
showing that the cap fee 1'.s., whole is ·not reasonably related to the cost of the·service .provided. 
A. The Woodland Meadows. project 
--- ·-=- -- -=:-Builder,so00mbed--thFQ\J-gh-tJun1~an~a~Uiles::coverin.s.:over.~~wiltiror -
dollars wo,rth ofcapib\l investments an4 discovered a single capital project-the Woodland 
Meadows Lift Station Upgrade-that they sa_y does not belon~ there. This project (identified at 
Project 1.3 in the Appendix to the Welch Comet /J.ej:J.Qri ai!.d Valued at $9~. 7Z0,40) appears to be 
an upgrade for an existing projt,et that d~ not exparid ~.~ capacJty. If _$Q. that is 
inCQnsi"stent ~th the City's stated premis~ that the CIP in the Welch Comer Report includes only 
projects ( or portions thereof) that increase sewer system ·Capacity. 6 
Is this significant? No. If this project had been excluded frQlll the. We~~ Comer Report~ 
ClP, it would have reduced the cap fee p~ r~~idential unit by ~-f~w 4o.liars~ ($93,720.40 divided 
by 8,95.0 equivafentresid~tiat units= $10.47~) For a cap fee covering forty capital projects 
totaling over two tnillion dollars, this ·is round-off error. 
In any event, the .. matter has been corrected. As part ofits ongoing review and update of 
the CIP, the City exa111ined. this project and ·excluded.it trQm th~ revised CIP. ~us, it will 1'ot be 
. $ In another portion of the brief dealing with whether lhe cap fee-is uniformly applied, Substituted Brief.at 
19-20, Builders mention a-third project-the H~l L~ Station. Builders' allegation is that this lift station upgradf,) 
wiJt bolh replace cumnt capaefty,and add.new capacity. This is true. But that CQSt was .aUPcat~d. lffld only the cost 
associated with ·tho expandesd capacity ·WU included m· Ute CIP. So this l• a .non-issue, lf need be, the. Ctty can 
provide additional documentation of this. 
6 Buildei:s ,1110 mention iite_lusion ofland~ping.expensoa .on the Woodland Meadows projec,t. Su~tltu.ted 
Ruponse at 1'7. Thi• is not ·a ~te is,su~. Ar, the deposition ~:all landacaplng expenses· inelud~ ·1n the 
CIP ~ for landicapins:1$8ooiated wlth co~~on otlit\ stationa_,and.~lh°'!' sewer projects. 'l)le only problem 
with the Woodland M~adows prQject is ~~.it_app• to ~laoe exiathtg·capacitynthor than lncrease·system 
oap,clty, 
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included in the next cap fee calculation. 'This happened in the ordinary course of review prior to 
Builders' recent discovery. 
If the Court ~ere to so d~t, this project could also be backed out of th.e prior CIP with a 
correspond~g minor adjustment in the cap fee-of about ten dollars per home or "ER.t' But this is 
user fees. 
In Foster's!~,::. v. Pqise City, (,3 ~daho 201,219, ll8 P,2d 771, ·7.2:8 (1941), tile 0"1ncr of 
a ~rnifur~-st<>re .clutJlqed the citys lluthority to jn_sta]J P,al'king Jt?,et~o; on the p11blic s~et, in 
front ofthe store-alleginJ that the meters were ille$31 taxes. The Court upheld the .parking 
meter fees as a proper exercise of the police .power, despite the fact that they apparently 
generated somewhat more.income than.was required to cover the cost of the met~: 
Th~ fact, that t.he fees charged produce more than the actual 
costs and expense-of the enforc~ent and supervision (of traffic . 
and parkiQg regulation), is not an adequate objection to the 
-~ctioti of the f~. The charge mao~~-howevet, must b• a 
reasonable relation to the thing to be accomplished. 
The sp~4 between the actual cQst of admini~tration and 
the amount offees collected must riot be so great ~s td evidence on 
its face a revenue rneas~re rather than -a license tax measure. 
Poster's If!~., 63 Idaho at 219, llS P .2d at 728 (citations omjtted). In other word$, the standard 
is reasonablene$$-rou~Justice, not absol,ute p11,eision. 
r,.· • . 
Likewise, in Kootenai PropertyOwners, the Court ruled that it.is not necessary that a 
user fee be based precisely on how much garbase is generated and that a .flat fee for residential 
use is reasonable. "The legislature has not -irnpQsed exacting rate requirements upon looalities 
for measuring actual residential· solid waste disposal or sewage use. Reasonable approximation 
is al] that is necessary." Kootenai Property Owners, 115 Idaho at 678-79, 769 P.2d at 555-56 
( citing Schmidt v. Village of Kimberly, 14 Idaho 48, 256 P .2d S 15 ( 1953)). 
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Builders seemto believe that if they can find an accounting error iil a. <lap fee, th'1t tums 
the fee.into an illegal tax. But that is not the standard. Build~' identification of a single 
misidentified capitaJ projc:ct that shouJd have been excluded from a twenty-million-dollar CIP 
demonstrates only.one thil)g; the officials and consultants who prepared the Sewer Master Plan 
-_aremere1t10rtals._Jfabs&JutecaeeUF-&Gy-WGre-the--stand&rarOOU~Wi:Jl=be:-called:upon::.to::s-crufiruze=- __ 
the .accounting records for every user fee in $~arch of an inadyertent error. C<>nstitutjon~l law is 
a higher oalling·that this, ~ ou.r Supreme Court b~ made clear. 
B. The sewer pJan update 
Builders ha.ve on~ other cotnplaint: that th_e City fund¢<! J portton .of its m~~t r~cent' 
s~wer plan update out of its. cap fee ~venues. Sub~tituted Response at 15-17. The City allocated 
fifty.percent of the cost to future expansion. and used cap fees to pay that amount. The 
remaining nfty percent was paid out of the sewer maintenance and operation account, which is 
not funded by the cap fee. Donna Phillips explained that the CQSt w3:s split SO/SO because the 
studies analyzed the existing system as well future need$. P~Ulips dE,po., 41 :23-42: 11, First 
Afftdavit ()/Martt~ C, Hendrickson~. Exh. 1.) 
There is, of course, nothing wrong with including the cost of ongoing project pl~nning in 
a user fee. That is part of the capital ·expense. Builders• c.omplaint, instead, is a technical 
accounting point-that the City failed to speo,ifically call out the 90st ofqpdating the sewer 
master plan in the Welch Com~r Report. 
Perhaps the City should have identified it out .as a separate line item in the Welch Comer 
Report. After a1i the sewer master plan is updated every few years in order to addl'C$S changes 
in infrastructure needs and projected growth. But this is of no financial consequence to Builders. 
To the contrary. If the CIP in the Welch Comer Report had included a separate line item for the 
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updated sewer ,planning, that would have increase,g, not decreased, the cap fee that was charged 
-from 2001 to 1012. -Thus, Builders seem to be. arguing that the cap fee was loo low. 
At th.e-.erid ofthe day, BuiJijers? bluster ab.out these two items does11ot •dd llp to much. 
The City urges the Court tQ apply our·Supreme Court's d_irective, discussed above;, that it is 
If the Court finds that greater precision is required, thes.e expenses items can easily be 
corrected. The Woodland Meaclows project could. ht'. remoy~ from the CIP ·aqd the City could 
reimburs~ Ute cap fee. t\lnds for the C9~t of tlie' pianajng updates. 
T)Jis is hardly worth having-a lawstJit- over. These accounting issues,. raised for-the first· 
time here, -are nothing that Builders could not have raised at any time. The Welch Comer Report 
was the subject of extenaive pliblic meetings aitd1hemost ~t s·ewer plan updat"8 were 
~dressed at ~t more public meetings. The Bµilders did not rajse_·these accounting·-issues, nor 
did they question a11y.particular project$ :or .expel:t$CS inclµde~ in the fee calculations, at any of 
those meetings. Even tjie Builders• Amended Complaint fails to allege-that there were 
projects/expenses included in the fee-oal.cul~on that were not related to system :expansion, pr 
that expenses were paid out of the cap fee account that·wc:re-not included in the CJP in the Welch 
(Jomer Repr,>rt. 1.1u~se issues appear to have b~n raised by the Builders only to deflect attention 
from the fact that their challenge to the leplity of the fee is without merit. 
In any event, even if the Court were to find that further proceedings are required to 
resolve the.sc minor loose ends, these issue~ present .no ob.stacl~ to th¢ Court's ruling on the 
central legal point- presented by the instaritmotion for summary judgment. The City .urges the 
C9urt to rule that the City is authorfaed by statute to charge a user fee whose funds are used to 
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' .. 
construct new system capacity corresponding to existing excess capapity that will be, consumed 
by the n,ew user. 
BUILDERS' ASSERTIONS THAT THE CAP FEE IS OV.ER•INCLUSIVE IGNORES THE 
. . . ' . . . .. . . . . . . . . 
RECORD AND CO~ON SENSE. 
Builders brazenly assert: "When fully implemented. Defendant will have sewer services 
reaching out into areas not-even olosely associated with any current or perceived development." 
Subsittiitted Response-at 3. In fact, the planning ~ea is 1.imit«i to the City's are.a of ~ity impa~t. 
"This master .plmuiing t.,ffort c.,xtend$ the sewer ma_ster _plan lay(>ut t<? th" full -e~ten.t of the Haden 
J\rea of City Impact/' W (!lch Comer Rep_ort at 2; The area of city impact is establtshed .in 
accordance with section 67-6526 of the Local Land Use PlanningAct{"LLUPA''), Idaho Code 
§§ '67--6S01 to 67-6538. Since its adoption in 1975, LLUPA lias provided a mephanism for c.iti¢s 
to designa~ an .. ~ea ofcity impact'' beyo~d it$ C()rporate 1).ou11dari~. Indeed, LLUP A mandates 
that cities C$tablish ~uc11 ~. The City's _area -0f city impact was c,stablished in full compliance 
with LLUPA, and no one, .including Bullders, has challenged it. 
B.uilders descn'be the City's master plan as "aggresaive" beoause the population to be 
serv~ is expected to mo.re thap double. Su.bs.tiMed RespQn8e at 3. Buildeni may us~ whatever 
adjective they like, but there is.no.tb,ing ·~Qng, and cef!:ainly nothing unlawful, ·with planning for 
buiJd;;out of t'he City'~ area of city i111pact. Builders cite no authority for their concern, and there 
is none. 
In fact, the projected build-out pro.jected in Uie Welch Comer Report, which was used to 
calculate 1he fee 1hat was applicable in 2007 dirough 2012, was deliberately .CQnservative. The 
calibrated sewer model used ~y Welch Comer assumed a build-out density based upon 100% of 
the allowable land use, which provided a projected population of 59,800 people-or 23.000 ERs. 
To compensate for the fact that growth may not actually reach 100 percent llUld use den.sity, the 
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projected population was reduced to 37;835or 14,552 ERs . .Welch Comer Report, p. 17. The 
projection that the population within the City's area of impact will roughly double -upon full 
build'.'Out is hardly surprising. 
Regardless of the Builders' opini9n ~fthatnumbe.rf there is_ no evide..nce in the record to 
·-- CQ11tradtcnh~1ilffl)ysts-perfonn-ed-by-welth-Comer;-'Phe-anafysis-retlected-in--tbe-Welch-G.tme·r------
Report more than suffices to meet the '4reasonable approximation,; standard for the amount of the 
fee. See, K<>oienai Prpperty Owners. 115. ldaho at 679, 769 P .2d ·.at S56. Jn .ord~ tc>. cr~te i 
triable ·jssue rega1:ding the ~al~s· perfurm,~d ~y Welch,C<>mer 8lld. the reasonablen~s 9fthe 
fee.,. the Builders-are rCQUired tQ pres,cmt eV:idence and not mere .assertiOil$, 
Tctsurvive summary judgment; a-non-~ovi-ng party must 
dernonstrat~ ~~ ~w,n~ Qf a genuin~ iss11eJor t;tial. While ~e 
moving p$'ty ~uslfirst prpv.e the absen¢e9.f~y iS$UC ~fmaterial . 
fact once it has done so R.the burden shifts to _t~e-nonmoving party 
to show .tb.e exi$teilce. Qf a:genuine is~e of niatedal fact." Asbury 
Park, LLC v . .(Jreenbriar Estate Homeowners· Asl;n, Inc., 152 
Idabo:3~_8, 343-44, 271 P.3q 1194, l 1~9-120Q (2012) (quoting 
Clumdler v. H.ayden, l 4Tldabo. 765, 7(i9,21 S P.3d 485, 489 
(2009)), However, the •iadverse party may not rest upon the mere 
allegatiqns pr d~~ ofthat P.m.tY's pJ~np, but t}\e party~s 
response, by affidavits Ot:8$ otherwise provided in tbis rule, must 
set fQ~h ip~itfo fact,s showin_g thatthere i$ a genuine issue for 
trial.'' I.R.c·:P. S6(e).' Under this standa111, "''amerescintillaof 
evidence or only slight doubt as to the facts is insufficient to 
with~tand 1$un11naey judgment; there must~ suffi~ient.evidenc~ 
upon wJlich a jury could reasonably i'etµµui verdi«· ~fstlng the 
motion.'' Brown v. Ctty o/ P9Caiello,. 148 Idaho:.802, 806, 229. P .3d 
1164;. 1168 (2010):(quotiq.gHarpole v. State, 13l.Idaho437, 439, 
958.P.2<1 ·594,.596 (1998)). Further, "conclusory assertions 
unsupported by spedfio facts are illSllffioient 1o raise a._genuine 
i~sue of material fact precluding summary judgment." Moreci v. 
Coeur d'Alene $ch. Dist. No. 271, 150 Idaho '740, 744, 250P.3d 
791, 795 (2011) (quoting Goodman v. /Athrop, 143 Idaho-622, 
627, 15.1 P.3d 818,823 (2007)). Consequently, once the moving 
party has met its burden, the adverse party must present affinnative 
evidence that demonstrates the existence ofa genuine issue of 
material fact. 
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Kootenai Oounty v •. Harriinan-Sayler,_ Idaho__, 293 .P.3d .637,.641 (2012). The·Builders 
have failed to cany their burden to present admissible.eyldenc.e suffici~ttt to cr~te· a genuine 
issue of material fact as tP the reasonableness of the amount of the fee. 
. . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . .' 
V. Tm: C~P ~E OOES}'iOT VIOLATE TIJE UNIFOJMITY REQUIREMENT. 
----- ---The-B11~~e..is-n<>Wm.pose(tuniformly b~us~s~,_who _____ _ 
mu,t p11y the f~, are beipg forced to· rond iml)l'()vements th,µ benefit the ~mUJ1ity as a whole. 
Th.is is. no different tbaµ the arguments addressed above. While a functioning sewer·~ystem is 
certainly a benefit to all residents, it is appropriate and authorized for the. City to charge a fee to 
nt'W users that.funds the .expansion of the $}'Stem in a ~sonable «1PPtoxiJnation pf th¢. cost to 
replace the availJble capacity -ponswned by that: new. u~. 
The Builders cite no ·case law or :other suppoq for their·contention that having a .separ~te 
charge for new u~ers, which pays for the replacement of capacity rather than maintenance and 
operation, ~'creates an unlawful, non~uniform application of a tax on a specific cl8$$ of.city 
resid¢J'lts, namely Plaintiffs/' Substituted.Response at _20. :Similarly, th~e are qo all~gatiQns in 
the il.men.(led C01t1pJP.int concerning a ~uppo$ed Ja.ck Qf:unif~nni~ that would give the City 
direction regarding the legal bases for the contention. As previously staied by the City, the lack 
of allegations con~ing this issue in the Amended Complaini is.a sufficient basis. for this Court 
to reject this "claim•' outright. First Reply at 11. 
The Builders appear to be aJleging tbatthe cap fee violates Secti~ 5 of Arti~Ie Vll of the 
Idaho Constitution, which requires taxes to be unifonn upon the-same class of subjects. 
However, as the Idaho Supreme Court-explained in Viking Const., Inc. v. Hayden Lake Irr. Dist., 
149 Idaho 187,233 P.3d 118 (2010), so long as the challenged.fee is authorized by statute, then 
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it is not a tax and Section 5 does not apply. As previously discussed, the City's cap fee meets 
this test. 
The Builders attempt to support their "non-unifonnity" argumcmt by pointing again to the 
fact that there have been a couple of instances of projects .that are whqJly or partially related to 
npgradeorreplllt-ement-of:existing-faciliti-es-being·included-in-the-€:IP-and-funded-by-the-eap--------
fees. These are minor accounting issues. The fact that some mihiscule percentage of the CIP 
budget included exp~nses that should have been allqcated to majnttm:anQe and qp~ratitm does not 
lran$fonn the fee into a QIX.i much 1C$8 J "non;.µnifonn" tax. 
VI. THJ CITY WAS NOT UQ(,Jl~I> TO USE IDfFA,TO JMPOSE THE SEWER CAP FE~. 
The. Builders state that the City "t!lkes the preposterous positfon that the. Idah<> 
Development Impact F~ Act ("IDI.F A,r-, is a ,vp~unti;u:y act thJt municipalities can choose to 
comply with when cbargin!J, impact fees."~ ~bstiluted Response at 22. There is -nothing 
preposterous about it. While .JDIFA authorizes governmental entities to impose impact fees. it 
does not explicitly or impliedly repeal existing ~tatut~ that ~thorize fees for purposes that 
overlap with its scope. In other words, depending.upon the other statutory·aufuQrization.s for a 
fee, IDlF A ·simp~y provides another tQol_ for a governmental entity to utilize in funding 
infrastructure. The Builders ·have provided no case law or other authority for their assertion that 
IDIF A is exclusive and was intended to repeat all other statutocy provisions ~t authorized such 
fees.- If that were the case, the Idaho Supreme Court would certainly have said something about 
it by now. 
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As set forth above and in the City's prior briefing, the City's oap fee is authorized. under 
ldaho.Code-section63-l~l 1 and the:;-Jdaho Reven:ue Bond Act Thu~ it was the City's 
prerogative to use whi~ever .auth<>rized method it d~ed appropriate. 7 
CONCLUSION 
i~ motion for sµ_mm~jut1gment. Tile stru~e and b.asis of the .City's cap fee is not-in dispute. 
Everybody 4b-'Tees tltat the City has· excess capacity today. It could simply wait and let it be used 
up. That, :apparently, ls what auilders would like. Then, when the ex:cess capacity is gone, the 
City would have to impose.a much higher cap fee EJS. it scrambled to tin,d a. way to expand its 
sewer system without d.elaylng n~w developmcmt. ~e Qity cbo$e anotb$' path. lt m.o.se to 
epread out:that costover:a larger ~e-of new users,_ bewnn.i~ in 20074 The methodology is 
simple. In order to detemiine the fair oost of:replacing ·each unit of system cal>acity consumed 
by. the new user, the City'totaled the cost of the remaining system and divided ~Y the proj~ted 
number of new users. Bach n('W user then pays 6-e CQst of replacing Qne equiv~lent residentjal 
unit (·~ER") w011h. of $ewet ~aci~y. This is a reas_9.nal?le m~ of 1g>proaching·the matter; and 
that is all the courts require. 
Builders premised their lawsuit on this argument: the cap fee will be used to fund future 
expansion_; .a~d that is illegal. In the face of case law that is overwbelmb:igly ~st tllem, 
Builders are now shifting their focus in an attempt to ·salvage s<>me piece oHheir lawf?uit. 
Hoping to find ·sQmething amiss in );low the City calculated the cap fee1 they have spent a small 
7 The BuitdOl'II attempt to supporUbis-contention by_pointing to tho faot that Mr, Chatwin, in bis 
deposition, misspoke at one point and called the sewer capitallzalion fee an "impact-fee." Subs#tut,d Rs.,pon.\-e.at 
23, This is parricularty dfafnaen~us--afven the fact that Mt. Chatwin only used the term "impact tee•• a singlo time 
and immediately corrected himself and stated that he meant to say"'!capitalizatlon fee," ReJatdtess, the Builders .are 
correct when they point out thattbetennused to describe lhe rec·is irrelevant. What matters-is whether tho fee is 
authorized by statute and the City's sower capitalization fee is-authorized. 
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fortune in attomey fees uncovering a ten dollar error. which has sinoe been corrected. The other 
alleged error actually lowered the cap fee. Whatever errors occurred do not go to the heart of the 
issue-whether the City is authorized to charge a cap fee to fund sewer expansion. They may 
be viewed as within the "reasonable approximation" staodard set by our Supreme Court, or they 
-----· -may bcrcmrected; Bither-way.thosc-teohnical-pts-cannot-serve-to-overturn-nser-fee-whose--- - -- ---
stru.cture and design falls squarely within the ambit of the City's statutory authority. 
If the Comt determines that these two aocounting discnpanciea-or the clarification of 
the allocation issue addressed in footnote S at page 18-call for somethina less than fidl 
summary judgment, the City urses the Court to grant partial summary judgment on the key legal 
question in the case: whether the City has the autbority to charge a cap fee premised on 
requiring new usas to pay for the n,placement of the excess BOWer capacity they consume. 
Res_pectfully submffled this 12°' day of March, 2012. 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
By~~ 
ChmtopherH. Meyer ___ n_,. ____ _ 
fy~~~ 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
FILED: "'r:-':'"Tr_........,.&.,...,-iJt"--
----------------------------------·-------· --··-
IN IBE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
NORTH IDAHO BUILDING 
CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION, an Idaho 
non-profit corporation; TERMAC 
CONSTRUCTION, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, behalf of itself and all others 
similarly situated; and JOHN DOES 1-50, 
whose true names are unknown 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF HAYDEN, an Idaho Municipality 
Defendant. 
CASE NO. CV-12-2818 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND 
ORDER GRANTING IN PART AND 
DENYING IN PART DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
FACTS AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY 
The City of Hayden (''the City'') requires builders and/or developers to pay a "Sewage 
Capitalization Fee" ("capitali2'.ation fee'') in order to obtain a building permit for the construction 
of any new residential or commercial building, and for the expansion of commercial buildings. 
The City's capitalization fee is codified in the Hayden City Code. Hayden City Code § 8-1-
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3(B)(9) states that: 
B. Sewer Construction and Administration Policies: It shall be unlawful for any person to 
construct a sanitary sewer main within the jurisdiction of the city without first having 
made formal application to the city for approval and having complied with all 
requirements of the city and regulatory agencies. The right to hook into the system may 
be granted only by written agreement with the city, which shall have the discretion to 
accept or deny applications based upon the existing and anticipated availability of 
________ capacity at the regional facility and in the collector system. Sewer construction and 
administration policies are describeoinlnore-detaiI-as-foltows:-----------
9. The city may adopt connection fees for new service connections or extensions of 
public sewer. 
The capitalization fee is specifically discussed at Hayden City Code§ 8-1-5 which states: 
A. Applicability: This section is applicable to all new development within the city of 
Hayden that requires a building permit and requires connection to the Hayden sewerage 
system and those previously unconnected users that are required to connect to the city of 
Hayden sewer system. 
B. Basis For Determining Capitalization Fees: 
I. All new users shall pay the appropriate capitalization fee for existing platted lots at the 
time the building permit is issued, and for existing developed parcels prior to connecting 
to the sewer system; this money shall be placed in a special fund for utilization by the 
city of Hayden for sewer, interceptor, collection, and treatment system construction and 
obligations for the regional facility. 
2. The capitalization fee for residential uses shall be based upon a minimum service unit. 
In no case shall the capitalization fee be less than that for one single-family residence. 
The capitalization fee for all other users shall be based upon the anticipated flow, which 
will be monitored on an annual basis and adjusted based upon actual flows. Actual flows 
for capitalization fees shall be calculated in the same manner as flows for user charges. 
3. The city reserves the right to adjust a particular flow factor if the initial flow factors are 
underestimated. When the initial flow factors have been underestimated or the use of the 
property has changed, the city may charge the user an additional capitalization fee for 
demonstrated usage of the system beyond that estimated at the time of connection. 
4. The capitalization fees rates may be adjusted by resolution of the city. 
In recent years, the City has increased the capitalization fee. The capitalization fee is 
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according to estimated sewer equivalent residential units ("ERs"). From 2001 to 2005 the 
capitalization fee was $580.00 per ER; from 2005 to 2006 the fee was $737.00 per ER; during 
2006 and the first half of2007 the fee was $774.00 per ER. The last ~ncrease was on June 7, 
2007, when the fee was raised to $2,280.00 per ER. This increase was based upon a 2006 capital 
improvement plan commissioned by the City and prepared by Welch Comer & Associates (the 
-----· ---···- -··-···------------------------
"Welch Comer Report''). The City claims that prior to the June 7, 2007 increase the City Council 
held a public hearing on April 24, 2007 to hear objections to the proposed fee increase in 
accordance with J.C. § 63-131 lA. According to the City there was no public comment received 
at that hearing. 
The City commissioned the Welch Comer Report, an engineering and accounting study, 
to determine the future capital improvements needed to serve growth and allocate sewer 
collection system infrastructure costs to individual future users. The Welch Comer Report 
determined the 2007 capitalization fee amount using a formula where the projected costs of the 
necessary capital improvements, which result as new growth occurs, are divided by the estimated 
capacity of those improvements. 
Tennac Construction and the members ofNIBCA (hereinafter "Plaintiffs") claim that 
they routinely engage in business in the city of Hayden. Plaintiffs claim that in order to obtain 
construction permits they have been forced to pay sewer system capacity or capitalization fees to 
the City of Hayden. As a result of these capitalization fees, the members ofNIBCA and Termac 
claim that they have experienced increased costs, a drop in business, and a reduced volume in 
construction projects, which affects Termac's ability to do business in the city of Hayden. 
Plaintiffs claim that they are suffering immediate injury by the City's unnecessary, unfair, and 
illegal practices, which are creating a "chilling effect" on the construction industry as a whole, 
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causing NIBCA members to incur loss of business and reduced profits. PlaintiffNIBCA also 
claims that it has experienced a frustration of its purpose of fostering trade and commerce in the 
residential and commercial construction industry. 
In correspondence with the City, members ofNIBCA informed the City that, pursuant to 
Idaho law, capitalization fees are not to be used primarily for revenue raising purposes, or for 
future expansion of the City's sewer system, but rather can be used only for operation and 
maintenance of the system. It is alleged that the NIBCA learned that the City had based its 
capitalization fee on an amount calculated to pay for a number of proposed capital expansion 
projects that were clearly designed to increase the capacity of the system. It is further alleged that 
the City's capitalization fee has never been approved by an ordinance, resolution, or any other 
formal or public procedure. 
Plaintiffs have obtained the City's accounting records that detail the collection and use of 
the capitalization fees. The records identified nearly 20 capital projects tied to sewage system 
expansion from 2005 to 2011. The City's records further indicate that significant funds are at 
stake; $10,614,410.07 has been spent or budgeted for sewer system expansion projects from 
2005 through 2014, all of which was, or is to be, financed through sewage capitalization fees. 
Many, if not all, of the projects are for the expansion of the sewage system, rather than for repair 
and maintenance of the existing system. Plaintiffs assert that fees collected to raise revenue are 
not considered fees by Idaho common law, but rather they have been held to be unlawful taxes. 
The City filed this Motion for Summary Judgment on October 11, 2012. In its Opening 
Briefin Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, Plaintiffs asserted that the City's sewer 
capitalization fee is authorized under I.C. § 63-1311, or, in the alternative, it is authorized by LC. 
§ 50-1030(f). 
4 
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Now, having reviewed the files and records herein and being fully advised in the 
premises, and good cause appearing therefore, the Court hereby renders its Memorandum 
Decision and Order. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
1. Summary Judgment Standard. 
Summary judgment is appropriate "if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions of file, 
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and 
that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter oflaw.'' IRCP 56(c). "Once the 
rnovant has established a prima facie case that, on the basis of uncontroverted facts, the movant 
is entitled to judgment, the opposing party must set forth specific facts showing that there is a 
genuine issue for trial and cannot merely rest on the pleadings." Mc Vicker v. Ciry of Lewiston, 
134 Idaho 34, 37, 995 P.2d 804,807 (2000), citing IRCP 56(e); Theriault v. A.H. Robins Co. 
Inv., 108 Idaho 303,306,698 P.2d 365,368 (1985). As stated in IRCP 56(e): 
When a motion for summary judgment is made and supported as provided in this rule, an 
adverse party may not rest upon the mere allegations or denials of that party's pleadings, 
but the party's response, by affidavits or as otherwise provided in this rule, must set forth 
specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial. If the party does not so 
respond, summary judgment, if appropriate, shall be entered against the party. 
"In order to survive a motion for summary judgment, the non-moving party must 'make 
a showing sufficient to establish the existence of an element essential to that party's case on 
which that party will bear the burden of proof at trial."' Jones v. Starnes, 150 Idaho 257, _, 
245 P.3d 1009, 1012 (2011), (quoting Badell v. Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 102, 765 P.2d 126, 127 
( 1988) ). It is the duty of the moving party to establish that no genuine issue of material fact 
exists. Van, 147 Idaho at 556,212 P.3d at 986. A "mere scintilla of evidence of only slight doubt 
as to the facts is not sufficient to create a genuine issue of material fact for the purposes of 
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summary judgment." Van v. Portneuf Med Ctr., 147 ldaho 552,556,212 P.3d 982 (2009). The 
Court construes the record in the light most favorable to the party opposing the summary 
judgment motion. Id 
Generally, "all reasonable inferences that can be drawn from the record are to be drawn 
in favor of the non-moving party. Beus v. Beus, 151 ldaho 235, _, 254 P.3d 1231, 1234 (June 
29, 2011) (quoting Harrison v. Binnion, 147 Idaho 645,650,214 P.3d 631,636 (2009)). Where, 
as here, the trier of fact is the court, the standard is different. "When an action will be tried 
before the court without a jury, the trial court as the trier of fact is entitled to arrive at the most 
probable inferences based upon the undisputed evidence properly before it and grant the 
summary judgment despite the possibility of conflicting inferences." Id ( quoting Shawver v. 
Huckleberry Estates, L.L.C., 140 Idaho 354, 360-61, 93 P.3d 685, 691-92 (2004). "The test for 
reviewing the inferences drawn by the trial court is whether the record reasonably supports the 
inferences." Id 
DISCUSSION 
The gravamen of the dispute between the parties here is whether or not the City's 
capitalization fee is a fee for the future user's consumption of "capacity" in the sewer system or 
whether it is a tax collected for the future expansion of the system and thus for the benefit of the 
public-at-large. 
"In a general sense a fee is a charge for a direct public service rendered to the particular 
consumer, while a tax is a forced contribution by the public at large to meet public needs." 
Brewster v. City of Pocatello, 115 Idaho 502, 505, 768 P .2d 765, 768 (Idaho S.Ct. 1988). In 
Stewart v. Verde River Irrigation and Power District, the Arizona Supreme Court provided an 
instructive discussion of the difference between a "fee" and a ''tax." Kyrene Sch. Dist. No. 28 of 
6 
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Maricopa Cnty. v. City of Chandler, 150 Ariz. 240,243, 722 P.2d 967, 970 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1986) 
(citing Stewart, 49 Ariz. 531, 544-45, 68 P.2d 329, 334-35 (1937)). There, the court opined that: 
The word 'fee' is defined to be, 'a charge fixed by law for the service of a public officer,' 
while a 'tax' is 'a forced contribution of wealth to meet the public needs of the 
government.' Webster's New International Dictionary. The distinction between the two is 
very plain. A tax is imposed upon the party paying it by mandate of the public authorities, 
without his being consulted in regard to its necessity, or having any option as to its 
--payment.-The-amount..is-not.detennined..b~rence to the s.ernce which he rec.ei.Yes. ___ _ 
from the government, but by his ability to pay, based on property or income. On the other 
hand, a fee is always voluntary, in the sense that the party who pays it originally has, of 
his own volition, asked a public officer to perform certain services for him, which 
presumably bestow upon him a benefit not shared by any other members of society. 
Id In that case, the Arizona Court held that a charge was a fee not a tax, first because ''the 
necessity of its payment [did] not arise unless and until the individual request[ ed] the public 
authority to perform some particular service," and second because ''the service requested of the 
[government entity] is one which obviously and admittedly [would] confer a particular benefit on 
[user] alone, and upon no other perso~ natural or artificial." Id In other words, a fee is 
distinguishable from a tax because unless the service is requested, the money will never be 
demanded. Id. 
1. Whether City of Hayden's sewer capitalization fee is an authorized fee for 
services under I.C. § 63-1311? 
The City has argued that the source of "authority by which [it] can assess charges on the 
public or particular users" is legislative enactment. Idaho Bldg. Contractors Ass 'n (IBCA) v. 
City of Coeur d'Alene, 126 Idaho 740,742,890 P.2d 326,328 (Idaho S.Ct. 1995). Particularly, 
the City argues that it has authority under I.C. § 63-1311 (1) which states: 
[T]he governing board of any taxing district may impose and cause to be collected fees 
for those services provided by that district which would otherwise be funded by property 
tax revenues. The fees collected pursuant to this section shall be reasonably related to, but 
shall not exceed, the actual cost of the service being rendered. 
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I.C. § 42-3213 gives sewer districts the "power and authority to levy and collect ad 
valorem truces on and against all trucable property within the district[,]" and I.C. § 42-3212(h) 
gives the board of such districts ''management, control, and supervision of all the business and 
affairs of the district, and the construction, installation, operation, and maintenance of district 
improvements therein or therefor[.]" The boards are also given the power to fix "sewer rates, 
tolls, or charges for services or facilities furnished by the district[.r I.C. § 42-3212(1). 
Plaintiffs do not dispute that legislative enactment is a valid basis for the City to acquire 
authority; however, Plaintiffs contend that the City's capitalization fee does not qualify as a user 
fee. 
Here, the City charges two different fees related to the sewer system. The City "charges 
each customer of its sewer system a bi-monthly fee that covers the operation and maintenance ·of 
the City's sewer collection system;" this charge is not at issue in the present case. (1 st Aff. 
Chatwin at 3, ,i 9). The City also charges "a one-time 'sewer capitalization fee' for each new 
structure ( or additions to existing commercial structures) within the City and a small service area 
outside of the city limits that will result in an increase in the volume of sewage generated." (Id at 
3 ,i 9). The sewer capitalization fee is further divided into two components. (Id at 5 ff 18-21 ). 
One component is a "pass-through charge collected by the City for the user's proportionate share 
of the regional treatment facility capacity" (Id at 5, 1 19). The second component is 
[ A J roughly proportionate share of the replacement value of capital improvements 
associated with the City's sewer collection system that are consumed by the new user. 
These are capital improvements that must be replaced, enlarged, or reconfigured so that 
system capacity continues to be available for future users. 
(Id at 5,121). It is the second component of the capitalization fee that is particularly at issue 
here. 
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The Idaho Courts have recognized that "the providing of sewer, water, electrical and 
other utility services to residents based on consumption of the commodity is a charge for a direct 
public services as compared to a tax which is a forced contribution by the public-at-large for 
revenue raising purposes." Alpertv. Boise Water Corp., et al., 118 Idaho 136, 145, 795 P.2d 298, 
307 (Idaho S.Ct 1990) (emphasis added). The Idaho Courts have also had some opportunity to 
consider whether user fees, similar to the one at issue here, are appropriate. 
Plaintiffs support their position by citing IBCA. In IBCA the court rejected a Coeur 
d'Alene "impact fee" declaring that it was an invalid tax. 126 Idaho at 744,890 P.2d at 330. The 
charge at issue in IBCA was an impact fee that was a precondition to the issuance of a building 
permit. Id at 741,890 P.2d at 327. The purpose of the "impact fee" was to provide "funding for 
public services at large, and not to the individual assessed[.]" Id at 744, 890 P.2d at 330. Money 
collected from the impact fee was to be spent on capital improvements throughout the city such 
as "libraries, police, fire and circulation (streets)." Id at 742,890 P.2d at 328. 
At first reading, the fee in the case at hand and the fee in IBCA may seem similar, but the 
capitalization fee at issue in this case is clearly distinguishable from the impact fee in IBCA. 
The impact fee in JBCA "purport[ed] to assess a fee to support additional facilities or services 
made necessary by the development and to shift the cost of those additional facilities and 
services from the public at large to the development itself." Id at 743, 890 P .2d at 329. The 
capital improvements being funded by the charge in IBCA had no limitation "as to the location of 
those improvements or whether they [ would] in fact be used solely by those creating new 
developments.'' Id Essentially, the impact fee being imposed by the city of Coeur d, Alene in 
JBCA was being imposed without the individual requesting that certain services be performed for 
the individual, and the impact fee did not bestow upon the individual any benefits not shared by 
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any other residents of the city. 
Here, on the other hand, the City's capitalization fee is imposed in direct relation to the 
individual's request to be connected to the public sewer system. Harden, ID City Code§ 8-1-5; 
First Aff. Chatwin at 6. The capitalization fee is then used to fund capital improvements to the 
sewer collection system necessary to replace the already available system capacity consumed by 
the new structure. Unlike JBCA where expenditure of funds had no boundaries, the City's capital 
improvement plan limits the improvements that may be funded by the capitalization fee. 
Therefore, the City's capitalization fee at issue in the case at bar is distinguishable from the fee 
imposed by the city of Coeur d'Alene in IBCA because the capitalization fee is directly related to 
the newly requested sewer service connection and because the use of the funds collected is 
limited to payment for additional infrastructure and system improvements to the City's sewer 
system. 1 
Defendant cites Kootenai County Property Ass 'n (KCPA) v. Kootenai County to support 
its position that the City's capitalization fee is not a tax. The debate between the parties in this 
case, whether the fee provides a future benefit to the particular consumer or whether it is a more 
generalized future benefit to the community as a whole, is similar to the debate over the fee that 
was upheld in KCP A. In KCPA the Idaho Supreme Court "noted that a fee for the use of a [ solid 
waste disposal] system may be imposed on all persons in the benefitted area, even if it could not 
be proven that all such persons were in fact using a solid waste disposal system." IBCA at 744, 
890 P.2d at 330. (citing KCPA, 115 Idaho 676,769 P.2d 553 (Idaho S.Ct. 1989))2. 
1 Hayden City Code§ 8-1-S(B)(l) states that the capitalization fees "shall be placed in a special 
fund for utilization by the city of Hayden for sewer, interceptor, collection, and treatment system 
construction and obligations for the regional facility. 
2 This quote from JCBA in its original form refers to "a fee for the use of a sewer system" 
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ln KCP A the plaintiffs challenged a residential dwelling charge that the county was 
imposing in order to establish, maintain, and operate the solid waste disposal system. One issue 
addressed in that case was "whether the service fee assessed to provide a future benefit, landfill 
acquisition and preparation, [was] in reality a tax which [did] not meet the uniformity 
requirement." KCPA at 678,679 P.2d at 555. There, the court held that the fee was "authorized 
by J.C.§ 31-4404 for both present and future benefits" and ''was not a tax." Id KCPA is 
distinguishable from the present case because there the statute, I.C. § 31-4403, imposed a duty 
upon the commissioners "to acquire sites." Id. at 679, 769 P.2d at 556. 
Plaintiffs has taken the position that the capitalization fee is in reality a tax because it is 
for the "common benefit of the community," its purpose is raising revenue for expansion, and it 
"bears no relation to services provided to the payer." (Pl. 's Resp. to Def.'s Mot. for Summ. J. at 
6-7). In contrast, the City has taken the position that the capitalization fee is essentially a fee for 
each new user's future consumption of the collection system capacity, which capacity must be 
replaced because of the capacity consumed by the new user seeking a building permit. This 
difference of opinion between the parties, however, has little bearing on the outcome of this 
motion, since both future expansion and replacement of existing capacity are authorized by the 
statute, I.C. § 63-1311. 
The statute that Defendant cites as granting authority, LC. § 63-1311, does not speak 
specifically to the collection of fees for expansion, acquisition, or replacement but it does allow 
for the collection of fees for services provided which would otherwise be funded by ad valorem 
tax revenues. I.C. § 42-3213 allows the board of sewer districts "to levy and collect ad valorem 
however, the KCPA case related to solid waste disposal. For internal consistency this quote has 
been modified. 
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taxes on and against all taxable property within the district" as a means of providing additional 
revenue for the sewer district. Additionally I.C. § 42-3212 grants sewer boards authority over 
construction, installation, operation, and maintenance of sewer improvements and allows the 
board to fix rates, tolls, and charges for services or facilities furnished by the sewer district. 
Therefore, since I.C. § 42-3213 grants the City the power to levy and collect taxes to fund 
construction, installation, operation, and maintenance of sewer services and facilities, then 
according to LC. § 63-1311 the City has the power to collect fees for such sewer services 
provided. The City has the power to levy and collect taxes to support the sewer district, so the 
City has the power to collect fees for services rendered. Here, the service the City is rendering is 
the hook up to the public sewer system and the use of a portion of that system's capacity. 
Both Plaintiffs and Defendant assert that Brewster v. City of Pocatello supports their 
position. 115 Idaho 502, 768 P.2d 765 (S.Ct. 1989). In that case, the city of Pocatello sought to 
impose a street restoration and maintenance fee upon all owners or occupants of property in the 
city of Pocatello. Id at 502, 768 P.2d at 765. The fee was calculated using a formula which 
reflected the traffic which was estimated to be generated by the particular property. Id The 
Supreme Court considered the issue of whether the street maintenance fee was a fee authorized 
by I.C. § 63-2201A or whether it was an invalid disguised tax. Id at 503, 768 P.2d at 766. 
The statute which the city in that case argued gave it authority to charge such a fee, I. C. § 
63-2201A, has language nearly identical to the statute at issue here. That statute provides: 
[T]he governing board of any taxing district may impose and cause to be collected fees 
for those services provided by that district which would otherwise be funded by ad 
valorem tax revenues. 
I.C. § 63-2201A. The court held that that statute did not "authorize a municipality to impose a 
tax upon users or abutters of public streets." Brewster, 115 Idaho at 503-04, 768 P.2d at 766-67. 
12 
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The court further noted that "the revenue to be collected from Pocatello' s street fee [had] no 
necessary relationship to the regulation of travel over its streets, but rather [was] to generate 
funds for the non-regulatory function of repairing and maintaining streets." Id The same cannot 
be said about the City's capitalization fee that is at issue here. 
Despite Plaintiffs' contentions to the contrary, the City's capitalization fee is imposed in 
direct relation to the hook-up to the City's sewer system and the cost is calculated accordingly. 
The fee is calculated using a formula which essentially determines the cost of replacing the 
capacity that each new user has consumed. This, the City asserts, is why its capitalization fee 
would be valid under Brewster; it is based upon the individual consumer's future consumption of 
the sewer system. 
The City's position is that it is of little consequence that the capital projects do not have a 
direct, visible impact on the user because "[t]hat is how all sewer, water, and electrical service 
fees work[.]" (Def. 's Reply to Pl. 's Substituted Resp. on Mot for Summ. J. at 8). The City 
asserts that "it would be impossible and pointless - to associate specific capital projects with 
specific homes." Id To some extent this position is supported by the KCP A opinion where the 
court stated that "[a] fee system whereby every member of the general public would be charged 
only for his exact contribution of waste presumably could be established, but the system would 
be cumbersome and perhaps prohibitively expensive to maintain." 115 ldaho at 680, 769 P.2d at 
557. "The law only requires that the fee be reasonably related to the benefit conveyed. Id 
The KCPA court distinguished that case from Brewster on the basis that in KCPA the 
county was acting according to specific legislative authority. As discussed above, in the case at 
bar there is no statutory duty to expand the storage capacity as there was in KCPA, but there is 
statutory authority for the City to charge a fee, I.C. § 63-1311 by way ofI.C. § 42-3213. 
13 
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Finally, Plaintiffs cite the City's own Welch Comer Report as support for their argument 
that the capitalization fee is in fact an invalid tax; Plaintiffs allege that the report admits that it 
offers a method to fund elements of the City's sewer system infrastructure ''which [are] of a 
common benefit to the community". (Report attached to Aff. John R. Jameson, Exhibit A, page 
34 ). The City counters this point by arguing that the capitalization fee is a fee for specific 
· services provided to individual consumers, specifically the service of receiving some capacity 
within the City sewer system. To determine the amount of the capitalization fee each new user 
will pay, the City engaged an engineering finn to develop a formula which was based upon the 
projected cost of th~!Jecessary capital improvements which result as new growth occurs. The 
City's capitalization fee is calculated by dividing the total cost of the capital improvement plan 
by the projected future population determined in ER units. (Jameson Aff. Ex. A, Welch Comer 
Report at 35). This formula further demonstrates that the capitalization fee here imposed serves 
the purpose of covering the cost of rendering a particular service, connection to the sewer 
system, to the individual user. The Welch Comer Report indicates that the concept of the City's 
capitalization fee is based upon the premise that new users should contribute one-time capital to 
"buy-in" to equity and capacity of existing facilities. 
The City's position is also supported by persuasive foreign case law. In Contractors & 
Builders Ass 'n of Pinellas Cnty. v. City of Dunedin, the Supreme Court of Florida opined that 
"[r]aising expansion capital by setting connection charges, which do not exceed a Pro rata share 
of reasonably anticipated costs of expansion, is permissible where expansion is reasonably 
required, [i]f use of the money collected is limited to meeting the costs of expansion." 329 So.2d 
314, 320 (1976). In that case the contractors were challenging an ordinance that had the purpose 
of raising funds in order to expand the water and sewer systems to meet increased demands 
14 
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"which additional connections to the system create." Id at 318. The court warned, however, that 
while "[t]he cost of new facilities should be home by new users to the extent new use requires 
new facilities[,] ... [w]hen new facilities must be built in any event, looking only to new users 
for necessary capital gives old users a windfall at the expense of new users." Id at 321. 
In Kyrene School District, the Arizona court rejected the school district's argument that 
the development charges were taxes because they were put to the purpose of providing citywide 
water and sewer service. The court held that the city's development charges were fees not taxes. 
150 Ariz. at 244, 722 P.2d at 971. There, the charges were used to "retire wastewater and water 
debt and to expand the wastewater and water systems." Id The court noted that the fee 
represented "part of the capital cost of the wastewater and water systems spread among its 
users." Id. The court concluded that the system development charges were imposed "in 
exchange for the overall benefit ofreceiving water and wastewater services from [the city]." Id. 
The foregoing cases make clear that a· charge is a fee where it covers the cost of 
bestowing a particular benefit or service on an individual user, whereas a tax provides funding 
for public services at large. As discussed above, the City's capjtaliz.ation fee is directly related to 
a service being requested by an individual user, which is the request to connect to the City's 
sewer system. Additionally, the funds collected from the capitalization fee have limits, set by the 
ordinance, on how they can be spent; the funds are placed in a special fund for utilization by the 
City for sewer, interceptor, collection, and treatment system construction and obligations for the 
regional facility. Hayden City Code§ 8-1-S(B)(l). 
The City's capitalization fee is based upon the professional engineering report of Welch 
Comer; the Court finds a reasonable inference from the record that the Welch Comer Report's 
method of determining the fee to be reasonably related to and not in excess of the actual cost of 
15 
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the service being rendered to the permittee as required by I. C. § 63-1311. See Shawver, 140 
Idaho at 360-61, 93 P .3d at 691-92, supra p. 7. This Court further finds that because the fee 
serves the purpose of covering the cost of a particular service provided by the City to the 
individual, because the use of the funds collected is limited to capital expenditures resulting from 
that service, and because under J.C. § 42-3213 the City could otherwise fund the capital 
improvements with property tax revenues, the City's capitaliz.a.tion fee is authorized by I.C. § 63-
1311 as a matter of law. 
2. Whether City of Hayden's sewer capitalization fee is an authorized fee under the 
Idaho Revenue Bond Act, I.e.§ 50-1030(1)? 
The City has argued in the alternative, that the sewer capitalization fee is authorized by 
the Idaho Revenue Bond Act, J.C. § 50-1030{f), which states: 
In addition to the powers which it may now have, any city shall have power under and 
subject to the following provisions: 
(f) To prescribe and collect rates, fees, tolls, or charges ... for the services, facilities, and 
commodities furnished by such works[.] 
Additionally, J.C.§ 50-1030(a) gives cities the power to "construct, reconstruct, improve, better 
or extend any works within or without the city[.]" (Emphasis added). 
Loomis v. City of Hailey provides the most on point discussion ofa city's powers and 
limitations under the Idaho Revenue Bond Act. 119 Idaho 434,807 P.2d 1272 (Idaho S.Ct. 
1991). 
The Idaho Revenue Bond Act, J.C. § 50-1027 through § 50-1042, "grants municipalities 
the right to operate public works 'for the use and benefit of those served by such works and for 
the promotion of the welfare and for the improvement of health, safety, comfort and 
convenience' of its residents." Loomis, 119 Idaho at 428,807 P.2d at 1276 (quoting J.C.§ 50-
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l 028). Under the Act, cities have authority to issue 'revenue bonds ... to finance, in whole or in 
part, the cost of the acquisition, construction, reconstruction, improvement, betterment or 
extension of any works. Loomis, 119 Idaho at 428,807 P.2d at 127~ (quoting J.C.§ 50-1030(e)). 
"In addition, municipalities may 'prescribe and collect rates, fees, tolls, or charges, ... for the 
services, facilities and commodities furnished by such works ... " Loomis, I 19 Idaho at 428, 807 
P.2d at 1276 (quoting I.C. § 50-1030(f)). The Supreme Court ofidaho, when construing 
additional powers under a nearly identical revenue bond statute,3 stated that the additional 
powers, such as the power to prescribe fees, "[apply] to any [municipality].,, Viking Constr., Inc. 
v. Hayden Lake Irrigation Dist., 149 Idaho 187, 192,233 P.3d 118, 123 (2010). "By its terms, 
[the statute] is not limited to a district issuing bonds." Id 
"[W]hen the rates, fees and charges conform to the statutory scheme set forth in the Idaho 
Revenue Bond Act or are imposed pursuant to a valid police power, the charges are not 
construed as taxes. Loomis, 119 Idaho at 428, 807 P.2d at 1276. "However, if the rates, fees and 
charges are imposed primarily for revenue raising purposes they are in essence disguised taxes 
and subject to legislative approval and authority." Id 
Under the Idaho Revenue Bond Act, the key to distinguishing between a valid fee and an 
unlawful tax is "whether monies collected from those funds are dispersed in accordance with the 
Act." Id at 439,807 P.2d at 1277. I.C. § 50-1033 "specifically allows a municipality to use 
revenues collected :from users of the system to 'provide for all expenses of operation, 
maintenance, replacement and depreciation of such works ... including reserves therefor; ... and 
3 In Viking the court was construing I. C. § 4 3-1909. This statute states: "In addition to the 
powers which it may now have, any district shall have power under and subject to the following 
provisions: ... (e) To prescribe and collect rates, fees, tolls or charges, ... for the services, 
facilities and commodities furnished by works[.]" 
17 
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(e) provide a reserve for improvements to such works .•• " Id at 440, 807 P .2d at 1278 (quoting 
J.C. § 50-1033, changes in original, however, emphasis has been removed). J.C. § S0-1032 
"requires the system to be 'self-supporting' and allows reserves to be accumulated for 
maintenance and rehabilitation of the system. Id. 
In Loomis the court stated that where a municipality collects connection fees and those 
fees "are specifically allocated in accordance with the Idaho Revenue Bond Act, the fees are not 
collected for general revenue raising purposes and are ... not taxes." Id at 441, 807 P .2d at 
1279. The court went on to explain that "under [such] circumstances a municipality may collect 
fees, rates or charges pursuant to the power granted in the Idaho Revenue Bond Act to pay for 
maintenance, depreciation and replacement of system components." Id The Loomis court 
expressly abstained from addressing the particular issue being addressed in the present case, 
which is whether the use of fees to pay for future expansion is pennissible under the Idaho 
Revenue Bond Act. Id at 439,807 P.2d at 1278 (see FN3). 
The Loomis court held that the statutory language of I.C. § 50-1030(f) authorizes a "city 
to charge new users of the sewer and water system a connection fee that [is] more than the actual 
cost of the physical hookup." Viking, 149 Idaho at 194,233 P.3d at 125 (quoting Loomis, I 19 
Idaho at 443,807 P.2d at 1281). The court went on to note that the connection fee could include 
an amount equal to "the value of that portion of the system capacity that the new user will utilize 
at that point in time." Viking, 149 Idaho at 194,233 P.3d at 125. This is precisely the issue that 
is debated in the case at band. 
The City argues that the capitalization fee represents the value of the portion of the 
system capacity that the user will consume at some point in the future. On the other hand, the 
Plaintiffs contend that the capitalization fee is simply a creative mechanism for the City to fund 
18 
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the expansion of its sewage system for projected future growth. To support this point, Plaintiffs 
assert that the City's Welch Comer report admits that the City's sewer system infrastructure "is 
of a common benefit to the community". (Report attached to Aff. John R. Jameson, Exhibit A, 
page 34). 
The City cites to Viking to support its position. In Viking the court quoted a portion of the 
----- -----~----------=----=-----:--------
Loomis decision pertaining to the segregation and use of proceeds from connection fees; the 
court clarified that "[t]he important issue was not that the fees were kept in a separate, segregated 
account, [but rather] it is that they were not used for city :functions other than the sewer and 
water systems." Viking, 149 Idaho at 196-97, 233 P.3d at 127-28. The court went on to discuss 
the powers that the statute at issue in that case granted to the irrigation district. 4 "The powers of 
an irrigation district under the Irrigation District Bond Act include 'to construct, reconstruct, 
improve, better or extend any works within or without the district' and '[t]o operate and maintain 
any works within or without the boundaries of the district." Id. (citing I.C. §§ 43-1909(a) & (c)). 5 
The court concluded that "[ s ]pending revenues from connection fees for these puzposes would be 
consistent with the Act" Id 6 
Extending this rule to the case at hand and applying I.C. § 50-1030, it is reasonable to 
conclude that, as a matter oflaw, the City may spend funds from the capitalization fee in order to 
construct, reconstruct, improve, better or extend the sewer system. 
3. Whether there are genuinely disputed issues of material fact? 
Though the City's capitalization fee is authorized as a matter of law by both I.C. § 63-
4 In Viking the statute at issue was I.C. § 43-1909. That statute's language was nearly identical 
to I.C. § 50-1030(a) & (f). Throughout its opinion the Viking court relied on Loomis where I.C. § 
50-1030 was at issue. 
5 This language is nearly identical to J.C.§ 50-1030(a) & (d). 
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1311 and I.C. 50-1030, complete summary judgment is not proper at this time because there are 
remaining questions of fact regarding how the capitalization fee funds have actually been 
allocated and spent. 
Plaintiffs have alleged that funds collected from the capitalization fee have been spent on 
projects and expenses outside of the sewage collection system. Plaintiffs allege that the 2007 
---- - ·---··-·-----
accounting records for the capitalization fee account reveals that approximately $285,000 was 
spent on the "Government Way Project'' and additional capital projects that do not appear to 
have any relation to the City's sewage system. (Pl.'s Dec. 6, 2012 Resp. to Def.'s Mot for 
Summ. J. at 13). Examples of other disputed expenses cited by Plaintiffs include a new capital 
improvement plan study and landscaping of an old project (Pl.'s Mar. 5, 2013 Resp. to Def.'s 
Mot. for Summ. J. at 16-19). Plaintiffs provided testimony from the deposition of Connie 
Krueger stating that the new capital improvement plan study made no physical improvements to 
the sewer system, and testimony from Donna Phillips stating that the capital improvement plan 
· study was not mentioned in the Welch Comer Report. Id. at 16-17. Plaintiffs contend that these 
expenditures had nothing to do with the sewer projects outlined in the Welch Comer Report and 
did not result in improvements to the City's sewer system. Id. Plaintiffs assert that these are 
general expenses which were not expended in furtherance of the City's stated purpose of 
capacity expansion. Id at 19. The City counters that these expenses are "minor foibles" or 
accounting discrepancies, which the City could fix if this Court so desired. 
Plaintiffs also argue that the capitalization fee funds must be expended in the same area 
of the city where the contributing consumer resides such that the project is providing some 
benefit or service to that individual consumer. Plaintiffs assert that projects being funded by the 
collection of the City's capitalization fee bear no relationship to the party paying the fee, but are 
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rather located throughout the city; Plaintiffs portrays a situation where a consumer living in the 
southern end of the city is paying for improvements to the northern side of the city. (Pl. 's Mar. 5, 
2013 Resp. to Def.' s Mot. for Summ. J. at 6-7). Plaintiffs supported this contention by providing 
testimony from deposition of Donna Phillips, the City's Engineering GIS Services Coordinator, 
where she explained that one project, the H-6 Lift Station, is "necessary in order to facilitate 
------··-- ---··---------
future growth in the north end of the city." Id at 7. Plaintiffs insinuate that this project may be 
paid for by consumers who will not benefit from this project in any way. (Pl.'s Resp. to Def.'s 
Mot. for Summ. J. at 7) (quoting Depo. Donna Phillips, 25:14-20 (February 22, 2013)). The 
City's position regarding these allocations of the capitalization fee funds is that "[t]hat is how all 
sewer, water, and electrical service fees work." The City contends that it would be impossible to 
associate specific capital projects with specific homes. 
Because there are significant disputed facts regarding the allocation and expenditure of 
funds collected from the City's capitalization fee, complete summary judgment is not proper at 
this time. 
ORDER: 
The Court being fully advised in the premises and good cause appearing therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, as follows: 
I. The Court finds that the Defendant, City of Hayden, is authorized as a matter of 
law to collect sewer capitalization fees pursuant to Hayden City Code §§ 8-1-
3(B)(9) & 8-1-5 and I.C. §§ 63-1311 & 50-1030, GRANTS Defendants Motion 
for Summary Judgment in that regard as a matter oflaw. 
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2. The Court finds there are genuine issues of material fact with respect to whether 
Defendant, City of Hayden, is expending funds collected from the sewer 
capitalization fee exclusively for the purposes authorized by Hayden City Code § 
8-l·S(B)(l) and I.C. §§ 63-1311 & 50-1030; the Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment is DENIED in that regard .. 
DA TED: This ~y of April, 2013 
~~Sgn~ 
DistrictJudge # 101 
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State ofldaho ) 
) ss. 
County of Kootenai ) 
DONNA L. PlllLLIPS, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states: 
-·-·-------- .-9.ackgrpµnd___ _ ______ _ 
------- ·--- ------- -
-- --- -·------------------
1. I am the GIS/Engineering Services Coordinator for the City of Hayden ("City") 
and. have held this position since October 2011. I have worked at the City of Hayden in other 
capacities since July of 1999. 
2. The statements in this affidavit are based upon (1) my personal knowledge, (2) 
information acquired by me in the course ofmy official duties, and/or (3) information contained 
in the City's official records that set forth the City's regularly conducted and regularly recorded 
activities. 
3. I report directly to the Public Works Director. I work with him. the Finance 
Director, and the Building Official on projects related to the City's sewer collection system and 
the City's sewer capitalization fees. 
4. I am providing this affidavit on behalf of the City because I am the person with 
the most detailed familiarity with the accounting issues described herein. . 
5. The headings in this affidavit are included solely for the convenience of the 
·reader. 
6. I was instructed by the City Administrator to review each of the accounting issues 
identified by Plaintiffs in the above-captioned matter in connection with the ~ollowing sewer 
projects and functions: (1) the Government Way project, (2) the Sewer Master Plan Update, (3) 
The Woodland Meadows project, and (4) the H-1 Li.ft Station. 
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7. Specifically, I looked at instances where it is alleged that the City (1) based the 
sewer capitalization fee on the inclusion in the 2006 Capital Improvement Plan of costs of capital 
projects or functions that are not properly attributable to expansion of the City's sewer collection 
system or (2) spent funds from the sewer capitalization account on projects or functions that 
___ wer.e_no.tJncluded in the 2006 Capital Improvement Plan and/or were not spent on projects or 
functions that were associated with expansion of the City's sewer collection system. 
8. I was further instructed to identify and address any additional accounting issues of 
the nature described in the previous paragraph that have not been previously identified by 
Plaintiffs in this matter. 
9. As a result of the independent investigation I undertook as described in the 
previous paragraph, the City has identified only one additional accounting discrepancy-a $11 O 
charge incorrectly drawn on the sewer capitalization account in connection with a Downtown 
Vitalization project. 
10. In the paragraphs below, the City describes each of the accounting issues, 
explaining how the issue arose, bow the issue affected ( or did not affect) the quantification of the 
cap fee, how the issue affected ( or did not affect) fimds in the sewer capitalization account, and 
what adjustments or other actions the City has made in response to the issue. 
I l. Four of the five accounting issues had no impact whatsoever on the calculation of 
the cap fee: (l) the Government Way project, (2) the Sewer Master Plan Update, (3) the H-1 Lift 
Station, and ( 4) the Downtown Vitalization project. The only accounting issue that had any 
impact on the quantification of the cap fee was the Woodlands Meadows project, in which the 
total value of the 2006 CIP was inadvertently increased by $65,327.74 as a result of this project 
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being mis-classified as a project that increased system capacity. This resulted in a cap fee 
increase per equivalent residential unit of about seven dollars. 
12. The cap fee described in the previous paragraph was paid by 503.5 equivalent 
residential units before that cap fee was replaced by the updated cap fee. This roughly seven 
dollm:.discr.epancy..:was_c_o.n:ected in the updated cap fee, which was based on a revised CIP that 
did not include the Woodland Meadows project. This means that the total alleged discrepancy 
was $3,675.55 ($7.30 times 503.5 ERs). 
13. Given the small number of dollars involved, particularly in comparison to the 
overall CIP and cap fee, the administrative cost of reimbursing this amount to all who have paid 
fees during the relevant time period is not justified. Indeed, attempting such a reimbursement 
would likely give rise to more controversy than it would resolve, such as arguments over who 
should be reimbursed when properties have been sold, when ownership status of the properties 
has changed (e.g., divorce), statutes oflim.itation, tort claim notice issues, and the like. 
14. While only one of the accounting issues impacted the cap fee, each of the five 
involved questions of whether funds should have been paid out of the sewer capitalization 
account or-the operations and maintenance account. My review has identified a few minor errors 
made in both directions. These tend to cancel each other out The net result is that the City 
actually left more money in the sewer capitalization account than was required. 
15. The City has now made accounting entries to correct the accmmting issues 
described in the previous paragraph. 
16. A project-by-project breakdown follows, together with a summary table. 
FIRST AFFIDAVIT OF DoNNA L. PHILLIPS 
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Government Way 
17. A portion of the Citfs sewer collection system is located within the Government 
Way right-of-way. 
18. The City coordinated sewer line replacement and expansion work on that portion 
of.the__se.wer_coJlec.:tiQn_system with the road SUiface construction work undertaken by the State 
of Idaho (IID) which conceptually began in 1999 with final construction completed in 2007. 
This substantially reduced costs of the project, because the City did not have to pay for the cost 
of removing and replacing the road surface. 
19. The City's accounting records show that the City paid ITD $267,702.21 and paid 
Welch Comer $44,224.24 for a total of$311,926.45 for construction work perfonned on the 
City's sewer system as part of the Government Way project. 
20. The reason that the funds were paid to fID relates to various regulatory 
requirements involving use of federal highway dollars. None of the funds paid by the City to 
JTD out of the sewer capitalization account related to road repairs or improvements. Instead, all 
funds paid by the City to ITD out of the sewer capitalization account in connection with the 
Government Way project were spent on sewer system repairs and upgrades located within the 
Government Way right-of-way. 
21. The sewer work performed as part of the Government Way project consisted of 
replacement of an existing sewer pipeline with a larger diameter pipe that increased system 
capacity. 
22. The funds paid by the City to rm for the sewer system work were paid entirely 
out of the sewer capitalization account. 
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23. In light of the fact that both existing users and future users benefit from the 
replacement of an existing sewer pipe with a new, larger sewer pipe, there is an argument that a 
portion of the cost of installing the new pipe should be borne by existing users. 
24. Accordingly, out of an abundance of caution, the City has reimbursed the sewer 
_______ capitalization_a&.count from the operation and maintenance account for a portion of the cost of __________ _ 
the project. 
25. Specifically, the total amount paid by the City for the sewer work performed as 
part of the Government Way project was $311,926.45. Based on the ratio of the existing 
capacity prior to the project compared to total capacity after completion oftbe project, the City 
has determined that the portion of project expense that should be allocated to existing users is 
$135,513.87. 
26. The City has now re-allocated that amount by transferring $135,513.87 from the 
sewer maintenance and operations account to the sewer capitalization account as reflected on the 
accounting entry attached hereto as Exhibit 1. Thus the sewer capitalization account bas been 
fully reimbursed for the cost of the project that may be attributable to existing users. 
The Government Way project was completed and paid for prior to 2006. Accordingly, 
the cost of the Government Way project sewer system work was not inc]uded in the budget for 
the CIP in the 2006 Welch Comer Report. Therefore, that expense did not affect the ca1culation 
of the sewer capitalization fee that was charged from 2007 to 2013 (the subject of the present 
litigation). In other words, developers who paid the cap fee during that time period were not 
charged for any of the cost of the Government Way project. 
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Sewer Master Plan Update 
27. The City paid $197,135.04 to Welch Comer, FCS, and JUB for work performed 
between 2006 and 2013 related to updates to the Sewer Master Plan. One half of the cost of the 
work ($98,567.52) was paid out of the sewer capitalization account and the other half was paid 
--------eut-ef'..the.-operation..and-maintenance...acc.o.unL ____ _ 
28. This allocation was based on recognition that the revisions to the plan involved 
capital projects benefiting existing customers, capital projects intended for future expansion, and 
capital projects serving both existing and future users. Many of the planning tasks involved 
exercises that cannot be readily and precisely broken down and allocated. Accordingly, the City 
determined that a fifty-fifty split was appropriate. 
29. Even though the City believes that a fifty-fifty split was appropriate and was an 
authorized expense from the sewer capitalization account, solely in the interest of resolving this 
dispute the City has reallocated $98,567.52 from the operation and maintenance account to the 
sewer capitalization account as reflected in Exhibit 2. 
30. The cost of the 2012 Sewer Master Plan update (consisting of the reports by FCS 
and JUB) was not included in the budget for the CIP in the 2006 Welch Comer Report. 
Therefore, that expense did not affect the calculation of the sewer capitaliz.ation fee that was 
charged from 2007 to 2013. Including a portion of the estimated cost of the updated plan would 
have increased the amount of the fee. 
31. In the most recent Sewer Master Plan update, adopted in January 2013, one half 
of the estimated cost oftbe next update to the plan is included in the budget and the calculation 
of the sewer capitalization fee. 
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Woodland Meadows 
32. Project 1.3 in the CIP in the 2006 Welch Comer Report is identified as 
"Woodland Meadows Lift Station Upgrades." The budgeted amount for the project is $93,800. 
33. The Woodland Meadows project was completed in 2009 and included the 
----Qadditien~f-a-generator-arul-a..watet.b.ydrant. The proje_ct..als.Q included landscaping around the 
lift station. 
34. The project was completed at a cost of$65,327.74, which was less than the 
budgeted amount of $93,800. 
35. The cost of the project was paid out of the sewer capitalization account. 
36. It appears that the Woodland Meadows Lift Station upgrade project was included 
in the 2006 CIP because it was mistakenly classified as a project that increased system capacity. 
In fact, it did not increase system capacity. 
37. Accordingly, the City has made a compensatory adjustment by moving 
$65,327.74, representing the cost of the Woodland Meadows project (which is now complete), 
from the operations and maintenance account to the sewer capitalization account as reflected on 
the accounting entry attached hereto as Exhibit 3. 
H-1 Lili Station 
38. The H-1 Lift Station project served both to replace existing capacity (benefiting 
existing users) and to expand capacity for future users. 
39. The 2006 CIP reflected an appropriate allocation of the budgeted project expense 
between existing users and future expansion based on the increase in system capacity facilitated 
by the project. This was a 50-50 split, which corresponded to approximate doubling in system 
capacity. 
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40. In reviewing the accounting entries related to the H~l project, the City discovered 
that the amount paid for construction ($1,521,151.79) was paid entirely out of the operations and 
maintenance account. As a result, the City has reallocated $760,575.90 (50% of the total) from 
the sewer capitalization account to the operations and maintenance account as reflected on the 
accounting--entry-attaehed-hereto-&s.Exlubit-4-~-----------------
41. The City also discovered that the amount paid for acquisition of the property 
needed for the project ($512,935.19) was paid entirely out of the sewer capitalization account 
As a result, the City has reallocated $256,467.60 (50% of the total) from the operations and 
maintenance account to the sewer capitalization accowit as reflected on the accounting entry 
attached hereto as Exhibit 4. 
42. These two adjustments partially cancel each other out. The net result is a shift of 
funds from the operations and maintenance account to the sewer capitalization account of 
$504,108.30. Note that this shift is in the opposite direction as the shifts made in connection 
with the other projects. 
43. Indeed, as shown in the summary chart below, the net effect of all account shifts 
is to reduce funds in the capitalization account and increase funds in the operations and 
maintenance account In other words, on balance, rather than improperly spending money from 
the capitalization account, the City inadvertently left too much money in the capitalization 
accounL This has now been corrected. 
Downtown Vitalizg_tion 
44. In 2007, the City paid Welch Comer $110.00 out of the sew__er capitalization 
account for work on project no. 11789 - Downtown Vitalization. It appears that this expense was 
mis-coded and should have been paid out of the Government Way LID account. (The 
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Government Way LID account is unrelated, from an accounting standpoint, to the Government 
Way sewer replacement project described above.) 
45. The City bas reallocated $110.00 from the Government Way LID account to the 
sewer capitalization account as reflected on the accounting entry attached hereto as Exhibit 5. 
46. The Downtown Vitalization P!O~ was not included in the 2006 CIP. 
Accordingly, incorrect payment made in 2007 did not have any impact on the amount of cap fees 
paid by the Plaintiffs. 
Other Proiects 
47. The City bas reviewed the 2006 CIP and has not found any other projects that 
raise accounting or cost allocation issues. 
Summary 
Project Name Amount Cap fee Amount Amount 
mistakenly Impact per reimbursed reimbursed 
included in each of the from o&m from cap 
cap fee 8,950 ER account to account to 
calculation units cap account o&m 
account 
Government Zero Zero $135,513.87 Zero 
Wav 
Sewer Master Zero Zero $98,567.52 Zero 
Plan UDdate 
Woodland $65,327.74 $7.30 $65,327.74 Zero 
Meadows 
H-1 Lift Station Zero Zero $256,467.60 $760,575.90 
Downtown Zero Zero $110.00 Zero 
Vitalization 
TOTAL $65,327.74 $7.30 $555,986.73 $760,575.90 
Impact per ER Number of ERs affected Total impact of 
of the Inclusion by Woodland Meadows Woodland Meadows 
of Woodland inclusion 
Meadows in 
2006 CIP 
$7.30 
FIRST .APFIDAVIT OF DoNNA L. PHILLIPS 
Affidavit of Donna L Phillips #I .DOC/ 11S99-2 
North Idaho Bldg v City Of Hayden 
Inclusion 
503.5 $3 675.55 
Docket No. 41316-2013 
Net funds 
reimbursed to 
cap account 
$135,513.87 
$98,567.52 
$65,327.74 
($504, 108.30) 
$110.00 
($204,589.17) 
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2013-May-14 09:25 PM City of Haye. 87622282 
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 
DA TED this 14th day of May, 2013. 
2/2 
Dnmia..L~· 
- ----------- 1pa__ ----=---- ------ -·-- - ------- --
Subscribed and sworn to befme me this 14111 day May, 2013. 
FIRST AmDA VIT OP' JlONNA L. PHILLIPS 
Affidavit of'Oonna L Phillipa fl .DOC/ II 599.z 
North Idaho Bldg v City Of Hayden 
Notary Publfc;~o 
Residing at: ~Q 
My Commission Exp': <,.}Ul'J 5: at}t J 
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Facsimile: 208-446-1188 D E-mail 
Jason S. Rise~ Esq. 
John R. Jameson, Esq. 
Risch Pisca, PPLC 
407 W. Jefferson St. 
Boise, ID 83702-6012 
jjameson@rischpisca.com 
Brandon Stallings, Esq. 
Law Clerk to Judge Simpson 
First Judicial District Court 
P.O. Box 9000 
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Christopher H. Meyer [ISB No. 4461] 
Garv G. Allen [ISB No. 4366] 
Martin C. Hendrickson [ISB No. 5876] 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
2013 JUN 28 Al-110: I I 
601 West Bannock Street 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720 
Office: (208) 388-1200 
Fax: (208) 388-1300 
chrismeyer@givenspursley.com 
Attorneys for City of Hayden 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
NORTH IDAHO BUILDING CONTRACTORS 
ASSOCIATION, an Idaho non-profit 
corporation; TERMAC CONSTRUCTION, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, on behalf of itself and all 
others similarly situated; and JOHN DOES 1-
50, whose true names are unknown. 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
CITY OF HAYDEN, an Idaho municipality 
Defendant. 
Case No.: CV 2012-2818 
STIPULATION REGARDING 
ACCOUNTING ISSUES 
Plaintiffs North Idaho Building Contractors Association ("NIBCA"), Termac 
Construction, Inc. ("Termac"), and John Does 1-50 (collectively, "Builders") and Defendant City 
of Hayden ("City") hereby submit the following stipulation of facts and law regarding 
accounting issues. 
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On April 5, 2013, the Court issued its Memorandum Decision and Order Granting in 
Part and Denying in Part Defendant's Motion/or Summary Judgment ("Memorandum 
Decision"). In that decision the Court upheld the City's authority to impose a sewer 
capitalization fee on new development that was calculated on the basis of the cost of future 
expansion of the sewer collection system and is used to fund such future expansion, so long as 
the fee is reasonably related to the cost of replacing the sewer collection system capacity that will 
be consumed by the new user paying the fee. 
However, the Court withheld summary judgment with respect to certain accounting 
issues that had been identified by the Builders. The Court found that these accounting issues 
were disputed issues of material fact that prevented issuance of summary judgment. 
Subsequent to the Court's Memorandum Decision, counsel for Builders and the City 
discussed how to proceed. Their goal was to streamline this litigation by resolving remaining 
issues at the trial court level in order to facilitate any appeals therefrom. 
The parties agreed that the City would present to Builders a detailed statement explaining 
the status of the outstanding accounting issues that prevented issuance of summary judgment. 
That information was provided by way of the First Affidavit of Donna L. Phillips dated May 14, 
2013 ("Phillips Affidavit). 
The Builders acknowledge that, based on their discovery and the record in this case, they 
have no basis to challenge the facts set out in the Phillips Affidavit. Accordingly, the parties 
stipulate to the facts ~et out in the Phillips Affidavit. 
The parties further stipulate that the accounting issues identified by Builders during the 
course of this litigation have been addressed by the City as described in the Phillips Affidavit. 
STIPULA TrON REGARDING ACCOUNTING ISSUES 
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Accordingly, the Builders withdraw with prejudice any claim relating to alleged 
accounting errors, financial discrepancies, or improper expenditures wherein the City is alleged 
to have (1) based the sewer capitalization fee on the inclusion in the 2006 Capital Improvement 
Plan of costs of projects or functions that are not properly attributable to expansion of the City's 
sewer collection system or (2) spent funds from the sewer capitalization account on projects or 
functions that were not included in the 2006 Capital Improvement Plan and/or were not spent on 
projects or functions that were associated with expansion of the City's sewer collection system. 
The purpose of this stipulation is to enable the Court to issue a final decision granting in 
full the City's Motion for Summary Judgment, together with an appealable judgment. 
To be clear, while the Builders are withdrawing their claims as to the above-referenced 
accounting issues, they are not in agreement with the fundamental legal issues decided by the 
Court in the Memorandum Decision. Notably, the Builders do not agree or stipulate to the 
legality of including costs associated with future expansion of the City's sewer collection system 
in the City's sewer capitalization fee charged to new development. Those issues are preserved 
for appeal. In any appeal, the Builders are entitled to rely on all facts in the record, including the 
Phillips Affidavit, in support of their appeal. 
The parties stipulate that this resolves the remaining factual issues that prevented 
issuance of summary judgment, and that the Court may now enter a final decision and judgment 
in favor of the City. 
The parties reserve their respective rights to appeal that decision and judgment. 
STIPULATION REGARDING ACCOUNTING ISSUES 
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FOR DEFENDANT, CITY OF HAYDEN 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
Dated June 26, 2013 By Olu..~~-~ 
Christopher H. Meyer 
FOR PLAINTIFFS NORTH IDAHO BUILDING CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION, TERMAC 
CONSTRUCTION, INC., AND JOHN DOES 1-50 
Dated June 26, 2013 
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Christopher H .. Meyer [ISB No. 4461] 
Gary G. Allen fTSB No. 4366] 
Martin C. Hendrickson [ISB No. 5876] 
GJV.b""NS PURSLEY LLP 
601 West Bannock Street 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, Idaho 83701 ·2720 
Office: (208) 388-1200 
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chrismeyer@give1.1spursley.com 
Attorneys.for City ofliayden 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
NOR'l'Ji IDAHO BUILDrNO CONTRACTORS 
ASSOCIATION, an Idaho non-profit 
corporation; TERMAC CONSTRUCTION, lNc., an 
Idaho corporation. on behalf ofitself and aJI 
others similarly si1.1Ja:ted; and JOHN DOES J -· 
50, whose true names aw unknown 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
CITY OF HAYDEN, an Idaho municipality 
Defendant. 
J>R.OCEEDINGS 
Case No.: CV 2012-2818 
ORDER GRANTING SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
This matter came before the Court pursuant to Defendant City of Hayden's ("City'') 
motion entitled City's Motton/or Summary Judgment which sought summary judgment 011 all 
claims set out in the Amended C()mplaint filed by Plaintiffs North Idaho Building Contracto1·s 
Association, Termac Construction, Inc., and John Does J-50 (collectively, "BuiJdets,,). 
Ol'lOrtR GRANTING SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
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After briefing and oral argument., the Cou11 took the matter under advisement. On Apr.i.1 
5. 2013, the Court issued its Memorandum Decision and Order Granting in Part and Denying in 
Part Defendant's Motion/or Summary Judgment ("Memorand:u:m Deci,r;ion"). In the 
Memorandum Decision, the Court found that the City is authotized as a matter of law to collect 
·-- _____ se.w_er_capitaliza.tiD.nie.es_pursuant to Ha;r-den City_Code §§ 8-1-3(B)~) & I.C. §_§_63-1311 & ____ _ 
50-1030. Accordingly, the Court granted the City's Motion for Summary Judgment in that 
regard. However, the Court foWld that there were genuine issues of mate1ial fact that remained 
,'unresolved with 1·espect to whether the City is expending funds collected from the sewer 
capitalization fee excJusiveJy for the purposes authorized by Hayden City Code § 8-1 -S(B)(l) 
and J.C. §§ 63-1311 & 50-1030. Accordingly, the Court denied the City's Motion/or Summary 
Judgment in that regard. 
Subsequent to the Memorandum Decision, the City filed the First Affidavit of Donna L. 
Phillips which addressed each of the disputed material facts identified by the Builders. 
Thereafter, the parties entered into and filed with the Court a Stipulation Regard Accounting 
Issues ("Stipulation"). The Stipulation recited the procedural hib'tory set out above and tl1e11 
provided as follows: 
Subsequent to the CourCs Memorandum Decision, counsel 
for Builders and the City discussed how to proceed. Their goal 
was to streamline this litigation by resolving remaining issues at 
the trial court leveJ in order to facilitate any appeals therefrom. 
The parties agreed that the City would present to Builders a 
detailed statement exp]aining the status of the outstanding 
accounting issues that prevented issuance of summary judgment. 
That information was provided by way of the FtrsT A:fftdm,it of 
Donna L. Phillips dated May 14, 2013 ("Phillips Affidavit"). 
The Builders acknowledge that, based on their discovery 
and the record in thi, case, they have no basis to challenge the facts 
set out in the Phillips Affidavit. Accordingly, the parties stipulate 
to the facts set out in the Phillips Ajfldavit. 
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The parties further stipulate that the accounting issues 
identified by Builders during the course of this litigation have been 
addressed by the City as described in tlle Phillips Affidavit. 
Accordingly. the Builders withdraw with prejudice any 
claim relating to alleged accounting errors, financial discrepancies, 
01· improper expenditures whe1·ein the City is alleged to have (1) 
based the sewer capitalization fee on the inclusion in the 2006 
Capital Improvement Plan of costs of projects 01· functions that are 
-· - --..noLproperly-atttlb.utable.J.o_e,"{p_ansicu~y.,_'~s ~se~w~e~r ___ _ 
collection system or (2) spent funds from the sewer capitalization 
account on projects or fo.nctions that wore not included in the 2006 
Capital Improvement Plan and/or were not spent on projects or 
functions that were associated with expansion of the Cit:y's sewer 
collection system. 
TI1e purpose of this stipulation is to enable the Court to 
issue a final decision gi·anting in full tbe City's Motion /01· 
Summary Judgment, together with an appeaJable judgment. 
To be clear, while the Builders are withdrawing their 
claims as to the above-referenced accounting issues, they are not in 
agreement with the fundamental legal issues decided by the Court 
in the Memorandum Decision. Notably, the Builders do not agree 
or stipulate to the legality of including costs associated with future 
expansion of the City's sewer collection system il1 the Ci1y's sewer 
capitalization fee charged to new development. Those issues arc 
preserved for appeal. In any appeal, the Builders are entitled to 
rely on all facts in. the record, including the Phillips Affidavitp in 
support of their appeal. 
The pat'tie.s stip\.date that this resolves the remaining factual 
issues that prevented issuance of summary judgment, and that the 
Court ma.y now enter a final decision and judgment in favor of the 
City. 
The parties reserve their respective rights to appeal that 
decision and judgment. 
Based on the Stipulation of the parties and, in particular, the Builders• decision to 
"withdraw with pr~jud.ice any claim relating to alleged accounting errors., financial discrepancies, 
or improper expenditures," and the parties' acknowledgement that the "purpose of this 
stipulation is to enable the Court to issue a final decision granting in f-ulJ the City's Motion for 
Summary Judgment/' the Court determines that no genuine issue of material fact remains in 
dispute and that entry of full summary judgment on all claims is appropriate. 
ORDER GRANTING SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
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ORDER 
The Court being fully advised in the premises and good ca.use appearing therefore, 
IT IS l:IEREBY ORDERED. ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that the City's Motion for 
Summary Judgment is granted jn ful1. 
ORDER GRANTING SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
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CERTI.F'ICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the~ day of :.}u..½j:: , 2013, the foregoing was 
filed. served, aod copied as fol1ows: 
Jason S. Risch 
John R. Jameson 
Risch Pisca, PPLC 
407 W. Jefferson St. 
Boise, ID 83702-6012 
Facsimile: 208-345-9928 
jjameson@rischpisca.com 
Christopher H. Meyer 
Gary O. Allen 
Martin C. Hendrickson 
Givens PursJey LLP 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile: 208-388-1300 
ohrismeyer@givenspursley.com 
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601 West Bai.mock Street 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720 
Office: (208) 388-1200 
------m:--.(-201) 388-1300 
chrismeyer@givenspursley.com 
Anorneys for City of Hayden 
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IN THE DISTRIC1' COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
NORTH IDAHO BUILDlN0 CONTRACTORS 
ASSOCIATION, an Idaho non-profit 
corporation; TBRMAC CONSTRUCTION, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, on behalf of itself and alJ 
others similarly situated; and JOHN DOES 1-
50. whose true names are unknown 
PJaintiffs 
V. 
CITY OF HA YDBN, an Idaho municipality 
Defendant 
Case No.: CV 2012-28 J 8 
JUDGMENT 
nus MATTER having come before the Court pursuant to the City's Motton for 
Summary Judgment filed on October I 5. 2012, and, following briefing and oral argument, this 
Court having granted in part the City's Motion.for Summary Judgment on Ap1il S, 2013, and, 
upon consideration of the of the Stipulation Regarding Accounting Issues filed on June 28~ 2013, 
JUDGMENT 
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this Court having grtmted in foll the City's .Motion for Summa1J' Judgment on 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED. AND DECREED: 
1. That judgment is entetecl in favor of the Defendant and against each and all of the 
2. That all of the Plaintiffs' claims against the Defendant are dismissed with 
prejudice. 
DATED this 2 dayorT~ .2013. 
RULE 54(B) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues detennined by the above judgment it is bereby CERTIFIED, in 
accordance with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the Court has detennined that tJ1ere is no just reason 
for delay of the entry of a final judgment and tha1 the Court has and does hereby direct that the 
above judgment shall be a final judgment upon which.executi.on may issue and an appeal may be 
taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
DATBD this~ day of~2013 . 
. JUDGM&NT 
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CERTrFICA'fE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the -2_ day of }u..~, ., 2013. the foregoii:1g was 
filed. served, and copied as follows: 
Jason S. Risch 
John _R. Jameson ___________ ·-· ___ _ 
Risch Pisca. PPLC 
407 W. Jefferson St. 
Boise, ID 83702-6012 
Facsimile: 208-345-9928 
jjameson@rischpisca.com 
Christopher H. Meyer 
Gary G. AJJen 
Martin C. Hendiickson 
Givens Pursley LLP 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimi]e: 208-388-1300 
chri!.meyer@givenspw-sley.com 
D U.S. Mail 
·--8----Hand ?eHvered ______ _ Ovenught Mail ·-·- · ·--- - -
[d--- Facsimile 
D E-mail 
D 
B 
Q-
0 
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Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
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E-mail 
·-· 01~-Deputy Clerk 
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STAT£ OF IDAHO l 
COUNTY OF KOOT£NA1r 55 F'ILEO: · · . Christopher H. Meyer [ISB No. 4461) 
Gary G. Allen [ISB No. 4366] 
Martin C. Hendrickson [ISB No. 5876] 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
20'3 JUL I 6 PN 3: ·35 
601 West Bannock Street 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720 
Office: (208) 388-1200 
Fax: (208) 388~1300 
chrismeyer@givenspursley.com 
Attorneys for City of Hayden 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
CaseNo.: CV 2012-2818 NORTH IDAHO BUILDING CoNTRACTORS 
ASSOCIATION, an Idaho non-profit 
corporation; TERMAC CONSTRUCTION, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, behalf of itself and all 
others similarly &ituated; and JOHN DoES 1-
50, whose true names are unknown. 
FOURTH AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISTOPHER 
H.MEYER 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
CITY OF HAYDEN, an Idaho municipality 
Defendant. 
State of Idaho ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
CHRISTOPHER H. MEYER, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states: 
l. I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the state c,f Idaho. I make this 
Affidavit based upon personal knowledge and to the best ofmy information and belief. 
2. I am a partner in the finn of Givens Pursley LLP which represents Defendant City 
of Hayden (the "City') in the above-captioned civil action. 
FOURTH AFFIDAVIT OF CIIIUSTOPHER H. MEVJ£R 
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3. I am admitted to practice in Idaho, Colorado (inactive), and the District of 
Columbia (inactive)~ as well as numerous federal courts .. 
4. I hold a J.D. degree, cum laude, from the University of Michigan Law School 
(1981) and an A.B. degree in economics, magna cum laude, from the University of.Michigan 
School of Literature, Science and the Art (1977). During my undergraduate years, I was named 
a James B. Angell Scholar and was awarded the Osterweil Prize in Economics. 
5. In 2013, I was selected by Best Lawyers in America® as the top environmental 
lawyer in Bois~ Idaho. In 2011, I was selected by Best Lawyers in America® as the top natural 
resources lawyer in Boise, Idaho. I have been listed in the Best L<Jwycrs in America® since 200G 
(listed in four practice areas), in Chambers USA 's listing of Amelica's leading lawyers for 
business since 2008 (highest ranking, "Band l"), in Mountait~ States Super Lawyers® since 
2007, in the International Who 's Who of Environment Lawyers since 2010 ( one of only seven 
lawyers recognized in Idaho). and as a fellow in the honorary society, Litigation Counsel of 
America, since 20 I 0. Martindale~Hubbell has awarded me its highest ranking (''AV'') in each 
year since 1994. 
6. I have authored numerous articles and am a regular speaker at legal forums 
throughout the nation. 
7. The Idaho Yearbook Directory (2001) named me as "a key figure in Idaho water 
law" and "centrally located in the world of Idaho public affairs." 
8. I began my practice oflaw with the National Wildlife Federation in Washington, 
D.C. in 1981. From 1984 through 1991, I was an Associate Professor Adjoint with the 
University of Colorado School of Law in Boulder where I taught seminars in advanced water 
law, environmental Jaw, and negotiation. During that time, I also litigated environmental cases 
for the National Wildlife Federation's legal clinic at the law school where I was employed. 
FOURTII AFFIDAVIT OF CIIRISTOPHER II. MEYER 
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9. I have practiced law with Givens Pursley LLP in Idaho for twenty years. During 
that time, I have handled numerous cases in state and federal courts throughout Idaho and 
elsewhere. I have also represented a variety of clients at the administrative level before planning 
and zoning commissions, cities, and counties. 
l 0. I have also played a significant role in shaping legislation in Idaho, including the 
Public Access Amendments of 2013. (road law), 2013 Idaho Sess. Laws ch. 239, the exemption 
from water rights for land application of municipal effluent (water rights), 2012 Idaho Sess. 
Laws ch. 218, the Local Public Interest Amendments (water rights); 2003 Idaho Sess. Laws ch. 
298, the Municipal Water Rights Act of 1996 (water rights); 1996 Idaho Sess . .Laws ch. 297, and 
the Idaho Administrative Procedure Act (logical outgrowth rule), 1992 Idaho Sess. Laws ch. 263. 
11. My practice emphasizes land use (including zo~ing, permitting, and impact fees). 
I also practice in the areas of water law, road and public access law, and environmental and 
natural resources law. My practice includes extensive experience in constitutional and 
administrative law. 
12. Further information about my professional background, including litigation 
experience and publications, is included in my resume, which is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
13. I billed the time I spent on this matter at a rate of$350 per hour in 2012 and $360 
per hour in 2013. These were my regular billing rates. 
14. I am the lead attorney working on this matter. Jam assisted by Gary G. Allen and 
Martin C. Hendrickson and, on occasion, by other attorneys and staff as reflected in the itemized 
billing sheets for this matter that are attached hereto as Exhibit B. 
15. In addition to me (CHM), the other attorneys and paralegals from Givens Pursley 
LLP who assisted on this matter and their billing rates are identified on the billing sheets as 
follows: 
FOURTH AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISTOPHER 11. MEYER 
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Gary G. Allen (GGA). Mr. Allen has been a partner at Givens Pursley for more than 
twenty years. He practices in 'the areas of land use, enviromnental law, and water law. In 
2012 he was recob111ized by Boise Best Lawyers in America as the Land Use & Zoning 
Lawyer of the Year for Boise. Mr. Allen has significant experience in the area of funding 
of public infrastructure. His work on this matter consisted of analysis of the details of the 
Cityts sewer fee system and the legf!.l issues. 
Martin C. Hendrickson (MCH). Mr. Hendrickson's credentials are described in his 
separate affidavit. Mr. Hendrickson's expertise is in litigation. Mr. Hendrickson was the 
lead attorney with respect to discovery in this matter and also assisted with motion 
practice, briefing, and civil procedure issues. 
Justin M. Fredin (JMF). Mr. Fredin was an associate at Givens Pursley. Mr. Fredin's 
work on this matter consisted oflegislative history research. 
P1·e:;ton N, Carter (PNC). Mr. Ca.rteris an associate at Givens Pursley. Mr. Carter's 
work on this matter consisted oflegislative history research. 
Susan M. Heneise (SMH). Ms. Heneise is a paralegal who assisted with compiling and 
organizing documents in connection with discovery and motion practice. Her work made 
case management more efficient and thereby reduced the overall amount of foes. 
Lisa Nicholas (LNJ), Ms. Nicholas is a paralegal who assisted with compiling and 
organizing documents in connection with discovery and motion practice. Her work made 
case management more efficient and thereby reduced the overall amount of fees. 
16. While serving as lead counsel. I consulted with other members of this firm and 
delegated where appropriate to other partners and associates in order to minimize litigation 
expense and take advantage of specialization. 
17. The rates charged for the time spent by Givens Pursley LLP attorneys and staff on 
this action (as reflected in Exhibit B) are at or below the prevailing charges for like work in 
Hayden, Idaho, and throughout the State ofldaho when undertaken on a hourly fee basis. 
18. I undertook to make my interactions with co-counsel as efficient and productive 
as possible while avoiding duplication of effort. 
19. During the course of this proceeding, I and others representing the City made 
every effort to communicate forthrightly with counsel for the Plaintiffs in order to avoid surprise 
and unnecessary litigation costs. 
FOURTH AFFIDAVl'r OF CHRISTOPIIER H. MEYER 
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20. Because of the importance of the questions involved in this case, the amount of 
money at issues, and the complexity of the state constitutional and statutory law issues pressed 
by the Plaintiffs, this case required a considerable amount of time as well as specialized expertise 
in the areas ofland use, municipal law, constitutional law, and civil procedure. 
21. The costs and attorney fees displayed in Exhibit B reflect a summary of the 
monthly billing statements provided by Givens Pmsley LLP to the City in connection with this 
matter. 
22. I exercised my professional judgment in reviewing all monthly billings to ensure 
that charges were reasonable, necessary, and appropriate. Where appropriate, I reduced or wrote 
off attorney time spent on the matter where I felt that the time could not be justified on the basis 
of the work produced, 
23. With the assistance of staff, I prepared the Memorandum of Costs and Attorney 
Fees submitted on behalf of the City herewith. The Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees is 
based on the detailed billing summary set out in Exhibit B. The Memorandum of Costs and 
Attorney Fees is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge. 
24. Costs recoverable as a matter of right in this matter total $341.84. 
25. Total attorney fees charged in this matter (through July 8, 2013) were 
$221,543.00. 
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 
DATED this 16h day of July, 2013. 
FOURTH AFFIDAVIT OF CHRJSTO.P.HERH. MltYER. 
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Subscribed and sworn to before me this 16th day July, 2013, 
FOURTH APFJDAVJT OF CHRISTOPHER IL MEYER 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 16th day of July, 2013, the foregoing was filed, served, 
and copied as follows: 
First Judicial District Court 
324 W. Garden Avenue 
P.O. Box 9000 
DOCUMENT FILED: 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 816-9000 
Facsimile: 208-446-1188 
Jason S. Risch. Esq. 
John R. Jameson, Esq. 
Risch Pisca, PPLC 
407 W. J~fferson St 
Boise, ID 83702--6012 
jjameson@rischpisca.com 
SERVICE COPIES TO: 
FOURTH AF'Jl'IDA VIT Of CIIRJS'l'OPHER H. MEYER 
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EXHIBIT 
I A 
CHRISTOPHER H. MEYER 
Best Lawyers in America named Chris "Lawyer of the Year" in Boise Idaho in 2011 
(for natural resources) and again in 2013 (for environmental law). This capped three 
decades of work in water law, land use and zoning law, natural resources law, road and 
public access law, and constitutional law. His clients include Fortune Ten companies, 
major league energy companies, food producers, mining companies, municipal water 
providers, land developers, and local governments. He is described in the ldaho 
Yearbook Directory as "centrally located in the world of Idaho public affairs" and "a 
key figure in Idaho water law." He has served for over a decade as President of the 
Idaho Environmental Forum. Before joining Givens Pursley in 1991, Chris taught 
water law and negotiation at the University of Colorado Law School. Prior to that, he 
practiced environmental law in Washington, D.C. Chris has written extensively on 
natural resource law subjects and lectures on a variety oflegal topics. Chris has broad 
experience in transactions involving land use and water rights. He also has extensive 
litigation experience and has played a significant role in shaping legislation. 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP, Boise, Idaho. 
Partner. August 1991 to present. 
LEGAL EMPLOYMENT 
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO LAW SCHOOi.., Boulder, Colorado. 
Associate Professor Adjoint. August 1984 to July 1991. Held this teaching position while serving as counsel to 
NWF Natural Resources Clinic. Taught seminars in advanced water law, environmental law, and negotiation. 
NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION, Washington, D.C. 
Counsel. May 1981 to July 1984. 
PROFESSJONAL RECOGNITION 
Best Lawyers in America (since 2006) 
Recognized in four categories: water law, land use & zoning law, natural resources, and environmental law 
Named "Lawyer of the Year." in Boise, Idaho for enviromnental law in 2013 
Named "Lawyer of the Y car" in Boise, Idaho for natural resources in 2011 
Mountain States Super Lawyers (since 2007) 
Recognized in energy and natural resources law 
Chambers USA (since 2008) 
Band 1 (highest ranking) for natural resources and environment 
The Inten1ational Who's Who of Environment Lawyers (since 2010) 
One of only seven environmental lawyers recognized in Idaho 
Litigation Counsel of America (since 2010) 
Fellow in honorary society composed ofless than one-half of one percent of American lawyers 
Marquis' Who's Who in the World, Who's Who in America, and Who's Who in American Law 
Martindale-Hubbell 
Highest ran.king: "AV" (since 1996) 
Idaho Yearbook Directory (2001) 
Described as a "key figure in Idaho water law'' and «centrally located in the world ofldaho public affairs" 
Listed among top 100 most influential Idahoans 
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Christopher H. Meyer 
University of Michigan. Scbool of Law 
Juris Doctor, 1981 
• cumlaude 
University of Michigan 
Degree in economics, 1977 
• high distinction (magna cum laude) 
• Phi Beta Kappa 
• James B. Angell Scholar 
EDUCATION 
• honors program in economics, class honors 
• Osterweil Prize in Economics 
LITIGATION 
Page2 
Hehrv. City of McCall, 2013 WL 3466895 (Idaho, Julyll, 2013) (successfully defended city in action involving 
impact fees - the Greystone Village case). 
Alpine Village Co. v. City of McCall, 2013 WL 2663852 (Idaho, June 14, 2013) (successfully defended city in 
action involving impact fees). 
North Idaho Building Contractors Ass 'n v. City of Hayden, Case No. CV" l 2w2818 (Idaho; Fourth Judicial Dist.) 
(defE1nding city's sewer capitalization foe against CQnstitutiomH challenge). 
Wilke v. Owyhee County, Case Nos. CV-2011-2267 and CV~2012..02508 (Idaho, Third Judicial Dist.) (pending-
seeking attorney fees following successful defense of enforcement action). 
Buckskin Properties, Inc. v. Valley Cnty, 154 Idaho 486, 300P.3d 18 (2013) (successfully clefended cmmty 
constitutional challenge to development impact fees). 
Idaho Conservation League v. U.S. Forest Service, 2012 WL3758161 (Aug. 29, 2012) (NEPA and forest 
management litigation involving mining exploration). 
While v. Valley County, 201 t WL 4583846 Case No. l:09-cv-494-EU-CWD (D. Idaho Sept. 30, 2011) (certified 
question now before the Idaho Supreme Court as Docket No. 40262-2012). · 
Sopatyk v. Lemhi Cnty, 151 Idaho 809, 264 P.3d 916 (201 l) (upholding county's validation of Anderson Creek 
Road as a public road). 
Mann v. Peters, Case No. CV-2011"57 (Idaho, Fifth Judicial Dist., Aug. 11, 2011) (upholding right to develop an 
"accessory dwelling unit" on prope1ty). 
Am.erican Indl/pendence Mines and Minerals Co. v. USDA, 733 F. Supp. 2d 1241 (D. Idaho 2010) (NEPA, 
standing, and road law issues). 
In Re SRBA, Case No. 39576, Subcase Nos. 29-00271 et al. (Idaho, Fifth Judicial Dist.1 Nov. 9, 2009 and April 12, 
2010), aff'd, City of Pocatello v. Idaho, 152 Idaho 830,275 P . .3d 845 (2012) (upholding position of amlci 
curiae regarding alternative.points of diversion in City of Pocatello municipal water rights litigation). 
In Re SRBA, Case No. 39576, Subcase Nos. 63-02779 et al. (ldaho1 Fifth Judicial Dist., June 3, 2009), Subcase Nos. 
63-02449 et al. (Fifth Judicial Dist., May 20, 2009) (secured partial decrees for each of the City of Nampa 's 
water rights). 
Galli v. Idaho Cnty, 146 Idaho 155, 191 P.3d 233 (2008) (amicus brief in public access case). 
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Cove Springs Development, Inc. v. Blaine Cnty, Case No. CV2008-22 (Idaho, Fifth Judicial Dist., June 3, 2008) 
(declaring w1lawful and unconstitutional various exaction and comprehensive plan ordinance provisions). 
Schaefer v. City of Sun Valley, Case No. CV-06-882 (Idaho, Fifth Judicial Dist. July 3, 2007) (declaring 
unconstitutional Sun Valley's affordable.housing fee). 
American Falls Reservoir Dist. No. 2 v. IdahoDep 'I c,f Water Resources, 143 Idaho 862, 154 P.3d 433 (2007) 
(co1tjunctive management of ground and surface water). 
Chisholm v. Idaho Department q(Water Resources, 142 Idaho 159, 125 P.3d 515 (2005) (water rights-local 
public interest). 
Davisco Foods Int'l, Inc. v. Gooding Cnty, 141 Idaho 784, I 18 P.3d 116 (2005) (land use). 
Colorado Water Conservation Bd. v. City c>fCentra/1 125 P.3d 424 (Colo. 2005) (article by Christopher Meyer 
cited by court). · 
Farrell v. Bd. of Cnty Comm 'rs of Lemhi CrUy, 138 Idaho 378, 64 P.3d 304 (2002) (public road access-the Indian 
Creek Road case), 
Potlatch Corp. v. United States1 134 Idaho 916, 12 P.3d 1260 (2000) (wilderness water rights). 
State v. Hagerman Water Right Owners, Inc., 130 Idaho 727, 947 P.2d 400 (1997) (partial forfeiture water rights 
case), 
Fremont-Mad1:i;on Irrigation Dist. v. Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc.~, 129 Idaho 454, 926 P.2d 1301 
(1996) (interpretation of water right amnesty statute). 
State, ex rel. Higginson v. United States, 128 Idaho 2461 912 P.2d 614 (l 99S)(constitutionality of SRBA 
amendments - water law). 
Nebraska v. Rural Electr{fi.cation Administration, 23 F.3d 1336 (8th Cir. 1994), affg; 1993 WL 662353 (D. Neb 
1993) (scope of environmental trust's authority to litigate). 
Sierra Club v. Yeutter, 991 F.2d 1405 (10th Cir. 1990) (federal reserved water rights -amicus brief). 
State v. Morros, 766 P.2d 263 (Nev. 1988) (prevailed in establishing recQgnition of instream flows under state law). 
Cather/and Reclamation Dist. v. Lower Platte North Natural Resources Dist., 433 N.W;2d 161 (Neb, 1988) (water 
rights and state endangered species act). 
Hitchcock and Red Willow Irrigation Dist. v. Lower Platte North Natural Resources Dist., 410 N.W.2d 101 (Neb. 
1987) (right to build water project). 
Tulalip Tribes of Washington v. FERC, 732 F.2d 1451 (9th Cir. 1985) (hydropower licensing). 
Escondido Mutual Water Co. v. La Jolla Band of Mission Indians, 466 U.S. 765 (1984) (mitigation for 
hydroelectric developments on public lands). 
Na1.ional Wildlife Fecl'n v. Marsh, 568 F. Supp. 985 (D.D.C. 1983) (administrative law under NEPA). 
Sporhase v. Nebrm,.ka ex rel. Douglas, 458 U.S. 941 (l 982)(ban on water export in violation of commerce clause) 
(brief available at 1982 WL 608572). 
LEGISLATION 
Public Access Amendments of2013 (road law), 2013 ldaho Sess. Laws ch. 239, codified at Idaho Code§§ 40-114, 
40-202, 40-203, 40-208, 40~2312. 
Exemption from water rights for land application of municipal effluent (water rights), 2012 Idaho Sess. Laws ch. 
218, codified at Idaho Code §§ 42-201 (8), 42-221 (P). 
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Local Public Interest Amenc'lments (water rights), 2003 Idaho Sess. Laws ch. 298, codified at Idaho Code 
§§ 42-202B(3), 42-203A(5), 42-222(1), 42-240(5), 42-1763. 
Page4 
Municipal Water Rights Act of 1996 (water rights), 1996 Idaho Scss. Laws ch. 297, codified at Idaho Code§§ 42-
202(2), 42-2028, 42-217{"4."), 42-219(1) & (2), 42-222(1), 42-223(2), 43-335, 43-338)). 
Idaho Administrative Procedure Act (logical outgrowth rule), 1992 Idaho Sess. Laws ch. 263, codified at Idaho 
Code§ 67-5227. 
PUB LI CATIONS 
Allen, Meyer, Nelson & Lee, Idaho Land Use Planning Handbook, Givens Pursley (2013). 
Fereday, Meyer & Creamer, Water Law Handbook: The Acquisition, Use, Transfer. Administration, and 
Managementof Water Rights in Idaho, Giv.e11~ Pursley (2013). 
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EXHIBIT 
City of Hayden 1 NIBCA v. City of Hayden ( 11599 / 2 ) 
~ 
Date ID Type Hours 
3/15/2012 GGA Fee 
3/20/2012 CHM Fee 
3/2012012 GGA Fee 
3/2112012 CHM Fee 
3/23/2012 CHM Fee 
3/23/2012 GGA Fee 
3/2312012 JMF Fee 
3/24/2012 CHM Fee 
3/24/2012 JMF Fee 
3126/2012 CHM Fee 
3/2612012 JMF Fee 
3/27/2012 CHM Fee 
3/27/2012 GGA Fee 
3/31/2012 GGA Fee 
4/2/2012 JMF Fee 
4/312012 JMF Fee 
4/5/2012 JMF Fee 
4/13/2012 GGA Fee 
4/14/2012 GGA Fee 
4/16/2012 CHM Fee 
4116/2012 GGA Fee 
4117/2012 CHM Fee 
4117/2012 GGA Fee 
4/1812012 CHM Fee 
Rate 
0.60 
1.40 
1.00 
4.70 
3.00 
2.50 
1.50 
2:so 
1.40 
2;50 
2.50 
0.80 
0.50 
0.30 
0.70 
0.90 
OAO 
0.50 
1-00 
2.90 
1.20 
5.50 
0.30 
2.SO 
Amount Description 
350.00 
350.00 
350.00 
350.00 
350.00 
350.00 
195.00 
350'.00 
195.00 
350.00 
195.00 
350.00 
350.00 
.350.00 
195.00 
195.0(} 
195.00 
350.00 
350.00 
350.00 
350.00 
350.00 
350.00 
350.60 
210:00 Telephone conference with S. Chatwin; office conference regarding matter :staffing and 
potential theories. 
490.00 Research law governing sewer hook-up fees; strategy discussion with G. Allen. 
350.00 Review statute and case law regarding sewer fee authority. 
1,645.00 Research authority of local government to impose fees for services. 
1,050.00 Further research on authority of local governments to impose fees for services; 
coordination with City counsel regarding potenti~ litigation; strategic advice to client 
875.00 Office conference reg~ing applicable lawand ~se background for challenge to 
capitalization fe~; telephone conference with N. Stricklin. regarding same; review 
correspondence with NIBCA attorney; telephone conference with D. Tranmer {City of 
Pocatello); review Pocatello complaint. 
292.50 Research legislative history of House Bill 680, which created Idaho Code sections 31-870 
and 63-2201A; revi8'W findings with C. Meyer. 
910.00 Add"itional research regarding potentiallitfgation. 
273.00 Review Idaho Code Title 50 to identify additional authority to collect fees in lieu of taxes; 
summarize findings in e-mail to C. Meyer. 
875.00 Further research, coordination, and strategic acMce regarding potential litigation over 
connection fees. 
487.50 Research legislative history of 1988 amendments to Idaho Code sections 31-870 and 63-
2201A; review findings with C. Meyer. 
280.00 Review further corresponc;lence regarding threatened litigation; strategy discussions with N. 
Stricklin and G. Allen. 
175.00 Office conference regarding strategy in light of issues in Pocatello case; review 
correspondence from J. Mason. 
105.00 Review correspondence between J. Mason and NIBCA. 
136.50 Research regarding legislative history·of proposed amendments to Idaho Code sections 31-
870 and 63-2201A. 
175.50 Additionar research regarding legislative history of proposed amendments to Idaho Code 
sections 31-870 and 63-220.tA 
78.00 Additfooal research regarding legislative history of proposed amendments to Idaho Code 
sections 31-870 and 63-2201A; discuss findings with c. Meyer. 
175.00 Revtew complaint 
350.00 Review and analyze draft complaint; office conference regarding same. 
1,015.00 Review and 8V/3luate Complaint; office conference with Gary Allen to discuss strategy; 
research. 
420.00 Extended office conference regarding case strategy. 
1,925.00 Research and draft letter to opposing counsel regarding defects in pleading. 
105.00 Review e-mails; prepare for conference call with clients. 
980.00 Prepare for and participate In conferenoe call with Stefan Chalwin and Nancy Stricklin; 
follow up research. 
C 
Q) 
-0 
>, 
ro 
J: 
0 
~ (.) 
> 
Cl 
-0 
ffi 
0 
.c 
ro 
32 
t 
z 
4/18/2012 GGA Fee 2.50 350.00 875. 00 Conference call with clients and co-counsel; office conference regarding follow-up; review 
and an!ayze draft letter to plaintiffs counsel; review several e-mails. 
C') 
'SI" 
(X) 
4/19/2012 CHM Fee. 3.00 350.00 1,050.00 Follow up notes and review; begin research and set up Motion to Dismiss; begin to outline 
-0 
Answer and affirmative defenses. r---a, 
4/2012012 CHM Fee 0.20 350.00 70.00 Follow up regarding draft Answer. co 
4/23120.12 CHM Fee 0.50 350,00 175.00 Research for Motipn to Oismiss; email to client regarding legislative history. 
4/24/2012 CHM Fee 1.00 350.00 350.00 Telephone conference with.oppe>sing ce>unsel regarding amendment of Complaint and 
Stipulation; edit Stipulation; coordination with counsel regarding Stipulation. 
4/2412012 GGA Fee 1.00 .350.00 350.00. Prepare for and participate .in conference c;all with J. Risch and J. Jameson; briefly review 
legislative history of fee-authorizing statute. 
4/2412012 MCH Fee 1.40 225.00 315.00 Conference with C. Meyer re: complaint again~ City, stipulation re: answer; draft stipulation 
and order re: time for filing answer. 
4/25/2012 CHM Fee 2.50 350.00 875.00 Research organizational standing. 
4/25/2012 GGA Fee 0.40 350.00 140.00 Office conferenoe regarding research on damage claims in association cases; review e-
mails regarding stipulation; .~view and respond to e-:mail from N. Stricklin. 
4/2512012 MCH Fee 0.60 225.00 135.00 Draft notice of appearance: review emails re: executed stipulation and possible amended 
CQmplaint. 
5/1/2012 GGA Fee 0.50 350.00 175.00 Review c!Ild forward documents from Plafntiff's counsel; exchange e-mails with N. Stricklin; 
review &mails regarding disqualification. 
5/1/2012 MCH Fee 1.50 225;00 337.50 Review order re: disqualification of Judge Mitchell; review emails between GP and clients C') 
re; same; write to litigation team and clients re: disquarifying potential alternate judges; draft 0 
N 
motion for disqualification of altemate judge. ch 
5/412012 GGA Fee 0.20 350.00 70.00 Exchange e-mails wilh V. Rutherford. M 
5/8/2012 GGA Fee 0.20 350.00 70.00 Exchange e-mails with S. Chalwln; exphaflge e-mails with N. Stricklin. ~ 
5/11/2012 GGA Fee 0.40 350.00 140.00 Office conference regarding meeting with opposing aounsel; review e-mail regarding same; 0 z 
review &-mails regarding dis,qualificatlon; telephone conference with City Clerk regarding Q) 
..>:: documents for case. t) 0 
&17/2012 GGA Fee 0.40 350.00 140.00 Review sewer policy document from J. Mason; prepare for meeting with plaintiff's counsel. 0 
5/18/2012 CHM Fee 4.20 350.00 1,470.00 Review, prepare for, af\d participate in meeting with opposing counsel; pre-meeting and 
post-meeting: notes to fife and post-meeting follow up. 
5/18/2012 GGA Fee 1.80 350.00 630.00 Attend meetings with J .. Mason and fitigation team regarding meeting with opposing 
counsel;, analyze city fee structure. 
5/18/2012 MCH Fee 0.80 225.00 180.00 Meeting with G, Allen, C. Meyer, and Jerry Mason re: meeting with Plaintiff's attorney-
.potential issues and status of case, C: Cl) 
5/21/2012 GGA Fee 1.00 350.00 350.00 Review and analyze ordinance documents from client; office conferences regarding further 
" >, 
organization and analysis of documents. (1) J: 
5/21/20.12 GGA Fee 0.30 350.00 105:00 Review ~mail from Boise City attomey; office conference regarding same. -0 
5/21/2012 SMH Fee 0.50 135.00 67.50 Receive and review client documents in preparation for drafting chronology and summary. .?:-
c3 
5122/2012 GGA Fee 0.50 350.00 175.00 Review city records from N. Stricklin. > Cl 
5/23/2012 MCH Fee 0.40 225.00 90.00 Review email from client with fee reports; conference with G. Allen re: fee reports and " ffi
status. 0 
.c: 
5/23/2012 SMH Fee 1.30 135.00 175,50 Begin reviewing client documents in preparation for drafting chronology. (1) :2 
.c: 
t::'. 
0 
z 
5/24/2012 GGA Fee 0.80 350:00 280.00 Re\~ew and analyze building permit information from N. Stricklin; office conference C') 
regarding same; exchange e-mails with N. Stricklin and litigation team. 'I" (X) 
5/24/2012 MCH Fee 1.10 225.00 247 .50 Conference wlth G. Allen re: review. of fee reports and request fur modified reports; review 0 
emails between G. Allen and client re:. same; conference with opposing counsel re: (X) 0) 
requested infonnation and revised stipulation; revise stipulation and send to oppostng co 
counsel; review revised fee report; write to litigation team re: same. 
5/24/2012 SMH Fee 1.60 135;00 216.00 Continue reviewing client documents In preparation tor drafting chrono(ogy. 
5/25/2012 MCH Fee 0.80 225.00 180.00 Redact information from fee records; draft letter to John Jameson with fee records; review 
signed stipulation re: filing of amended complaint and response - sign and send for filing. 
5131/2012 GGA Fee 0.30 350.00 105.00 Review rate methodology infonnation from N. Stricklin. 
6/1/2012 GGA Fee 0.50 350.00 175.00 Review and analyze amendeckomplaint; review fee calculation information from N. 
Stricklin. 
6/112012 MCH Fee 1.00 225.00 225.00 Review amended complaint. 
6/512012 GGA Fee 1.00 350.00 350.00 Review amended complaint; office conference regarding same; analyze whether to move to 
dismiss; 
6/6/2012 GGA Fee 0.20 350.00 70.00. Review and analyze correspondence from J. Risch. 
617/2012 GGA Fee 1.50 350.00 525:00 Exchange e-mails regarding amended complaint; office conference regarding response to 
amended complaint and next steps; prepare e-mail to clients. 
6/7/2012 MCH Fee 2.50 225.00 562.50 Review letter from J. Risch; review emails from clients re: same; review class action rules C') 
re: identification of class members;. conference With G. Allen re: strategy for response to 0 N 
amended complaint. cb 
6/1112012 GGA Fee 0.30 350.00 105.00 Review draft letter to NIBCA regarding upate of sewer plan and capitalization fees; send e- M ~ mail to N. Stricklin. 
ci 6/12/2012 CHM Fee 1.80 350.00 630.00 Office conference with Gary Allen and Martin Hendrickson lo discuss strategy issues for z 
Motion for Summary Judgment, etc.,; review pleadings, update notes, and begin outline for a, ~ 
briefing issues. (.) 0 
6/12/2012 GGA Fee 1.50 350.00 525.00 Prepare for and participate in meeting regarding Sl.lmmary judgment strategy. 0 
6/12/2012 MCH Fee 3:60 225.00 810.00 Conference with G. Allen and C; Meyer re: status, options for motion practice; begin 
drafting answer to amended complaint. 
6/13/2012 GGA Fee 0.50 350.00 175.00 Office conference regarding document organization for case. 
6/13/2012 SMH Fee 0.60 135.00 81.00 Begin organizing ciientdocuments. 
6/14/2012 MCH Fee 3.00 225.00 675.00 Work on Answer to Amended Complaint - review records provided by City re: setting and 
adjusting fees; review letter from NIBCA to City re: meeting. on sewer plan and fees. 
C: 
Q) 
6/14/2012 SMH Fee 1.40 135.00 18$. 00 Draft index and create binder of client document; draft chronology based on client "O >, 
ro documents. J: 
6/2012012 MCH Fee 0.30 225.00 67 .50 Conference with Plaintiff's attorney re: time for filing Answer; write to Plaintiffs attorney re: 0 
same. ~ 
6/25/2012 MCH Fee 1.50 225.00 337.50 Work on Answer to Amended Complaint. () > 
6/26/2012 CHM Fee 3.50 350.00 1,225.00 Review draft Answe{; office conferences re: draft Answer; revise draft Answer. Cl 
"O 
6/2612012 GGA Fee 1.30 350.00 455.00 Review and revise answer; office conferences regarding revisions and strategy; research co 
regarding merits of plaintiffs' arguments. 0 ..c: 
ro 
3e 
..c: 
t::'. 
0 
z 
6/2612012 MCH Fee 6.50 225.00 1,462.50 · Work on Answer to Complaint; .exchange emails with litigation team re: draft Answer; 
"' conferences with G. Allen and C. Meyer re: adding authority supporting legality of fees; 'SI' (X) 
revise Answer. 0 
6/27/2012 CHM Fee 1.00 350.00 350 .00 Strategy meeting to review and edit answer. (j) (j) 
6/27/2012 GGA Fee 3.20 350.00 1,120.00 Office conferences regarding infomiation needed for answer and talking points for major co 
issues in case; review and analyze City.sewer utility policy and manual for calculating sewer 
fees; review and revise answer. 
6/2712012 MCH Fee 5.50 225.00 1,237;50 Continue work on Answer; conference with C. Meyer and G. Allen re: authorities cited in 
Answer; exchange emails with N. Strickland re: Answer. 
6/28/2012 GGA Fee 0.20 350.00 70.00 Review case management order; analyze case stn;rtegy. 
6/29/2012 CHM f=ee 0.50 350.00 175.00 Strategy meeting with Gary Allen re motion for summary judgment; begin work on same. 
6129/2012 GGA Fee 0.50 350.00 175.00 Office ooriference regarding ·summary juclgment strategy. 
7/3/2012 CHM Fee 1.10 350.00 385.00 Review pleadings; email to co-oousel; notes to file. 
7/3/2012.MCH Fee 0.30 225.00 67.50 Exchange emails with C. Meyer re: stat~ and additional potential affirmative defenses. 
7ll/2012 CHM Fee 1.50 350:00 525.00 Research fur Motion for Summary Ju<;lgment. 
7ll/2012 GGA Fee 0.20 350.00 70.00 Reviewscheduting order; analyze summary judgmentstrateg~ prepare e-mail regarding 
same. 
7/912012 CHM Fee 3.30 350.00 1,155.00 Coordination with cilunsel and .apposing counsel regarding Scheduling FolTl'I; begin drafting 
"' proposed Stipulation of Facts. 0 
719/2012 GGA Fee 1.00 350.00 350.00 Office conferellC8$ regarding summary judgment, scheduling order and amendment of ":' co 
answer; review e-mail$ reg~ing same. M ~ 
719/2012 MCH Fee 0.80 225.00 180~00 Conference With G. Allen re: scheduling order and request fur jury trial; write to N. 'SI' 
ci Strickland re: statement offacts for summary judgment motion; conference with C. Meyer z 
re:. stipulations re: scheduling, briefing and facts; review emails re: same; review rules re: Q) ~ 
timing for requestfor jury trial and amendment of answer. 0 0 
7110/2012 CHM Fee 2,50 350.00 875.00 Prepare proposed Stipulation of Facts; coordination with co,-counsel. 0 
7/10/2012 GGA Fee 0.50 350.00 175,00 Review e-mails and draft of stipulated facts; office conference regarding same. 
7/10/2012 MCH Fee 0.80 225.00 1 SQ:QO Review. initial d~ .of stipulation of facts for suml'rlary jl!(fgment motions; review emans re: 
same. 
7/11/2012 CHM Fee 1.50 350.00 525.00 Follow up and coordination with counsel; prepare proposed Scheduling Order, notes for 
Stipulation. 
711112012 GGA Fee 0.40 350.00 140.00 Review e-mail from N. Stricklin and revrsions to stipulated facts. 
7/11/2012 MCH Fee 0.40 225.00 90.00 Review email from N. Stricklancl and edit$ to ~ment of facts; review email from C. C: (I) 
Meyer to opposing counsel re:. scheduling stipulation. "O >, 
7/12/2012 CHM Fee 2.70 350 .. 00 945.00 Research regarding Motion for Summary Judgment; coordination with opposing counsel co I 
and various: edits to Scheduling Fenn. -0 
8/8/2012 CHM Fee 2;40 350.00 840.00 Research and revise Statement of Facts in Stipulation. ~ 
8/9/2012 CHM Fee 4.10 350.00 1,435.00 Research and draft Statement of Facts .and Motion for Summary Judgment; coordination () > 
with Martin Hendrickson regarding strategy; coordination with Mason & Stricklin regarding Cl 
"O 
facts. 1i5 
8/1412012 CHM Fee 0.60 350.00 210.00 Review and edit draft Stiplllation; coordination with co-counsel regarding same. 0 
.c: 
8/1512012 GGA Fee 0.30 350.00 105.00 Review draft .stipulation of facts. co ~ 
8/16/2012 CHM Fee 0.40 350.00 140.00 Research and folfow up regarding Stipufation. .c: t::'. 
0 
z 
8/1612012 GGA Fee 0.50 350.00 175.00 Review and analyze statement of facts; office conference regarding same. C') 
8J22/2012 CHM Fee 3.00 350.00 1,050.00 Further research regarding Motion for Summary Ju(jgment; edits to proposed Stipulation; 'SI" (X) 
email to co-counsel. -0 
8/22/2012 GGA Fee 0.30 350.00 105.00 Review and an~lyze draft stipulation. 0 0 
8/23/2012 CHM Fee 0.30 350.00 105.00 Telephone conference with John Jameson regarding proposed stipulation; notes to file; 
r--
CClordtnation with co-counsel. 
8/2712012 CHM Fee 5.50 350.00 1,925.00 Research and drafting for brief in support of Motion to Dismiss. 
8/27/2012 MCH Fee 0.20 225.00 45.00 Conference with C. Meyer re: issues for summary judgment motion and ability to reserve 
additional defenses. 
8/28/2012 CHM Fee 3.50 350.00 1,225:00 Rese.1rch·and drafting for Summary Judgment brief. 
8/29/2012 CHM Fee 0.40 350.00 140.00 Review case law regal'9ing Motion for Summary Judgment. 
9/412012 CHM Fee 2.70 350.00 945.00 Research "proprietary" versus "police power" authority for service fees. 
9/512012 CHM Fee 5.30 350.00 1,855.00 Edits and research on Motion for Summary Judgment. 
9/5/2012. PNC Fee 2.70 170.00 459 .00 Consult with C. Meyer re: legislative history of ldahQ Code 31-870; research legislative 
history of Idaho OQ,de; 31-870; consult with C. Meyer re: same. 
9/6/2012 CHM Fee 4,90 350.00 1,715.00 Research in ~upport of briefing on summary judgment. 
9/10/2012 CHM Fee 0.90 350.00 315.00 Edits to brief ln support of Motion for Summary Judgment. 
9/11/2012 CHM Fee 3.90 350.00 1,365.00 Consult and respond to. inquiry from Nancy Stricklin regarding hearing; further research and 
drafting of Motion for Summary Judgment. 
9/1112012 GGA Fee 0.30 350.00 105.00 Review e-mails regarding CIPmodification; office conference regarding same. C') 
9/12/2012 CHM Fee 5.00 350'.00 1,750.00 Research and drafting for brief on. Motion for Summary Judgmenl 0 
":' 
9/13/2012 CHM Fee. 7.50 350:00 2,625.00 Review and edit.brief in supp,ort of Motion for Summary Judgment; detailed email to co- co cry 
counsel regarding strategy for <>pt-out discussion. ~ 
9/13/2012 GGA Fee 0.50 350.00 175.00 Analyze S1Jmmary judgment issues; office conference reQarding same; office conference 'SI" ci 
regarding. whether the city allows alternate waste disposal services; review e-mail regarding z 
same. Q) 
..>< 
9/1412012 CHM Fee 1.50 350.00 5:25.00 Edits to brief in support of Motion for Summary Judgment; review ordinances; telephone 0 0 
conference wilh Nancy Stri~n to discuss opt-out provisions. Cl 
9/14/2012 GGA Fee 0.30 350'.00 105;00 Review and analyz.e e-meils regarding city versus HARSB connection fees. 
9/17/2012 CHM Fee 4.80 350.00 1,680.00. Edits to brief in support of Motion for Summary Judgment. 
9/18/2012 CHM Fee 1.00 350.00 350,00 Legal research and drafting for brief in support of Motion for Summary Judgment. 
9/19/2012 CHM Fee 6.10 350.00 2,135.00 Research and drafting regarding Motion for Summary Judgment and supporting affidavits. 
9/20/2012 CHM Fee 0.30 350.00 105.00 Strategy discussions with co-co.un$81 regarding affidavits in Stlpport of brief for Motion for 
Summary Judgment. C (I) 
9/20/2012 GGA Fee 5.0() 350.00 1,750.00 Review arni revise draft summary judgment brief; office conference regarding same. 'O >, 
ro 
9/20/2012 MCH Fee 2.60 225.00 585;00 Review and revise brief in .support of motion for summary judgment. I 
-9/21/2012 CHM Fee 2.50 350.00 875.00 E(fits to Motion for Summary Judgment brief. 0 
9/21/2012 GGA Fee 2.50 350.00 875.00 Prepare revised outline of brief; review and analyze applicable case law and strategy. -~ 
9/22/2012 CHM Fee 1.90 350.00 665.00. Revisions to Motion for Summary Judgment brief. 
(.) 
> 
9/23/2012 CHM Fee 6.00 350:00 2,100.00 Edits to brief in support of Motion for Summary Judgment. C) 
'O 
9/24/2012 CHM Fee 2.20 350.00 770.00 Edits to brief in support of Motion for Summary Judgment ai 
912412012 GGA Fee 2.50 350.00 s1s:oo Review and revise draft summaryjudgment brief. 0 .c 
9/24/2012 MCH Fee 2.f>O 225.00 585.00 Review and revise brief in support of motion for summary judgment ro 32 
9/2512012 CHM Fee 7.20 350.00 2,520.00 Edits to affidavits in support of Motion for Summary Judgment; edits to brief. .c t::'. 
0 
z 
9/25/2012 GGA Fee 3:00 350.00 1,050.00 Review and analyze draft summary judgment brlefand affidavit of Stefan Chatwln; office 
"' conferences regarding characterization of Alpert and Loomis cases. 'St(X) 
9/25/2012 MCH Fee 1.80 225.00 405.00 Conference with C. Meyer re: revisions to summary judgment brief; edit brief. -0 
9/2612012 CHM Fee 4.00 350;00 1,400.()Q Edits ~ brief and two affidavits in support of Motion for Summary Judgment. 0 r---
9/26/2012 GGA Fee 0.50 350.00 175.00 Review.and revise Chatwin affidavit; office conference regarding same. 
9/26/2012 MCH Fee 1.20 225.00 270.00 EditChatwin affidavit; review emails from C. Meyer and G. Allen re; same. 
9/27/2012 CHM Fee 0.50 350.00 175.00 Coofdination with Nancy Stric'klin and edits to S. Chai.win affidavit; further edits to brief. 
10J2/2012 CHM Fee 1.70 350:00 595.00 Review and follow up Qn edits to brief. 
10/2/2012 GGA Fee 0.50 350.00 175.00 Review brief comments. from N. Smcklin; office conference regarding strategy on stipulation 
of facts and other summary judgment issues. 
10/812012 CHM Fee 1.00 350.00 350.00 Edils and strategy discussion regarding Motion for Summary Judgment 
10/9/2012 CHM Fee 1.00 350.00 350.00 Edils, review and coordination regarding briE!f and affidavits. 
10/9/2012 GGA Fee 1.50 350.00 525.00 Review comments on brief; review near final version of brief. 
10/10/2012 CHM Fee. 2.00 350.00 700.00 Edits to affidavits, coordinati!:)n and strategy discussion regarding dual actions. 
10/10/2012 GGA Fee 0.50. 350.00 175.00 Review e-mails; office<conference regarding .judicial confirmation lawsuit. 
10/10/2012 MCH Fee 1.00 225.00 225.00 Review em.sits re: petition for vaUdalion of construction costs; conference with C. Meyer re: 
potential effect on sewer fee chaUenge, impact of having the same judge; review emails 
6.00 
from C. Meyer and N~ Strickland re: same. 
10111/2012 CHM Fee 350.00 2, 100.00 Edits and coordination regarding Motion for Summary Judgment, supporting brief and "' 0 affidavits .. N 
10111/2012 GGA Fee 1.00 350.00 35().00 Review Chatwin.affidavit; office conference regarding same; review several e-mails and cb M drafts. ~ 
10/11/2012 MCH Fee 1.10 225.00 247 .50 Review and edit latest drafts of affidavit in. support of summary judgment motion. 'St ci 
1011212012 GGA Fee 0.30 350.00 105'.00 Review final briefs and e-mails regarding summary judgment z 
10/17/2012 CHM Fee 2.30 350.00 805.00 Telephone conference.with John Jameson regarding Stipulation; office conference with Q) 
..>< 
Martin Hendrickson regarding strategy; update notes to file following filings last week; (.) 0 
review'Stipulation; email to client summarizing events; update research. 0 
10/17/2012 GGA Fee 0.30 350.00 105.00 Review and respond lq e-mails regarding ·hearing date. 
10/1812012 CHM Fee 0'.60 350,00 210.00 Coordination with court and oppoSJ1ng counsel regarding scheduling; consultation and 
research on discovery matters. 
10/19/2012 CHM Fee 2.00 350.00 100:00 Communication with opposing counsel regarding discovery issues and on;il arg1.1ment. 
10/19/2012 GGA Fee 0.80 350.00 280.00 Review e-mails; office conference regarding strategy for meeting with opposing counsel 
about discovery; analyze same. 
,:: 10/19/2012 MCH Fee 1.80 225.00 405.00 Review emails re, proposed stipulation, summary judgment hearing, and discovery; Q) 
"O 
conference with C. Meyer and G. Allen re: options for dealing with proposed discovery; >, co 
review facts and supporting documents already provided and compare to information I 
-requested. 0 
10/20/2012 CHM Fee 1.70 350.00 595.00 Review pleadings and documents to prepare response to John Jameson regarding ..~ () 
discovery, etc., > 
10/21/2012 CHM Fee 2.90 350.00 1,015.00 Prepare letter to John Jameson regarding discovery, etc.,; email to clientand co-counsel. Cl "O 
1o 
10/21/2012 GGA Fee 0.30 350.00 105.00 Review draft letter to,J. Jameson. 0 .c: (1l 
:2 
.c: 
t::'. 
0 
z 
10/22/2012 CHM Fee 3.10 350.00 1,085.00 Revisions to Jameson letter regarding discovery and hearing dales; coordination with client C') 
and co-counsel; review documentation provided by City Administrator regarding 'St (X) 
segregation of fees; research and notes to file. 0 
10/23/2012 CHM Fee 0.50 350.00 175.00 Review response letter from John Jameson; coordination with co-counsel and city staff N 0 
regarding same; preparatic>n for meeting. r---
10/23/2012 GGA Fee 0.20 350.00 70.00 Review &mails regarding discovery. 
10/24/2012 CHM Fee 5.00 350.00 1,750.00 Meeting with John Jameson regarding Stipulation of Facts and discovery iss1,.1es; 
conferences with co-counsel and city official:. regarding follow-up discovery issues; edits to 
Stipulation, 
10/24/2012 GGA Fee 0.70 350.00 245.00 Review e-mails; Office conference regarding discovery strategy in light of meeting with 
opposing counsel. 
10/25/2012 CHM Fee 5.10 350.00 1,785.00 Edits to Stipulation; coordination with co-counsel; coordination with Klis Rose regarding 
discovery issues; begin work on new affidavit regarding fee calculation. 
10/2512012 GGA Fee 0.70 350.00 245.00 Offtee conferenoe regarding fach,lal $lipulations in litigapon; review and c:1nalyze e-mail 
regarding master sewer plan; office conference regarding same. 
10/25/2012 MCH Fee 1.30 225.00 292,50 Conference with C. Meyer re:.revised stipulation and inclusion of legal principals; review 
and edit revised stipulation. 
10/26/2012 CHM Fee 5.50 350.00 1,925.00 Research and draft letter to John Jameson regarding calculation of cap fee. 
10/27/2012 CHM Fee 0.80 350.00 280.00. Edits to letter from Stefan Chai.win to John Jameson. 
10/28/2012 GGA Fee 0.40 350.()() 140.00 Review draft letter to J. Jameson regarqing operation of sewer system; prepare e-mail C') 
regarding same .. 0 N 
10/29/2012 CHM Fee 1.40 350;00 490;00 Edits and coordination regardiog informal discovery. cb 
10/29/2012 GGA Fee 0.30 350.00 105.00 Review draft felter to J. Jameson; exchange e-mails regarding same. cry 
10130/2012 GGA Fee 0.20 350.00 70.00 Review e-mails and correspondence. ~ 
ci 11/13/2012 CHM Fee 4.70 350.00 1,645.00 Review correspondence from City and opposing counsel; draft response letter to John z 
Jameson; coordination with client al 
.:.:: 
11/14/2012 CHM Fee 1.90 350:00 ~-OQ Revise letter to John Jameson after coordinatk:m with co-counsel and City staff. () 0 
1.1/14/2012 GGA Fee 0.50 350.0Q 175.00 Review and revise letter to J. Jameson. 0 
11/15/2012 MCH Fee 0.30 225.00 67,50 Review latest round of correspondence with opposing counsel re: documents and 
infonnation on fees. 
11/26/2012 CHM Fee 2.30 350.00 805.00 Review discovery requests. 
11/2612012 MCH Fee 0.70 225.00 157 .50 Review first set of discovery r.equests to City; conference with C. Meyer re: same. 
11/27/2012 CHM Fee 1.70 350.00 595.00 Telephone conference with Nancy Stricklin and Jerry Mason regarding response to 
.di;scovery; office conference with Martin Hendrickson regarding same; work on Motion for 
Stay of Discovery. C Q) 
11/27/2012 MCH Fee 2.50 225.00 56250 Conference with C •. Meyer re: motion to stay discovery; draft motion; work on brief in 'O >, 
support of motion. Ol I 
11/28/2012 MCH Fee 4.60 225.00 1,035.00 Work on brief in support of motion for protective order; search for federal case law 0 
supporting discovery stay while dispositive motion is pending. ~ 
11/29/2012 MCH Fee 3.20 225.00 720.00 Continue work on brief in support of motion to stay discovery; work on supporting affidavit- c3 
> 
exhibits. Ol 
12/1/2012 CHM 490. 00 Edits to brief in support of Motion for Protective Order. 'O Fee 1.40 350.00 ai 
12/2/2012 CHM Fee 2.50 350.00 875.00 Edits to brief and affidavit in support of Motion for Protective Order. 0 
..c 
12/3/2012 CHM Fee 2.00 350,00 700.00 Briefing' for Motion for Summary Judgment Ol ~ 
12/3/2012 GGA Fee 0.30 360.00 108.00 Review motion to vacate summary judgment hearing. ..c t::'. 
0 
z 
12/3/2012 MCH Fee 1.20 225.00 270.00 Review plaintiffs motion to vacate summary judgment hearing; write to C. Meyer and G. 
C') 
Allen re: same. 'St (X) 
12/4/2012 CHM Fee 6.70 350.00 2,345.00 Edits to briefing for.Summary Judgment 
-0 
12/4/2012 GGA Fee 0.30 360.00 108.00 Review motion to vacate hearing and related e-mails; office conference regarding same. C') 0 
I'-
1215/2012 CHM Fee 7.00 350.00 2.450.00 Telephone conference with John Jameson (declining request to vacate hearing); edits to 
Motion for Protective Order, Combined Brief, and Second Affidavit of Stefan Chatwin. 
1.2/5/2012 GGA Fee 0.50 360.00 1~0.QO Review several e-mails and documents related to motion for protective order. 
12/5/2012 MCH Fee 0.30 225.00 67.50 Review emails from C. · Meyer re: status of pending motions. 
12/7/2012 CHM Fee 1.00 350.00 350.00 Review NIBCA's brief; coordinalion and strategy (iiscussions regarding Reply. 
12/7/2012 GGA Fee 1.00 360.00 360.00 Review summary judgment response. 
12/7/2012 MCH Fee 1.60 225.00 360.00 Study plaintiffs' brief and affidavit in response to motion for summary judgment. 
12/8/2012 CHM Fee 5.00 350:00 1,750.00 Research in support of discovery and Motion for Summary Judgment. 
12/9/2012 CHM Fee 5.90 350.00 2,065.00 Research and edit Reply Brief lri Support of M9tion for Summary Judgment 
12/9/2012 GGA Fee 0.30 360.00 108.00 Review draft reply brief; exchange e-mails regarding same. 
12/9/2012 MCH Fee 0.20 225.00 45;00 Exchange emails with G. Allen re: reply brief. 
12/10/2012 GGA Fee .2.00 360.00 720. 00 Exchange e-mails regarding brief; review and revise draft reply brief. 
12/10/2012 MCH Fee 1.50 225.00 337 .50. Work on reply brief iri support of motion for summary jut%1ment. 
12/11/2012 GGA Fee 3.50 360.00 1,260.00 Office conferences regarding revisions to reply brief; office conference regarding motion to C') 
shorten time; review and revise reply brief; review motion to sllorten time and notice of 0 N 
hearing; office conference regarding hearing CQverage and strategy; prepare e-mail cb 
..... 
regarding same; exchange e-mails with N. Stricklen. C') 
12/11/2012 MCH Fee 3.50 225.00 787;50 Work on reply briefin·supportof motion for summary judgment; review emails and ~ 
ci pleadings re: motion to shorten time for hearing on motion to vacate; conference with G. z 
Allen re: same. Q) 
3.00 360.00 1,080.00 Review and revise summary judgment reply brief; exchange e-mails regarding same; office -"' 12/12/2012 GGA Fee (.) 0 
conferences reg;,ifding hearing strategy; review reply brief and other documents regarding 0 
motion to vacate hearing. 
12/12/2012 MCH Fee 4:80 225.00 1,080.00 Continue work on reply brief in support of motion for summary judgment; exchange emails 
with N. Richardson re: filing of brief; prepare for hearing on motion to v~te. 
12113/2012 GGA Fee 1.50 360.00 540.00 Office conference regarding response to ruling on motion to vacate; telephone conferences 
with N. Stricklin; review and· revise draft letter to Judge Simpson. 
12/13/2012 MCH Fee 2;so 225.00 630.00 Prepare for hearing pn motion tQ vacate summary jut%iment hearing; conference with N. 
Strickland re: hearing; work on letter to court re: hearing. C Q) 
12/14/2012 GGA Fee 0:10 360.00 36.00 Office ponference regarding transcript of hearing. -0 >, 
12/17/2012 MCH Fee 2.10 225.00 472.50 Review correspondence from N. Stricklin re: discovery responses; review order from court <1l I 
re: motion to vacate; work on discovery objections and responses. -0 
12/18/2012 DRL Fee 0.20 320.00 64.00 Consult to M. Hendrickson re attack on inadequacy of expert witness disclosure. ~ 
12/18/2012 GGA Fee 0.40 360.00 144.00 Review and analyze expert disclosure; e)(cl,ange e-mails regarding same; office conference () > 
regarding same. C) 
-0 12/18/2012 MCH Fee 3.00 225.00 675.00 Study Plaintiffs' expert disclosure; conference with D. Lombardi re: options to address non- 1i5 
compliant expert report; work .on objections and responses to discovery requests. 0 
.c 
12/151/2012 CHM Fee 1.50 350.00 525.00 Research regarding fee calculation and applicable law. <1l :E1 
.c 
1::'. 
0 
z 
12/19/2012 GGA Fee 1.60 360.00 576.00 Review e-mails regarding plaintiffs' expert disclosure; analyze response; participate in 
"' meeting regarding discovery responses, response to expert disclosure and retention of <I" (X) 
responsive expert. 
-0 
12/19/2012 MCH Fee 2.50 225.00 562.50 Review emails re: expert rep<)rt; cqnference with G. AUen and C. Meyer re; discovery and "<I" 0 
expert report; work on discovery objections and responses. ,.._ 
12/20/2012 CHM Fee 2,90 350.00 1,015.00 Review principles of fees; prepare memo to file in anticipation of discovery and/or trial. 
12/20/2012 GGA Fee 0.20 360.00 72.00 Office conference regarding time horizon for sewer planning. 
12/20/2012 ¥CH Fee 2.60 225.00 585.00 Work on discovery responses; exchange emails with opposing counsel re: same; draft 
motion to exclude expert reportand brief in supporL 
12/21/2012 MCH Fee 4.10 225.00 922.50 Conference with opposing ~nsel re: schedule for discovery and hearing on summary 
judgment motion; work on motion to exclude. expert and supporting brief. 
12/27/2012 MCH Fee 3.00 225.00 675.00 Contmuework on brief in support of motion to exclude expert witness based on failure to 
timely disclose opinions. 
12/28/2012 MCH Fee 4.10 225.00 922.50 Research and work on brief in support of motion to exclude expert witnesses based on lack 
of timely disclosure. 
112/2013 CHM Fee 2:00 360.00 720.00 Review materials and prepare memo regarding fee catculations. 
1/3/2013 CHM Fee 1.50 360:00 540'.00 Review materials and prepare memo to file regarding sewer capitar1Zation fee methodology. 
1/312013 GGA Fee 0.60 300.00 216.00 Review and analyze discovery responses. 
1/412013 CHM Fee 2.30 360.00 828.00 Research and drafting of memo regarding fees. 
"' 
1/412013 GGA Fee 1.80 360.00 648.00 Review and analyze dr:art discovery responses; office conferences regarding same; review 0 
":' 
e-mails regarding same; analyze need for expert witness; exchange e-mails regarding co 
~ 
expert witness issues; review memorandum regarding AWWA manual. "' 
1/412013 MCH Fee 2.50 235.00 587 .50 Revise discovery responses; review emails from litigation team re: experts and discovery; ~ 
ci 
continue work on brief .in support of motion to exclude. z 
11712013 CHM Fee 0.90 360.00 324.00 Review and edits draft discovery responses. Q) 
.:.:: 
117/2013 MCH Fee 2'.00 235.00 470.00 Conference with C. Meyer re: discovery responses; reviS!:¼ responses and send to Jeny (.) 0 
Mason and Nancy Stricklfn; v.rork on brief in support of motion to exclude. 0 
1/8/2013 MCH Fee 1.50 235.00 352.50. Revise discovery respooses and objeciloos; revise memorandum in support of motion to 
exclude expert. 
1/9/2013 CHM Fee 0,20 360.00 72.00 Coordination with Martin Hendrickson regarding discovery responses. 
1/9/2013 GGA Fee 0.40 . 36Q;00 144.00 Briefly review discovery responses and motion to exclude experts • 
1/9/2013 MCH Fee 2;50 235.00 587.50 Work on brief in support of motion to exclude; draft disclosure of expert testimony for City. 
111012013 MCH Fee 4.00 235.00 940.00 Exchange ernails with city staff re: vpload of flies for production to opposing counsel; C: (I) 
exchange emaUs 'With N. Stricklin re: discovery responses; revise responses; review 'O >-
materials gathered by city in response to discovery requests. (11 J: 
1/1112013 GGA Fee 1.00 360.00 360.00 Review hearing transcript; prepare e-mail regarding same; briefly review wastewater -0 
system summary; review several e-mails and discovery documents. ~ 
1/11/2013 LN1 Fee 4.60 135.00 621.00 Downlo!:ld document$ from City of Hayden's website; review for privilege and prepare for c3 > 
production. Ol 
'O 
1/11/2013 MCH Fee 3.60 235.00 846.00 Revise discovery responses; review materials gathered by City for production to opposing ffi 
counsel; exchange emails with city staff re: same. 0 ..c: 
1/1412013 MCH Fee 2.60 235.00 611.00 · Review additional materials gathered by City for production; draft supplemental discovery (11 ~ 
response; work on expert witness disclosure. ..c: t:'. 
0 
z 
1/15/2013 CHM Fee 3.50 360.00 1,260.00 Review and edit brief in support of Motion to Excluc!e expert witnesses; strategy discussion C') 
with co-counsel regarding same; coordination with co-counsel on other witness issues. 'SI" (X) 
0 
1/15/2013 GGA Fee 0.30 3eo:oo 108.00 · Office conference· regarding motion to exclude expert and designation of experts for city. LO 0 
I'-
1/15/2013 MCH Fee 4.30 23!:>.Q0 1,010.50 Conference with C. Meyer re: motion to exclude - draft brief; revise brief; check on 
availability of hearing dates and ability to appear by telephone; draft stipulation and order 
re: appearance by phone. 
1/17/2013 MCH Fee 3:50 235,00 822.50 Review files gathered by City for privileged material, potential witnesses, and references to 
addltlonal files; write to V. Rutherford re: additional files. 
1/18/2013 CHM Fee 0.70 360.00 252.00 Strategy discussion with Martin Hendrickson regarding discovery and witness issues. 
1/18/2013 GGA Fee 0.20 360.00 72.00 Review expert disclosure. 
1/18/2013 MCH Fee 3.50 235.00- 822.50 Continue review of files gathered .by City; draft expert witness disclosure; write to litigation 
team with draft disclosure; conference with C. Meyer re: same and incorporate revisions; 
review and revise stipulation and order re:. h~ng on motion to exclude. 
1/28/2013 MCH Fee 4.10 235,00 963.50 Review additional materials from City and email from V. Rutherford re: same; write to V. 
Rutherford re: FCS report files; conference with J. Jameson re: depositions; write to clients 
re: same; exchange emails with clients and J. Jameson re: same. 
1/30/2013 CHM Fee 0.50 360.00 180.00 Conference with Martin Hendrickson regarding a variety of i~ues bearing on discovery and C') 
witnesses. 0 N 
1/30/2013 MCH Fee 2.70 235.00 634.50, Review emc:1~ from v. Rutherford anct· additional files from City; conference with opposing cb 
counsel re: depositions; exchange emails with clients and opposlng counsel re: same: M .... 
conference with C. Meyer re: depositions, experts. 'SI" 
c:i 
1/31/2013 LN1 Fee 1.80 135.00 243.00 Complete download and review of documents for privilege; prepare documents for z 
production. al ~ 
2/1/2013 GGA Fee 0.20 ·3ao.oo 12:00 Office conference regarding ·expert witness. <) 0 
211/2013 MCH Fee 2.50 235.00 587.50 Review email from Vicki Ri.Jtherfon:i re: additional materials for production; review materials 0 
and prepare for production to opposing counsel; conference with G. Allen re: status and 
identification of expert; write to Nancy Stricklin re: expert. 
2/5/2013 MCH Fee 0.70 235.00 164.50 Exchange emails between opposing.counsel and clients re: depositions. 
2/8/2013 LN 1 Fee 3.50 135.00 472.50 Review numerous emails and additional documents provided by City of Hayden for privilege 
in preparation of production; and p.epare documents to be served. 
2/812013 MCH Fee 0.50 235.00 117.50 Exchange emails with clients .and opposing counsel re: depositions. 
2/11/2013 MCH Fee 0.20 235.00 47.00 Exchange emails with opposing counsel re: deposition schedule. C: Q) 
2119/2013 MCH Fee 2.30 23S.00 540.50 Exchange emails with opposing counsel re: final deposition schedule; prepare for meeting -0 >, (ll 
with clients re: deposition preparation - review complaint, summary judgment and motion I 
-to postpone hearing documents for likely issues and exhibits. 0 
2/20/2013 MCH Fee 3.20 235.00 752.00 Conference with Stefan Chatwin re: meeting to prepare for depositions; phone conference ~ 
with clients re: deposition preparation; exchange em.ails with clients re:. documents to () > 
review before depositions; exchange emails wilh opposing counsel re: deposition schedule. Cl 
-0 
ai 
2/21/2013 CHM Fee 0.50 360.00 180.00 Office conference and deposition preparation for Stefan Chatwin. 0 .c (ll 
:!:! 
.c 
t 
0 
z 
2121/2013 MCH Fee 5.20 235.00 1,222,00. Meeting with Stefan Chatwin re: deposition; attend Chatwin deposition; conference with C') 
Donna Phillips and Connie Krueger re: depositions and issues from Chatwin deposition. "<I" co 
0 
212212013 CHM Fee 1.70 360.00 612.00 Assist (via email) with defense of depositions, including review of affidavits; debrief co 0 
deponents. 
,-... 
212212013 GGA Fee 0.60 360.00 216.00 Review and respond to se~I e-malls regi:lrding depositions; office conference regarding 
same. 
2/22/2013 MCH Fee 7.00 235.00 1,645.00 Review email from Vicki Rutherford with final FCS report; write to opposing counsel with 
report; depositions of Connie Krueger and Donna Phillips; meeting with C. Meyer and 
Donna Phfllips re: issues from depositions. 
2/25/2013 MCH Fee 1.60 235.00 376:00 Work on email to clients re: issues from depositions; review emails between clients and C. 
Meyer re: same; review produced documents re: records of projects identified in 
depositions and ledger entries re: same. 
2/27/2013 CHM Fee 1.30 360.00 468.00 ·Review and edit summary of depositions and folllow up questions; office conference with 
Martin Hendrickson regarding same; research regarding Motion for Summary Judgment. 
2/27/2013 MCH Fee 1.50 235.00 352.50 Work on email to clients re: issµes from depositions; conference with C. Meyer re: same; 
review emails from Nancy Stricklen re: answers to questions; review subpoenas from 
opposing counsel; write to clients re: same. 
3/1/2013 CHM Fee 0.50 360.00 180.00 Conference with Martin Hendrickson regarding discovery and strategic issues; review C') ~ 
pleadin9s. 0 c-:i 
3/1/2013 MCH Fee 1.50 235;00 352.50 Exchange emails wilh Donna Phillips re: deposition issues and ch,,mges; review adcfrtional co M infonnanon from Phillips re: issues from depqsition. ~ 
3/412013 MCH Fee 1.30 235.00 305.50 Review email and documents from Donna Phillips re: questions raised at deposition; study ci 
materials for potential use in pending motiilns. z 
3/5/2013 CHM Fee 0.70 360.00 252.00· Review pleadings on pending motions; coordination and strategy development with Martin Q) 
->:: 
Hendnckson regarding same. (.) 0 
3/5/2013 GGA Fee 0.50 360.00 180.00 Review several e-mails;. briefly review plaintiffs' briefs. Cl 
3/5/2013 MCH Fee ·2.60, 235.00 611.00 Conference with JUB re: responding to subpoena; exchange emails with JUB and opposing 
counsel re: subpoenas; study Plaintiffs.' response to motion to excfude and supporting 
materials. 
3/6/2013 GGA Fee 2.00 360.00 720.00 Office conference regardlng response to motion to exclude; review and analyze NIBCA 
filings; review and respond to draft letter to opposing counsel. 
316/2013 MCH Fee 9.50 235.00 2,232'.50 Conference with C. Meyer re: Plaintiffs response to motion to exclude; draft letter to 
opposing counsel demandlng withdrawal of brief; work on reply brief in support to motion to C OJ 
exclude; confe,:ence with C. Meyer re: letter to opPQsing counsel; revise letter. 'C >-(1l 
::c 
317/2013 CHM Fee 2.90 360.00 1,044.00 Draft reply brief. -0 
317/2013 GGA Fee. 2.20 360.00 792 .. 00 Review and revise Jameson letter and briefing; office conference regarding same; review ~ u 
several e-mails; review Jameson response letter, office conference regarding same. > 
Ol 
'C 
ai 
0 
.c 
(1l 
~ 
.c 
t: 
0 
z 
317/2013 MCH Fee 5.40 235.00 1,269.00 Continue work on reply brief in support of motion to excluc;le; exchange emails with Nancy M 
Stricklin re: issues for reply brief;· revise letter to opposing counsel re: withdrawal of brief; 'Sf" co 
conference with C. Meyer and G. Allen re: same; review response letter from opposing 0 
counsel; write to C. Meyer and G. Allen re: additional correspondence for record. r--. 0 
r--. 
3/8(2013 CHM Fee 8.60 360.00 3,096.00 Prepare reply brief in support of Motion to Exclude Expert Witness; prepare affidavit 
318/2013 GGA Fee 2,00 360.00 720.00 Office conferences regarding questions on brief and logistics of filing: review and analyze 
expert disclosure; office conference rag~rding discussion of same in brief; review brief, 
office conferences regarding same. 
3/8/2013 MCH Fee 0.80 235.00 188.00 Exchange emails with C. Meyer. re: reply brief !n support of motion to exclude; conferences 
with C. Meyer re: same; review emails from Nancy Stricklin re: filing of brief. 
3/9/2013 CHM Fee 3.50 360.00 1,260.00 Research and draft reply in support of City's Motion for Summary Judgment. 
3/10/2013 CHM Fee 5.90 360.00 2,124.00 Further wot'k on reply brief in support of MQtlon for Summary Judgment. 
3/11/2013 CHM Fee 6.70 360.00 2,412.00 Edit$ to reply briefin.sup~of Motion fP!" Summary Judgment 
3/11/2013· GGA Fee 2.00 360.00 720.00 Review ;1nd analyze e-ml:lils and draft briet pffice conference regarding same. 
3/11/2013 MCH Fee 4.80 235.00 1, 128,00 Review and revise reply brief in support ofmolion for summary judgment; review briefing on 
motion to exclude and work on outline for oral argument review materials produced by JUB 
- potential impact on summaryjudgment issues. 
3/1212013 CHM Fee 9.00 360.00 3,240.00 Final eons to reply briefin support of Motion for Summary Judgment; notes for oral M 0 argument N 
3/1212013 GGA Fee 0.60 360.00 216.00 Review reply brief; review e-mails. cb 
3/12/2013 MCH Fee 7.80 235.00 1,833.00 Contin!le work on reply brief in support ot motion for summary judgment; draft affidavit with ;;; 
additional documents for summary judgment record; conference with Sean Hoisington re: ~ ci 
l:ruclget amounts .for projects; conference with C. Meyer re: revisions and new sections for z 
brief; continue work on outline for oral argument for motion to exclude; participate in Q) 
-"' 
hearing on motion to exclude; write to dients re: ruling on motion to exclude. () 0 
0 
3/15/2013 CHM Fee 1.40 360.00 504.00 Prepare for oral argument on Motion for Summary Judgment. 
3/16/2013 CHM Fee 2.00 360.00 720.00 Prepare for oral argument 
3/17/20.13 CHM Fee 5.50 360.00 1,980.00 Review and prepare for oral argument 
3/18/2013 CHM Fee 9.30 360.00 3,348.00 Prepare for oral argumentand travel to Coeur d'Alene. 
3/18/2013 MCH Fee 1.70 235.00 399.50 Review changes made by Connie Krueger to deposition transcript and write to Connie re: 
same; review oral argument outline for summary judgment hearing; conference with C. 
Meyer re: same. C: Q) 
3/19/2013 CHM Fee 13.80 360.00 4,968.00 · Prepare for oral argument; participate in or;:it argument; travel to Boise. ( No charge for 1wo -0 >, 
co 
anc:I a half hour security delay in Seattle, WA). :::c 
..... 3/19/2013 MCH Fee 420 235.00 987.00 Exchange emails with C. Meyer re: issues for hearing on motionforsummary judgment. 0 
status of deadlines, update on hearing; review materials produced by Welch Comer and ~ G FCS in response to subpoenas; draft discovery requests to Plaintiffs. > 
Cl 
-0 
3/21/2013 .GGA Fee 0.30 360.00 108.00 Office conference regarding summary judgment hearing .. ai 
3/28/2013 MCH Fee 0;50 235.00 117.50 Cf-leek on status of deposition transcript changes for Stefan Chatwin: · review changes made 0 .J::: 
co 
byChatwin. ~ 
.J::: 
t:'. 
0 
z 
3/29/2013 GGA Fee 0.50 360.00 180.00 Office conferences regarding analysis of cap .fees; review and revise draft memorandum C") 
regarding same. ..;-CX) 
4/1/2013 GGA Fee 1.80 360.00 648.00 Analyze inclusion of upgrades in cap fee; office conference regarding same. 0 
4/4/2013 CHM Fee. 1.30 360.00 468.00 Office conference with Gary Allen to discuss legal issues regarding allocation of upgrades CX) 0 
and. replacements in cap fee. 
I'-
4/6/2013 CHM Fee 0.70 360.00 252.00 Further evaluation of allocation issue for "quality upgradesm edits to two memoranda of law 
on this subject. 
4/8/2013 GGA Fee 2.50 350;00 900.00 Review and analyze district cou.rt summary judgment opinion. 
4/8/2013 MCH Fee 0.50 235.00 117.50 Study memorandum decision on motion for summary judgment 
4/9/2013 GGA Fee 1.60 360.00 576 .. 00 Analyze strategy for outstanding issues in case. 
4/12/2013 CHM Fee 1.80 360.00 648.00 OfflCe conference with co-counsel to discuss strategy for resolving accounting issues 
4/12/2013 GGA Fee 1.50 360.00 
following order granting partial sommary judgment; prepare summary e-memo~ 
540.00 Prepare for meeung;.meeting regar:ding ~ste~ after sum~ryjudgment ruling: 
4/12/2013 MCH Fee 2.50 235.00 587.50 Study decision on summary judgment..: i$S!.18$ left for resolution; meeting with C. Meyer and 
G. All~ re: analysis of detjsion ·and next steps; review email from c~ Meyer to clients re: 
same. 
4/16/2013 CHM Fee 4.50 360.00 1,620,00 Prepare outline of issues to be addressed regarding ~disputed issues of fact" in accounting 
of CIP; coordination and discussion with co-counsel 
4/16/2013 GGA Fee. 0.30 360,00 108.00 Review summary e-mail. 
4/18/2013 CHM Fee 2.40. 360.00 864.00 Develop materials for submission to plaintiffs regarding accounting issues. C") 0 4/1812013 GGA Fee 2.00 360.00 720.00 Office conferer\CE:¼ swarding strategy in light of city's desire not to offer small refunds; office N 
conference regarding 'Preparation of stipulati<lll; review and analyze several e-malls J:, ;;; 
regarding next steps; review and revise letter to Judge Simpson. ~ 4/18/2013 MCH Fee 3.60 235.00 846.00 Review emans from clients re: accounting issues and potential refund; conference with C. ci 
Meyer re: same; conference with C, Meyer and opposing counsel re: aCC!)unting issues, z 
appeal of summary judgment;. review standards for appealable judgment and requirements al 
"" for certification of partial summary judgment as final for appeal; draft letter to judge re: ADR (.) 0 
report. 0 
4/19/2013 CHM Fee 1.40 360.00 504.00 Strategy discussions with <»-counsel regarding resolution of accounting issues. 
4/1912013 GGA Fee 0.50 360,00 180.00. · Office cooference regarding· resolution of factual issues and negotiation strategy with 
plaintiffs over remaining, issuses in case; review correspondence from plaintiffs. 
4/1912013 MCH Fee 0.40 235:00 94.00 Review emails from clients and C. Meyer re: resolving remaining factual issues; review 
letter from opposing counsel re: same. 
4122/2013 MCH Fee 2.20 235.00 517.00 Review summary judgment o~er and briefing re: accounting issues - questions of fact; 
work on memQranduni re: accounting issues to address with plaintiffs. C: Q) 
4/23/2013 GGA Fee 0.30 369.00 108.00 Review and·analyze memorandum regarding accouting issues on fees. "O >, 
4/24/2013 CHM Fee 3.50 360.00 1,260.00 Review, prepare and coordination in advance of conference call with opposing counsel; rn :r: 
conference cali; ecfrt and expand the "summary outline• that will form the basis of an 0 
affidavit by the City; detailed· summary strategy and status memo to City. .;::, 
4/24/2013 GGA Fee 1.50 360.00 540.00 Office conferences regarding summary of remaining issues in allocation of sewer costs; i:3 > 
participate in conference call with opposing counsel; review e-mail. Cl 
"O 
4/24/2013 MCH Fee 0.50 235.00 117.50 Conference with C. Meyer re: meeting with opposing counsel to discuss remaining fssues; iii 
review emails from C. Meyer and clients re: accounting issues. 0 .J::: 
5/1/2013 GGA Fee 0.30 360.00 108.00 Office conference regarding upgrade issue identified in fees. rn ~ 
.J::: 
t:'. 
0 
z 
5/112013 MCH Fee 0.80 235.00 188.00 Exchange emails with Donna Phillips re: status of memorandum summarizing accounting ('") 
issues. 'Sf" CX) 
5/3/2013 MCH Fee 2.10 235.00 493.50 Review email and fjles from Donna Philnps re: accounting issues; revise accounting issue -0 
memorandum. a, 0 
5/9/2013 CHM Fee 0.60 360.00 216.00 Review and edit memorandum to opposing counsel regarding accounting issues. 
,.._ 
5/9/2013 GGA Fee 1.00 360.00 360.00 · Analyze potential defenses pursuant to Idaho Code Section 50-301; review and analyze 
memorandum regarding acco1.1nting issues. 
5/9/2013 MCH Fee 2.60 235.00 611.00 Revise memorandum re: aooqunµng issues; exchange emails with co-,co:unsel re: same. 
5/1112013 CHM Fee 3.00 360.0() 1,080.00 Coordination, research .md preparation of draft affidavit regarding accounting issues. 
5/1212013 GGA Fee 0.30 360.00 108.00 Review memorandum regarding accountinQ issues. 
5/1312013 CHM Fee 5.40 360.00 1,944.00 Coordinate with J. Mason, G; Allen, 0. PhHlips,. and others regarding summary information 
on '"accounting issues"; develop proposed Stip~tion. 
5/13/2013 GGA Fee ·t.oo 360.00 360.00 Review e-mails regarding·accounting memorandum; offroe conference regarding stipulation 
on same; revieW stipulation and affidavitreg)31'ding accounting issues. 
5/13/2013 MCH Fee 0.60 235.0.0 141.00 Conference with C. Meyer re: chang~ to memorandum/affidavit describing accounting 
issues; review emails between C. Meyer and clients re: same. 
5/14/2013 CHM Fee 2.20. 360.00 792.00 Review, edits; and coordination regarding D. Phillips Affidavit and proposed Stipulation 
regarding acC9Unting issues; telephone conf~renc:e with J. Jameson regarding Stipulation. 
('") 
1.00 
..... 
5/1412013 GGA Fee 360~00 360.00 Review stipulation and affidavit ~md assoelated e-mails; office conference regardi~ 0 N 
strategy. cl:, 
5/14/2013 MCH Fee 2.20 235.0() 517.00 Review and revlse proposed stipulation and affidavit on accounting issues; conference with ;;; ~ C. Meyer re:. same. 
c:i 5/21/2013 CHM Fee 0.80 360.00 288,00 Coordination follow-up wilh opposing counsel regarding Stipulation; review options for z 
proceeding to trial if Stipulati9n fails. w 
"" 5121/2013 MCH Fee 0.20 235:00 47 .. 00 Review emails between c. Meyer and opposing counsel re: status of stipulation and trial (.) 0 
d.ate. 0 
5/22/2013 GGA Fee 0.50 360;00 180.00 Office conference regarding memorandum to city council; ravrew e-:mail and memorandum. 
5123/2013 CHM Fee 0.90 360.00 324.00 Telephone conference with J. Jameson and J. Ri~h regarding settlement; coordination 
with co-counsel and City; review Stipulation; follow-up regarding same. 
5/2312013 GGA Fee 0.50 360.00 180.00 Office Qonference regarding stipulatic>n; analyze ~me. 
512312013 MCH Fee 0.80 235.00 188.00 RevitW. proposed stipulation and order vacating trial date; exchange emails with co-counsel 
re: same; review emails from clients re: same. C: 
<I) 
5128/201.3 GGA Fee 0.40 360.00. 144.00 Review file regarding stipulation; exchange e-mails regarding same 'O >, 
(l) 5/2812013 MCH Fee 0.40 235.00 94.00 Review emails re: fifing and status of stipulation and order to vacate trial; write to litigation I 
team re: .same. 0 
6/3/2013 MCH Fee 0.40 235.00 94. 00 Review emails with court staff re: status of order vacating trial; exchange emails with i!:-
opposing counsel re: postponing deadlines pending ruling on order to vacate trial. i:3 > 
6/10/2013 CHM Fee 1.00 360.00 360 .00 Office CQnference with Martin Hendrickson regarding communications with opposing Cl 
'O 
counsel; telephone conference with opposing counsel; detailed email to client updating iii 
status. 0 
.J::: 
611012013 MCH Fee. 0.20 235.00 47.00 Conference with C. Meyer re: trial vacated, status of stipulation for entry of judgment. (l) :E 
.J::: 
t: 
0 
z 
6/13/2013 CHM Fee 0.20 
6/17/2013 CHM Fee 0.70 
6/18/2013 CHM Fee 5.00 
6/1912013 MCH Fee 0.20 
6/26/2013 CHM Fee 0.60 
6/26/2013 MCH Fee 0.50 
6/27/2013 CHM Fee 3.30 
6/27/2013. GGA Fee 0.20 
6/2712013 MCH Fee 0,40 
6/28/2013 CHM Fee 1.50 
6/28/2013 MCH Fee 0.20 
71212013 CHM Fee 1.50 
7/3/2013 CHM Fee 0.20 
7/3/2013 G.GA Fee 0.20 
717/2013 CHM Fee 2.40 
717/2013 CHM Fee 4.70 
7/8/2013 MCH Fee 2.20 
Total Fees 716.90 
360.00 
360.00 
360.00 
235:00 
360.00 
23s:oo 
360.00 
360.00 
235.00 
360.00 
235.00 
360.00 
360.00 
360.00 
360.00 
360.00 
235.00 
72.00 omce conference with co-counsel to discuss strategy for resolving Distnct Court issues. 
252.00 Review communications and coordinate with opposing counsel regarding Stipulation; notes 
to file. 
1,800.00 Coordination regarding Stipulation; further research on authority of cities to impose fees 
{Idaho Code Section 500301 ). 
47.00 Review emails re:,stal.1.ls of stipulation allowing entry of judgment. 
216.00 Finafize Stipulation. 
117 .50 Review correspondence from opposing counsel re: stipulation on accounting issues and 
signed stipulation; conference with C. Meyer re; same. 
1,188.00. Prepare proposed ~dgment and Order based on Stipulation. 
72.00 Office conference regarding strategy on judgmentand attorney fees. 
94.00 Conference with C. Meyer re: procedure for obtaining order and appealable judgment; 
review draft order granting summary judgment aru;i final judgment; write to C. Meyer re: 
same. 
540.00 Revise and edit proposed Judgment and Order Granting Summary Judgment; coordination 
and. discussion with co-counsel. 
47.()0 Review emails re: submission of final judgment and order to opposing counsel and to 
clerk/judge. 
540.00 Telephone conference with Denise Larsen, clerk to Judge Simpson, regarding Summary 
Judgment documents; review RuJe 54{b} for format issues; revise Judgment; prepare 
explanatory letter to Ms. Lars~ coordinate with counsel and client; notes to file regarding 
potential appeal. 
72;,00 Coordination regarding attorneyfee request. 
72.00 Analyze attomE!iys fees issue; review e-mail regarding same. 
864.00 Research and preparation for attorney fee request · 
1,692;00' Research new case law on attorney fee recovery statutes; prepare memorandum of law 
regarding same; coordination with co-counsel reg~rding same. 
517.00 Work on memorandum of costs and fees and supPorting affidavits. 
221,543.00 
Date Entered By TYJ>! Quantity Rate Amount Description 
2/25/2013 LISA Cost 
2/2512013 LISA Cost 
2/25/2013 LISA Cost 
Total Costs 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
74.41 
120.20 
147.23 
Total Fees and Costs for City of Hayden/ NIBCA v. City of 
Hayden ( 1159912) 
74.41 M & M Court Reporting - Copy of Deposi!ion - Connie Krueger on 2/22 
120.20 M & M Court Reporting - Copy of Deposition - Donna Phillips on 2/22 
147 .23 M & M Court Reporting - Copy of Deposition - Stefan ·Chatwin on 2/21 
341.84 
221,884.84 
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Christopher H. Meyer [ISB No. 4461] 
Gary G. Allen [ISB No. 4366] 
Martin C. Hendrickson [ISB No. 5876] 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 West Bannock Street 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720 
Office: (208) 388-1200 
Fax: (208) 388-1300 
chrismeyer@givenspursley.com 
Attorneys for City of Hayden 
STATE Of tOAHOTEu•i\.1s COUNTY Of' t<OO "" r 
FfJ.£D: 
2813 JUL I 6 PH 3: 36 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
NORTH IDAHO BUILDING CONTRACTORS 
ASSOCIATION, an Idaho non-profit 
corporation; TERMAC CONSTRUCTION, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, behalf of itself and all 
others similarly situated; and JOHN DOES 1-
50, whose true names are unknown. 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
CITY OF HAYDEN, an Idaho municipality 
Defendant. 
State ofldaho ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No.: CV 2012-2818 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF MARTIN C. 
HENDRICKSON 
MARTIN C. HENDRICKSON, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states: 
1. I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the state of Idaho. I make this 
Affidavit based upon personal knowledge and to the best ofmy information and belief. 
2. I am a partner in the firm of Givens Pursley LLP which represents Defendant City 
of Hayden (the "City") in the above-captioned civil action. 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF MARTIN C. HENDRICKSON 
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3. I am admitted to practice in Idaho, the United States District Court for the District 
of Idaho, and the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals. 
4. I hold a J.D. degree, magna cum laude, from Texas Tech University School of 
Law (1998) and a Bachelor of Science degree from the University of Idaho (1994). 
5. In 2009, 2010, and 2011 I was listed as a "Rising Star" by Mountain States Super 
Lawyers®. I am "peer review rated" by Martindale-Hubbell. 
6. Prior to joining Givens Pursley LLP in 2006, I was an associate at the Boise law 
firm of Moore, Baskin & Parker, where I practiced in the areas of civil litigation defense and 
civil rights defense. 
7. During my practice at Givens Pursley LLP, I have handled many cases in state and 
federal courts throughout Idaho in a variety of commercial and real estate related matters. My 
areas of practice include civil litigation, administrative law, civil rights, land use, and 
constitutional law. 
8. I billed the time I spent on this matter at a rate of $225.00 per hour in 2012 and 
$235.00 per hour in 2013. These were my regular billing r~tes, as reflected in the itemized 
billing sheets for this matter that are Exhibit B to the Fourth Affidavit of Christopher H Meyer. 
9. The time entries on the itemized billing sheets for this matter set out in Exhibit B 
to the Fourth Affidavit of Christopher H. Meyer accurately reflect the work that I completed on 
this matter. 
10. The rates charged for the time spent by Givens Pursley LLP attorneys and staff on 
this action are at or below the prevailing charges for like work in Hayden, Idaho, and throughout 
the State when undertaken on a hourly fee agreement. 
11. I undertook to make my interactions with co-counsel as efficient and productive 
as possible while avoiding duplication of effort. 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF MARTIN C. HENDRICKSON 
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12. During the course of this proceeding, I and others representing the City made 
every effort to communicate forthrightly with counsel for the Plaintiffs in order to avoid surprise 
and unnecessary litigation costs. 
13. Because of the importance of the questions involved in this case and the amounts 
claimed, this ease required a considerable amount of time as well as specialized expertise in the 
areas of land use, municipal law, constitutional law, and civil procedure. 
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct 
DATED this I~ day of July, 2013. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 16th day July,2013. 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing a7 . ~'fsf ~11,;/ tf, ~ '2.._ My Commission Exptres: ---""'--,.,-....,_ ._ __ ......,""""""'_ t,, · 
SECOND AFFIDA'VlT OF MAR.TIN C. IIENDRJ.CKSON 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 16tli day of July, 2013, the foregoing was filed, served, 
and copied as follows: 
First Judicial District Court 
324 W. Garden Avenue 
P .0. Box 9000 
DOCUMENT FILED: 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Facsimile: 208-446-1188 
Jason S. Risch, Esq. 
John R. Jameson, Esq. 
Risch Pisca, PPLC 
407 W. Jefferson St. 
Boise, ID 83702•6012 
.uameson@rischpisca.com 
SERVICE COPIES TO: 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT O.F MAR.TIN C, HENDRICKSON 
1917277_1 f 11699-2 
North Idaho Bldg v City Of Hayden Docket No. 41316-2013 
U.S.Mail 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
E-mail 
U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
E-mail 
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Christopher H. Meyer [ISB No. 4461 J 
Gary G. Allen [ISB No. 4366] 
Martin C. Hendrickson [ISB No. 5876] 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 West Bannock Street 
1013 JUL I 6 PM 3: 3& 
P .0. Box 2720 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720 
Office: (208) 388-1200 
Fax: (208) 388-1300 
chrismeyer@givenspursley.com 
Attorneys for City of Hayden 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
Case No.: CV 2012-2818 NORTH IDAHO BUILDING CONTRACTORS 
ASSOCIATION, an Idaho non-profit 
corporation; TERMAC CONSTRUCTION, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, behalf of itself and all 
others similarly situated; and JOHN DOES 1-
50, whose true names are unknown. 
AFFIDAVIT OF NANCY STRICKLIN 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
CITY OF HAYDEN, an Idaho municipality 
Defendant. 
State of Idaho ) 
) ss. 
County of Kootenai ) 
NANCY STRICKLIN, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states: 
1. I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the state of Idaho. I make this 
Affidavit based upon personal knowledge and to the best of my information and belief. 
2. Since 2004, through the law firm Mason & Stricklin, LLP, of which I am a 
partner, I have been the contract City Attorney for the City of Hayden, Idaho, which is the 
AFFIDAVIT OF NANCY STRICKLIN 
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Defendant in this action. Between 2002 and 2004 I provided those services to the City of 
Hayden through the firms Mason & Friedlander and Mason, Friedlander and Stricklin. 
3. The stakes involved in this litigation are substantial, particularly given the City's 
current financial situation. 
4. This case called for the assistance of outside counsel qualified to address a broad 
range of state constitutional and statutory issues as well as associated procedural and 
jurisdictional issues. In my experience, it is necessary to look outside of Kootenai County to 
obtain counsel qualified to handle litigation of this sort. This is particularly true given the 
conflicts ofinterest that often occur with local attorneys. I was aware that Givens Pursley LLP, 
and specifically Christopher H. Meyer and Gary G. Allen, had dealt with infrastructure funding 
and legal challenges to the funding of public services and had considerable expertise in these 
types of cases. For these reasons, and upon my recommendation, the City retained the firm of 
Givens Pursley LLP to serve as lead counsel in this matter. 
5. I have practiced law in Idaho since 1989. During that time, I have handled many 
cases in state courts in the 1st Judicial District. 
6. In my capacity as City Attorney for the City of Hayden, I was involved 
throughout the course of this litigation on a consultation and review basis and I am familiar with 
the issues and pleadings in this action. However, in order to avoid potential redundancy in 
billing, the City is not seeking recovery of attorney fees associated with my role in this litigation 
or the role of my law firm. 
7. Although the precedent concerning the authority for the City to charge the sewer 
capitalization fees at issue in this case was clear, the litigation also presented a variety of other 
issues, including standing, and class action certification, as well as discovery. These issues 
demanded experienced litigation counsel familiar with this specialized area. Likewise, the 
AFFIDAVIT OF NANCY STRICKLIN 
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merits of the case called for assistance of counsel familiar with the specialized area of sewer 
system funding, as well as funding of other infrastructure projects, and their constitutionality 
under state law. Mr. Meyer and Mr. Allen are highly regarded experts in these areas. From my 
review of the court's decision, the underlying briefing, and the time sheets of the City's counsel 
submitted in support of the attorney fee motion, the work performed by Mr. Meyer and his co-
counsel and paralegal was reasonable and necessary. In my experience there are only a small 
number of law firms in the state, and few in Kootenai County ( especial! y ones that would not be 
conflicted out of representing the City), that are available to handle this type of action. 
8. I am familiar with the current hourly rates generally charged by attorneys 
litigating matters such as this one in Idaho. For these types of proceedings in 2012 and 2013, 
lawyers in the Boise, Idaho market generally charge hourly rates ranges between $200 and $400. 
9. I am familiar with the qualifications, experience, and abilities of Christopher H. 
Meyer and his law firm, Givens Pursley LLP. I know of Mr. Meyer's work and reputation from 
his presentations at Continuing Legal Education conferences, his written materials for those 
presentations, his publication of articles, and his work managing the Idaho Environmental 
Forum. I believe that the hourly rate charged by Mr. Meyer in this matter is reasonable in light 
of the nature of this litigation, the stakes involved, and his abilities, skills, and experience in 
these matters, and his total years of practice and experience. 
10. I have reviewed the rates charged by other counsel at Givens Pursley LLP who 
performed work in this matter. I believe, based on my experience and knowledge that those rates 
are reasonable and are consistent with hourly rates charged in the market for litigated matters 
involving the legality of municipal fees with constitutional law dimensions. 
11. I have reviewed the total amounts of the attorney fees requested to be awarded in 
this matter by the City. In my opinion, the total requested attorney fees represent a reasonable 
AFFIDAVIT OF NANCY STRICKLIN 
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charge for the work performed given the nature of the matter, the effort required, the stakes 
involved, and the issues required to be addressed. 
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 
DATED this 15th day of July, 2013. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this / ~ay July, 2013. 
h,dtJ.aM 
Notary Public for Idaho 
AFFIDAVIT OF NANCY STRICKLIN 
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Residing at: h#l>l?UtM P .r D 
My Commission Expires: t//?jHt 1t: 
7 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 16th deyof July, 2013, the foregoing was filed, served, 
and copied as follows: 
First Judicial District Court 
324 W, Garden Avenue 
P.O. Box 9000 
DOCUMENT FlLED: 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Facsimile: 208--446~ 1188 
U. S.Mal1 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
E-mail 
Jason S. Risch, Esq. 
John R. Jameson, Esq. 
Risch Pisca, PPLC 
407 W. Jefferson St. 
Boise, ID 83702-6012 
.ijameson@rischpisca.com 
AFFIDAVIT OF NANCY STRICKLIN 
Affidavit of Nancy Stricklin w ns edlte/11598-2 
North Idaho Bldg v City Of Hayden 
SERVICE COPIES TO: 
U. $.Mail 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
E-mail 
~iJ,,.---6?.-P&,.t_ 
Christopher H. Meyer 
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Christopher H. Meyer [ISB No. 4461] 
Gary G. Allen [ISB No. 4366] 
Martin C. Hendrickson (ISB No. 5876] 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
60 I West Bannock Street 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720 
Office: (208) 388-1200 
Fax: {208) 388-1300 
chrismeyer@givenspursley.com 
Attorneys for City a/Hayden 
. +,t1 
~ STATE OF rl5A~b , ' 
COUNTY Or KOOTENAI/ S$ FILED: · 
2013 JUL r 6 PN 3: 36 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
NORTH IDAHO BUILDING CONTRACTORS 
ASSOCIATION, an Idaho non-profit 
corporation; TERMAC CONSTRUCTION, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, on behalf of itself and all 
others similarly situated; and JOHN DOES 1-
50, whose true names are unknown. 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
CITY OF HAYDEN, an Idaho municipality 
Defendant. 
Case No.: CV 2012-2818 
CITY'S MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND 
ATTORNEY FEES WITH SUPPORTING 
STATEMENT 
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TABLE OF CONTENTS 
INTRODUCTION .......................................................................................................................... 6 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES ....................................................................... 7 
I. Costs as a matter of right .................................................................................. 7 
II. Attorney fees under Idaho Code§§ 12-117(1) or 12-117(2) ............................ 7 
SUPPORTING STATEMENT .......................................................................................................... 8 
I. The applicable standards ................................................................................... 8 
A. The City seeks attorney fees under subsections (1) and (2) of 
Idaho Code§ 12-117 ............................................................................. 8 
B. The substantive standards under sections 12-117 and 12-121 
are functionally identical ....................................................................... 9 
C. Attorney fee awards under section 12-117 are mandatory if the 
statutory conditions are met, but the determination of whether 
those standards are met involves an exercise of discretion ................. 10 
II. The City is entitled to an award of attorney fees ............................................ 11 
A. The City is the overall prevailing party .............................................. 11 
B. In the alternative, even if the City only partly prevailed, it 
should be awarded attorney fees under section 12-117 (2) .................. 16 
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INTRODUCTION 
Pursuant to Idaho R. Civ. P. ("Rule") 54 and Idaho Code§§ 12-117(1) and (2), 
Defendant City of Hayden ("City") hereby submits its Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees 
with Supporting Statement ("Memorandum and Statement"). The City is claiming costs of 
$341.84 as a matter of right under Rule 54(d)(l)(C) but is not claiming any discretionary costs 
under Rule 54( d)(l )(D). In addition, the City is seeking attorney fees in the amount of 
$221,543.00 pursuant to Rule 54(e)(l). 
This Memorandum and Statement consists of two parts. The first is a Memorandum of 
Costs and Attorney Fees in accordance with Rule 54(e)(5). The second is a Supporting 
Statement explaining the basis for the request and addressing the factors set forth in Rule 
54( e )(3 ). This Memorandum and Statement is further supported by the Fourth Affidavit of 
Christopher H. Meyer, the Second Affidavit of Martin C. Hendrickson, and the Affidavit of Nancy 
Stricklin, which are submitted herewith. 
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MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES 
Costs as a matter of right under Rule 54(d)(l)(C) ............................................. $341.84 
Discretionary costs under Rule 54(d)(l)(D) .......................................................... $0.00 
Attorney fees under Rule 54(e)(l) .............................................................. $221,543.00 
I. COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT 
The City incurred the following costs which are recoverable as a matter of right per 
I.R.C.P. Rule 54(d)(l)(C)(9): 
M & M Court Reporting- Copy of Deposition- Connie Krueger on 2/22/13 .... $74.41 
M & M Court Reporting- Copy of Deposition - Donna Phillips on 2/22/13 .... $120.20 
M & M Court Reporting- Copy of Deposition - Stefan Chatwin on 2/21/13 ... $147.23 
TOTAL .............................................................................................................. $341.84 
II. ATTORNEY FEES UNDER IDAHO CODE §§ 12-117 (1) OR 12-117(2) 
The City seeks attorney fees in the amount of$221,543 (through July 8, 2013). A 
detailed breakdown and description of the attorney fees sought is set out in the Fourth Affidavit 
of Christopher H Meyer. 
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SUPPORTING STATEMENT 
I. THE APPLICABLE STANDARDS 
A. The City seeks attorney fees under subsections (1) and (2) of Idaho 
Code§ 12-117. 
In its Answer to Amended Complaint at ,r 44, the City asserted a right to recover its costs 
and attorney fees under Idaho Code§ 12-117 and Rule 54 among others. Until recently, the 
cases held that, if section 12-117 is available, it is exclusive. The Idaho Supreme Court held so 
as recently as last February in Bettwieser v. New York Irrigation Dist., 154 Idaho 317,329,297 
P.3d I 134, 1146 (2013). These cases were overturned, however, a month later in Syringa 
Networks, LLC v. Idaho Dep 't of Admin., 2013 WL 1276493 (Mar. 29, 2013). 
While it is now clear that both section 12-117 and section 12-121 are available, it is, 
frankly, not clear what difference it makes in a case like this. As discussed in the following 
section, the substantive standards under the two statutes have been equated by the Idaho 
Supreme Court. On the other hand, the case law interpreting the prevailing party requirement 
differs, with the standards under section 12-117 being the more flexible and accommodating. 
For these reasons, it is difficult to conceive that if an award is not justified under the subsection 
12-117(1) or subsection 12-117(2), it would be justified under section 12-121. 1 Accordingly, the 
City is proceeding solely under section 12-117 as it is implemented under Rule 54. 
Because the City is not proceeding under section 12-121, case law arising under that 
statute dealing with the "prevailing party" issue is inapposite. The City, however, will rely on 
1 The case law under section 12-121 is a mixed bag. There is some authority suggesting that section 
12-121 mandates an all-or-nothing approach in which the prevailing party must prevail on every point in order to be 
entitled to any attorney fees. E.g., Michalk v. Michalk, 148 Idaho 224, 235, 220 P.3d 580, 591 (2009). For reasons 
explained below, the City passes even the most stringent test. However, given that the City also handily passes the 
more lenient prevailing party test under section 12-117, it seems that arguing the issue in the alternative under 
section 12-121 would do nothing but lengthen the brief. 
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case law applying the substantive standard under section 12-121, which has been equated with 
the substantive standard under section 12-117. 
B. The substantive standards under sections 12-117 and 12-121 are 
functionally identical. 
Under section 12-117, prevailing parties in actions involving a state agency or local 
government may recover their costs and attorney fees if they can show that the other party acted 
"without a reasonable basis in fact or law." Subsection (1) of the statute provides: 
(1) Unless otherwise provided by statute, in any 
proceeding involving as adverse parties a state agency or a political 
subdivision and a person, the state agency, political subdivision or 
the court hearing the proceeding, including on appeal, shall award 
the prevailing party reasonable attorney's fees, witness fees and 
other reasonable expenses, if it finds that the nonprevailing party 
acted without a reasonable basis in fact or law. 
Idaho Code§ 12-117(1) (emphasis supplied).2 
Idaho Code§ 12-121, in contrast, simply provides that "the judge may award reasonable 
attorney's fees to the prevailing party." Section 12-121 is modified, however, by Rule 54(e)(l), 
which provides this substantive standard: "Provided, attorney fees under section 12-121, Idaho 
Code, may be awarded by the court only when it finds, from the facts presented to it, that the 
case was brought, pursued or defended frivolously, unreasonably or without foundation." 
(Emphasis supplied.) 
2 This statute was amended in 2010, 2010 Idaho Sess. Laws ch. 29, to change the result obtained in 
Rammell v. ISDA, 147 Idaho 415,210 P.3d 523 (2009). The amendment restored the prior law, which is that 
attorney fees may be awarded both administrative and court proceedings. Unfortunately, while the amendment fixed 
one problem (restoring the availability of attorney fee awards in administrative proceedings), it created another 
(inadvertently eliminating attorney fee awards in judicial reviews). In March of 2012, the Idaho Legislature 
amended Idaho Code § 12-117 again to restore the availability of attorney fee awards in judicial reviews. 2012 
Idaho Sess. Laws ch. 149, § I. Following these judicial and legislative gyrations between 2009 and 2012, it is now 
settled, once again, that Idaho Code § 12-117 authorizes attorney fees in administrative proceedings as well as 
judicial review proceedings and civil actions. None of these legislative and judicial gyrations, however, changed the 
substance of the attorney fee statute. Accordingly, prior precedent remains valid. 
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These two standards use different words ("without a reasonable basis in fact or law" and 
"frivolously, unreasonably or without foundation"), but mean the same thing. Indeed, appellate 
courts have equated the two standards. Total Success Investments, UC v. Ada County Highway 
Dist. ("Total Success II"), 148 Idaho 688,695,227 P.3d 942,949 (Ct. App. 2010); Ada County 
Highway Dist. v. Total Success Investments, LLC ("Total Success I"), 145 Idaho 360,372, 179 
P.3d 323, 335 (2008); Jenkins v. Barsalou, 145 Idaho 202, 207, 177 P.3d 949, 954 (2008); 
Nation v. State, Dep't of Correction, 144 Idaho 177, 194, 158 P.3d 953, 970 (2007). 
C. Attorney fee awards under section 12-117 are mandatory if the 
statutory conditions are met, but the determination of whether those 
standards are met involves an exercise of discretion. 
The Idaho Supreme Court has noted that where the requirements of the section 12-117 
are met, an award of attorney fees is mandatory. "This Court has further noted that Idaho Code 
§ 12-117 is not a discretionary statute; but it provides that the court shall award attorney fees 
where the state agency did not act with a reasonable basis in fact or law in a proceeding 
involving a person who prevails in the action." Rincover v. State of Idaho, Dep 't of Finance, 132 
Idaho 547,549, 976 P.2d 473,475 (1999) (emphasis original). See also Fischer v. City of 
Ketchum, 141 Idaho 349,356, 109 P.3d 1091, 1098 (2005) ("The statute is not discretionary but 
provides that the court must award attorney fees where a state agency did not act with a 
reasonable basis in fact or in law in a proceeding involving a person who prevails in the 
action."); Fuchs v. Idaho State Police, Alcohol Beverage Control, 153 Idaho 114, 117, 279 P.3d 
I 00, 103 (2012) ("Under a two-part test, attorney fees pursuant to I.C. § 12-117 must be 
awarded if the party is a prevailing party and if the state agency did not act with a reasonable 
basis in fact or law."). 
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On the other hand, the Idaho Supreme Court has explained that the award is mandatory 
only upon a determination by the district court that the party seeking fees prevailed and the non-
prevailing party acted without reasonable basis in fact or law. Those threshold determinations 
involve an exercise of discretion. City of Osburn v. Randel, 152 Idaho 906,908,277 P.3d 353, 
355 (2012). 
II. THE CITY IS ENTITLED TO AN AW ARD OF ATTORNEY FEES. 
A. The City is the overall prevailing party. 
The first requirement is that the party seeking fees be the prevailing party. Here, the City 
prevailed on all points. 
On April 5, 2013, the Court issued its Memorandum Decision and Order Granting in 
Part and Denying in Part Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment ("Memorandum 
Decision''). In the Memorandum Decision, the Court found that the City is authorized as a 
matter oflaw to collect sewer capitalization fees pursuant to Hayden City Code § 8-1-3(B)(9) 
and Idaho Code §§ 63-1311 and 50-1030. Accordingly, the Court granted the City's Motion for 
Summary Judgment in that regard. 
At that time, the Court did not enter complete summary judgment in the City's favor 
because the Court found that genuine issues of material fact remained unresolved with respect to 
whether the City is expending funds collected from the sewer capitalization fee exclusively for 
the authorized purposes. 
In response to the Memorandum Decision, the City filed the First Affidavit of Donna L. 
Phillips ("Phillips Affidavit") which addressed each of the disputed material facts identified by 
the Builders. Thereafter, the parties entered into a Stipulation Regarding Accounting Issues 
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("Stipulation"). The Stipulation recited the procedural history set out above and then provided as 
follows: 
Subsequent to the Court's Memorandum Decision, counsel 
for Builders and the City discussed how to proceed. Their goal 
was to streamline this litigation by resolving remaining issues at 
the trial court level in order to facilitate any appeals therefrom. 
The parties agreed that the City would present to Builders a 
detailed statement explaining the status of the outstanding 
accounting issues that prevented issuance of summary judgment. 
That information was provided by way of the First Affidavit of 
Donna L. Phillips dated May 14, 2013 ("Phillips Affidavit"). 
The Builders acknowledge that, based on their discovery 
and the record in this case, they have no basis to challenge the facts 
set out in the Phillips Affidavit. Accordingly, the parties stipulate 
to the facts set out in the Phillips Affidavit. 
The parties further stipulate that the accounting issues 
identified by Builders during the course of this litigation have been 
addressed by the City as described in the Phillips Affidavit. 
Accordingly, the Builders withdraw with prejudice any 
claim relating to alleged accounting errors, financial discrepancies, 
or improper expenditures wherein the City is alleged to have (1) 
based the sewer capitalization fee on the inclusion in the 2006 
Capital Improvement Plan of costs of projects or functions that are 
not properly attributable to expansion of the City's sewer 
collection system or (2) spent funds from the sewer capitalization 
account on projects or functions that were not included in the 2006 
Capital Improvement Plan and/or were not spent on projects or 
functions that were associated with expansion of the City's sewer 
collection system. 
The purpose of this stipulation is to enable the Court to 
issue a final decision granting in full the City's Motion for 
Summary Judgment, together with an appealable judgment. 
To be clear, while the Builders are withdrawing their 
claims as to the above-referenced accounting issues, they are not in 
agreement with the fundamental legal issues decided by the Court 
in the Memorandum Decision. Notably, the Builders do not agree 
or stipulate to the legality of including costs associated with future 
expansion of the City's sewer collection system in the City's sewer 
capitalization fee charged to new development. Those issues are 
preserved for appeal. In any appeal, the Builders are entitled to 
rely on all facts in the record, including the Phillips Affidavit, in 
support of their appeal. 
The parties stipulate that this resolves the remaining factual 
issues that prevented issuance of summary judgment, and that the 
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Court may now enter a final decision and judgment in favor of the 
City. 
The parties reserve their respective rights to appeal that 
decision and judgment. 
Stipulation at 2-3 ( emphasis supplied). 
Based on the Stipulation and, in particular, the Builders' decision to "withdraw with 
prejudice any claim relating to alleged accounting errors, financial discrepancies, or improper 
expenditures," and the parties' acknowledgement that the "purpose of this stipulation is to enable 
the Court to issue a final decision granting in full the City's Motion for Summary Judgment," the 
Court determined that no genuine issue of material fact remained and that entry of full summary 
judgment on all claims is appropriate. A final Judgment in favor of the City was entered on July 
2, 2013. Thus, the City has now prevailed on all issues. 
The prevailing party standard in section 12-117 was discussed at length by the Idaho 
Supreme Court in Hobson Fabricating Corp. v. SEIZ Const., LLC, 154 Idaho 45, 49-51, 294 
P.3d 171, 175-77 (2012). The Court explained that it is the big picture that matters. "Therefore, 
the issue in this case is not who succeeded on more individual claims, but rather who succeeded 
on the main issue of the action based on the outcome of both the litigation and the settlement." 
Hobson, 154 Idaho at 50, 294 P .3d at 176. In other words, it is not necessary to prevail on every 
jot and tittle. Rather, courts are expected to step back and evaluate who prevailed in the context 
of what was important in the case. Courts should take "an overall view, not a claim-by-claim 
analysis." Hobson, 154 Idaho at 50, 294 P.3d at 176.3 
3 The precedents established by Hobson and other cases discussed in this Supporting Statement, as well as 
the plain language of Rule 54( d)(l )(B), are difficult to reconcile with two recent cases, Hehr v. City of McCall, 2013 
WL 3466895 (Idaho, July 11, 2013) and Buckskin Properties, Inc. v. Valley Cnty, 154 Idaho 486,300 P.3d 18 
(2013), in which the Court summarily denied attorney fees on appeal on the basis that the otherwise prevailing party 
did not prevail in its cross-appeal of the denial of its attorney fee request below. These seemingly off-the-cuff 
rejections of attorney fees offer no analysis of how the failure to prevail on the cross-appeal was measured in tenns 
of the "result of the action in relation to the relief sought" (quoting Rule 54(d)(l)(B)). Suffice it to say that the issue 
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Turning to the case at hand, it is plain that the City won everything that mattered.4 
Funding for $20 million of capital projects was at stake.5 This Court upheld the City's decision 
to fund those vital projects through capitalization fees. The Builders' Amended Complaint 
makes abundantly clear that this was "the main issue in the action" (as the Court said in Hobson). 
The only issue initially left unresolved was whether there were "accounting issues." As shown 
by the Phillips Affidavit, those issues were inconsequential in the grand scheme of things-
resulting in a capitalization fee overcharge of $7.30 per unit and a net undercharge of 
$204,589.17 to the capitalization fee account, which the City promptly corrected). (See 
summary chart in the Phillips Affidavit at 10.) 
The conclusion that the accounting issues are oflittle significance to the Builders is 
implicit in the Stipulation in which the Builders agreed that "they have no basis to challenge the 
facts set out in the Phillips Affidavit" and therefore "withdraw with prejudice any claim relating 
to alleged accounting errors, financial discrepancies, or improper expenditures .... " Stipulation 
at 2-3. 
was not briefed. Nor was an alternative argument under section 12-117(2) presented or discussed. Nothing in these 
decisions reflects a considered action by the Court to depart from well-established precedent calling for a broad 
analysis of the prevailing party issue. In any event, the cases are not applicable here because (1) the City has 
prevailed on every issue and (2) the City has presented an alternative claim under section 12-117(2). 
4 The case at bar is the exact opposite of the situation presented in Trilogy Network Systems, Inc. v. 
Johnson, 144 Idaho 844, 172 P.3d 1119 (2007) and Fuchs v. Idaho State Police, Alcohol Beverage Control, 153 
Idaho 114, 117,279 P.3d 100, 103 (2012). Those cases reflected true split decisions in which neither side was a 
prevailing party under section 12-117. "In Trilogy, following a court trial, the district court found that the plaintiff 
had proved that the defendant breached a contract The district court further found that the plaintiff had failed to 
prove its damages with reasonable certainty. Under these circumstances, the district court found that there was no 
prevailing party, because the plaintiff had prevailed on the issue of liability and the defendant had prevailed on the 
issue of damages." Fuchs, 153 Idaho at 118,279 P.3d at 104 (citations omitted). (Note that Trilogy arose under 
Idaho Code § 12-120. However, it was cited as applicable authority in Fuchs, a section 12-117 case.) Here, in sharp 
contrast, the Builders lost their argument for declaratory relief and also failed to prove any damages. 
5 The Court observed in its Memorandum Decision (at p. 4) that more than $10 million has been spent or 
budgeted for sewer system expansion projects from 2005 through 2014. The fee at issue was calculated based upon 
the estimated cost of build out of the system at a total of more than $20 million. Welch Comer Report, pp. 35-36 
(Exh. A to the Affidavit of John R. Jameson in Support of Response to Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment). 
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The Idaho Supreme Court has made clear that it is appropriate for this Court to take such 
a stipulation into account in detennining who is the prevailing party. Noting that the prevailing 
party standard is evaluated pursuant to Idaho R. Civ. P. 54(d)(l)(B), the Court explained: "Rule 
54( d)(l )(B) directs the court to consider, among other things, the extent to which each party 
prevailed relative to the 'final judgment or result."' Hobson, l 54 Idaho at 50, 294 P .3d at 176. 
The Court continued: 
For purposes of analysis in this case, stipulations to dismiss 
are a fonn of settlement. Idaho has treated cases ending in 
settlement no differently than cases tried to conclusion. In either 
case, the court must still look to I.R.C.P 54(d)(l)(B). As this Court 
stated in Bolger v. Lance: 
Rule 54(d)(l)(B) directs the court to 
consider, among other things, the extent 
to which each party prevailed relative to 
the "final judgment or result." [I]t may 
be appropriate for the trial court, in the 
right case, to consider the "result" 
obtained by way of a settlement reached 
by the parties. However, the 
"[ d]etennination of who is a prevailing 
party is committed to the sound 
discretion of the trial court and will not 
be disturbed absent abuse of discretion." 
137 Idaho 792, 797, 53 P.3d 1211, 1216 (2002) (citations omitted). 
Additionally, Bolger stands for the proposition that the trial court 
may take into consideration the result obtained by way of 
settlement, but that result alone is not controlling. 
Hobson, 154 Idaho at 51, 294 P .3d at 177 (brackets original) ( emphasis supplied). 
In sum, whatever "accounting issues" the Builders identified were so inconsequential that 
they elected not to pursue them. In any event, the Builders have abandoned those claims with 
prejudice. "The District was clearly the prevailing party, as Zingiber's claims were dismissed 
with prejudice in a motion for summary judgment." Zingiber Investment, LLC v. Hagerman 
Highway Dist., 150 Idaho 675,686,249 P.3d 868, 879 (2010). "The 'result obtained' in this 
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case was a dismissal of Daisy's action with prejudice, the most favorable outcome that could 
possibly be achieved by Paintball as defendant. Daisy gained no benefit as a consequence of the 
litigation." Daisy Manufacturing Co., Inc. v. Paintball Sports, Inc., 134 Idaho 259, 999 P.2d 914 
(2000). 6 Thus, if there were any doubt before, it is clear now that the City was the prevailing 
party in this action. This is true both as to the big picture and as to each claim. 
B. In the alternative, even if the City only partly prevailed, it should be 
awarded attorney fees under section 12-117(2). 
For the reasons explained above, the City was the overall prevailing party on all issues 
and is entitled to an award under section 12-117(1). If, however, the Court were to determine 
that the City did not prevail as to the "accounting issues" ( despite the Stipulation and withdrawal 
of those claims with prejudice), the City is entitled to a partial award. 
This section provides that even a partially prevailing party may obtain an award of 
attorney fees as to those issues on which it prevailed and the other party acted without a 
reasonable basis. Subsection (2) states: 
(2) If a party to a proceeding prevails on a portion of 
the case, and the state agency or political subdivision or the court 
hearing the proceeding, including on appeal, finds that the 
nonprevailing party acted without a reasonable basis in fact or law 
with respect to that portion of the case, it shall award the partially 
prevailing party reasonable attorney's fees, witness fees and other 
reasonable expenses with respect to that portion of the case on 
which it prevailed. 
Idaho Code§ 12-117(2). 
Curiously, this provision has received scant attention in the appellate cases. The only 
case to substantively address subsection (2) of the statute is Roe v. Harris, 128 Idaho 569, 917 
6 The Daisy case arose under Idaho Code§ 12-120. However, it applied the prevailing party rule laid out in 
Rule 54(d)(l)(B), which applies equally here as noted in Hobson. Also, as noted in footnote 4 at page 12, the line of 
cases growing out of Daisy was cited by the Court in Fuchs, 153 Idaho at 118,279 P.3d at 104, which applied the 
prevailing party standard under section 12-117. 
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P .2d 403 ( 1996). Consistent with the plain language of the statute, the Roe Court ruled that a 
litigant may lose significant parts of the case yet still be a prevailing party in the grand scheme of 
things and thus be entitled to an attorney fee award as to those issues on which he or she 
prevailed. 
In Roe, pro-abortion plaintiffs challenged the constitutionality of an anti-abortion statute 
and an anti-abortion rule. The district court upheld the statute (but based on a ruling favorable to 
the plaintiffs) and struck down the rule. The plaintiffs sought attorney fees on for the portion of 
the case they won pursuant to Idaho Code§ 12-117(2).7 
The district court ruled that the plaintiffs were the prevailing party, but were not entitled 
to fees because the case "was not defended frivolously or without reasonable basis." Roe, 128 
Idaho at 573,917 P.2d at 407. The Idaho Supreme Court agreed with the first conclusion but not 
the second; thus the plaintiffs were entitled to a fee award. 
As to the prevailing party determination, the Court said determining who is a prevailing 
party under section 12-117(2) (just as under section 12-117(1)) should not be made on a claim-
by-claim basis, but upon an overall evaluation of the litigation. "Rather than focusing on tallying 
the issues or the counts in the complaint however, the trial court should evaluate the result in 
relation to the relief sought." Roe, 128 Idaho at 571, 917 P .2d at 405 (internal quotations marks 
omitted). The Court concluded that even though statute's constitutionality was upheld, the 
decision narrowed the statute's effect. Thus, in the grand scheme of things, it was within the 
district court's discretion to conclude that the plaintiffs were overall prevailing parties and 
entitled to attorney fees at least on the one count on which they fully prevailed. 
7 They also sought attorney fees for the entire case under the private attorney general doctrine, but that 
claim was rejected by the trial court and the Idaho Supreme Court on the basis that section 12-117 is exclusive. 
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The Roe Court concluded that this holding was not in conflict with another case, Magic 
Valley Radiology Associates, P.A. v. Professional Business Services, 119 Idaho 558, 563, 808 
P.2d 1303, 1308 (1991), which held that the case should be considered as a whole in determining 
which was the overall prevailing party. The Roe Court then said, simply: "Idaho Code 
§ 12-117(2) (Supp. 1995) provides a different rule." Roe, 128 Idaho at 574,917 P.2d at 408. 
Thus, even though a party does not prevail on the main issue in the case--and is therefore not 
entitled to fees for the entire case under section 12-117(1 )-that party may still be the prevailing 
party on the basis of"the result in relation to the relief sought" and be awarded fees on the issue 
on which it clearly did prevail. Roe, 128 Idaho at 571, 917 P.2d at 405. 
It would be nice if the explanation provided by the Court in Roe were a little more 
thorough, but the bottom line is unmistakable. A partially prevailing party who achieves the 
major objective of the litigation is entitled, at a minimum, to a partial fee award. 
In Hobson Fabricating Corp. v. SEIZ Const., LLC, 154 Idaho 45, 49-51, 294 P.3d 171, 
175-77 (2012), the Court upheld the district court's finding that the parties seeking attorney fees 
were not the "overall prevailing party" and thus not entitled to attorney fees under Idaho Code 
§ 12-117(1 ). On appeal, those parties argued, in the alternative, that they were at least entitled to 
partial recovery of attorney fees under Idaho Code § 12-117(2). The Court said, in essence, 
"good point, but you should have raised it below." 
In this case, the Contractors failed to adequately describe 
that the basis of the award they were pursuing was centered on I.C. 
§ 12-117(2), and they did not cite to any case where an award of 
attorney fees was made pursuant to I.C. § 12-117(2) .... Because 
the Contractors did not properly present a request pursuant to I.C. 
§ 12-117(2) below, they are not allowed to pursue that request on 
appeal. 
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Hobson, 154 Idaho at 52-53, 294 P.3d 171, 178-79. While the Hobson court did not reach the 
merits on section 12-117(2), its ruling did nothing to disturb or question the holding in Roe that 
partially prevailing parties may be entitled, at least, to partial awards. 
C. Litigation in the face of controlling facts and settled precedent 
justifies an attorney fee award. 
The most common successful defense to an attorney fee request is that the non-prevailing 
party raised issues of first impression. There are dozens of such cases. E.g., Lake CDA 
Investments, LLCv. IdahoDep'tofLands, 149 Idaho 274, 284-85, 233 P.3d 721, 731-32 (2010). 
The flip side, however, is equally compelling. Where parties ignore settled precedent, as the 
Builders did here, they are subject to a mandatory award of fees under section.12-117. The 
Idaho Supreme Court has ruled that failure to address controlling appellate decisions and failure 
to address factual or legal findings of the district court equates to pursuing litigation without a 
reasonable basis in fact or law. Waller v. State of Idaho, Dep 't of Health and Welfare, 146 Idaho 
234, 240, 192 P .3d 1058, 1064 (2008). Other examples of parties paying the price for ignoring 
settled precedent are found in Excell Construction, Inc. v. Idaho Dep 't of Commerce and Labor, 
145 Idaho 783, 793, 186 P.3d 639,649 (2008) (attorney fees awarded against an agency that 
failed to apply a case whose relevant facts were "virtually indistinguishable"), and Gallagher v. 
State, 141 Idaho 665,669, 115 P.3d 756, 760 (2005) (attorney fees maybe awarded when "the 
law is well-settled"). 
D. The Builders refused to acknowledge controlling precedent 
The Builders find themselves in the same position as the non-prevailing parties in the 
cases just cited. Like those parties, the Builders proceeded to litigate in the face of adverse and 
controlling legal precedent and without any established factual basis. 
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For example, the City never denied the Builders' allegation that it used the sewer 
capitalization fees for future expansion of the system, thus eliminating at the outset what might 
have been a legitimate basis for discovery. The Court, in its Memorandum Decision, upheld the 
City's capitalization fee based upon the same authorities that the City cited to the Builders prior 
to the lawsuit being filed. See Exhibits 2, 7 and 8 to the Second Affidavit of Christopher H. 
Meyer (filed December 5, 2012). Specifically, both the City and the Court relied upon Viking 
Const., Inc. v. Hayden Lake Irrigation Dist., 149 Idaho 187,233 P.3d 118 (2010), Brewster v. 
City of Pocatello, 115 Idaho 502, 768 P.2d 765 (1988), and Loomis v. City of Hailey, 119 Idaho 
434,807 P.2d 1272 (1991). 
As noted by the Court in its Memorandum Decision, the Builders attempted to rely on 
Idaho Building Contractors Ass 'n v. City of Coeur d'Alene ("IBCA"), 126 Idaho 740, 890 P.2d 
326 (1995) as support for their contention that the City's sewer capitalization fee was illegal. 
The Court found the fee at issue inIBCA "clearly distinguishable" from the City's fee. Indeed, 
the fact that IBCA supported the City's position was obvious from the Builders' own description 
of the case in the correspondence that preceded the lawsuit. 
In Idaho Building Contractors Association, the Court held 
that the fee being collected was "to be used for capital 
improvements without limitations as to the location or those 
improvements whether they will in fact be solely used by those 
creating the needed developments." The Court continued by 
stating that the fees at issue are designed to generate revenue to be 
used throughout the city by all residents and not solely for the 
benefit of those seeking the building permit. "The fee is imposed 
on certain individuals for use by the public at large, and we thus 
hold that it is a tax and therefore not within the legitimate 
regulatory powers of the city." 
January 27, 2012 letter from John Jameson to Nancy Stricklin, p. 2, Exh. 4 to the Second 
Affidavit of Christopher H Meyer ( citations omitted). In the instant case, the Plaintiffs were well 
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aware that the City's sewer capitalization fee was being charged only to the end users of the 
system and was not a source of general revenue. 
Despite all the fonnal and informal discovery they had, the Builders made unfounded 
statements like the following: "Defendant's sewage capitalization fee is assessed solely as a 
revenue raising mechanism." Plaintiffs 'Response to Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment at12 (emphasis original). "Defendant's fee makes no attempt to link.to a payer's 
consumption of a commodity." Plaintiffs' Response to Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment at 9. 
Even before suit was filed, the City explained in detail to Builders the obvious difference 
between the City's sewer capitalization fee and other fees in Idaho that had previously been held 
to be illegal taxes: 
In both Brewster and Lewiston, the Court held that the 
revenues raised by a challenged "fee" were used to provide general 
benefit to facilities (streets and surface water drainage systems) 
that were openly available to the whole community .... 
How do these compare with capacity replacement fees 
charged by many municipalities? As your own inquiry 
detennined, the fees in question "are admittedly used solely for 
capital improvements" to an entirely fee-supported utility 
enterprise. In Brewster and Lewiston, the fees collected were to be 
co-mingled with revenues in funds primarily supported by taxes. 
Once they found their way to the funds they were there to support, 
they became completely indistinguishable from other largely 
unrestricted revenues used for general purposes. The utility system 
keeps capacity replacement fee revenue in a separate account, not 
only separate from general revenues, but also separate from 
dedicated fee revenue that supports system operation and 
maintenance, along with depreciation in most instances. 
March 26, 2012 letter from Jerry Mason to John Jameson and Jeremy Pisca, pp. 2-3 (Exh. 7 to 
the Second Affidavit of Christopher H Meyer). 
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The analysis of the fee in question contained in Mr. Mason's letter was basically the same 
as that used by the Court in upholding the fee. Having been provided with the pertinent 
authority, the Builders chose to pursue these claims at the risk of an award of fees to the City 
under 12-117, which is appropriate at this time. 
Another example of misconstrued precedent relates to the issue of"incidental regulatory 
fees." The City took pains to explain from the outset that it was not justifying its sewer 
capitalization fee on this basis. See City's Opening Brief in Support of Motion for Summary 
Judgment at 8, 12-14. Yet in Plaintiffs' Response to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment 
they quote from IBCA ( at page 5 of their brief) and Brewster ( at page 7 of their brief) on the 
subject of incidental regulatory fees. In City's Reply Brief in Support of Motion for Summary 
Judgment at 5-6, the City explained yet again that the incidental regulatory fee cases were 
inapposite. Yet the Builders continued to ignore this explanation and misapply the precedent in 
their substituted response brief entitled Plaintiffs' Response to Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment dated March 3, 2013. At pages 5-6 of that brief, they continued to rely on statements 
in IBCA and Brewster talking about the difference between an incidental regulatory fee and an 
illegal tax. 
The Builders also ignored or misapplied settled precedent on the main point in the case-
whether user fees for services may be used to fund expansion of the service system. The 
Builders staked their argument that fees may not be used for expansion largely on Loomis and 
Viking. In doing so, the Builders ignored the explanation provided by the City in its opening 
brief at 27 and 30-31 that Loomis did not address the future expansion issue (Loomis, 119 Idaho 
at 439 n.3, 807 P.2d at 1277 n.3) and that Viking expressly authorized it (Viking, 149 Idaho at 
197,233 P.3d at 128). Indeed, the decision in Viking was no surprise. The Idaho Supreme Court 
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had approved the use of service fees for future expansion twenty-one years earlier in Kootenai 
Property Owners Ass 'n v. Kootenai County, 115 Idaho 676, 679, 769 P.2d 553, 556 (1989) (as 
discussed in the City's opening brief at 21-22). 
In sum, the Builders, like the plaintiff in Rammell v. State,_ Idaho_, 302 P.3d 9, 
* 18 (2012 ), "both mischaracterized and misapplied the law to the extent that no reasonable basis 
in law existed." 
E. The City went out of its way to bring this litigation to an early 
conclusion. 
The Builders' pursuit of this litigation is particularly unjustified in the face of the City's 
extraordinary efforts to address these issues prior to the lawsuit being filed. See Second Affidavit 
of Christopher H Meyer. Those efforts continued, even after the lawsuit was filed. The City 
attempted to promptly present the key legal issue and bring this case to an early conclusion. The 
Builders refused to follow this course. Instead, the Builders insisted on time consuming and 
expensive discovery that shed no light whatsoever on the question of whether the City had the 
authority to charge the fee. The Builders claimed that they needed the discovery to determine 
whether the funds were being spent appropriately. However, the Builders had access to the 
City's accounting records and staff more than a year before the suit was filed. As a 
governmental entity, the City's books and records were open to the Builders to inspect at any 
time without forcing the City to incur attorney fees by insisting on formal discovery in the 
context of this action. In any event, none of the materials obtained during discovery was relevant 
to the legal issue of whether the City could spend the fees on expansion of the system-the main 
issue in the case. 
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F. Section 12-117 is intended to deter litigation like that brought by the 
Builders. 
In 2004, the Idaho Supreme Court described the dual purposes of the statute: 
We believe the purpose of that statute is two-fold: (1) to serve as a 
deterrent to groundless or arbitrary agency action; and (2) to 
provide a remedy for persons who have borne unfair and 
unjustified financial burdens defending against groundless charges 
or attempting to correct mistakes agencies never should have 
made. 
Bogner v. State Dep 't of Revenue and Taxation, 107 Idaho 854,859,693 P.2d 1056, 1061 
(1984). 
These important goals are often discussed by the Court in explaining what actions 
constitute pursuing an action "without a reasonable basis in fact or law." Indeed, the language 
on the importance of deterrence and appropriate remedies first stated in Bogner has been quoted 
another 20 times by Idaho's appellate courts. 8 
These words are particularly applicable here. The City and its taxpayers have endured a 
costly and unnecessary legal challenge that should not have been brought in the first instance. 
Deterrence of such unwarranted lawsuits is important when the law is clear from the outset that 
8 Fuchs v. Idaho State Police, Alcohol Beverage Control, 153 Idaho 114,117,279 P.3d 100, 103 (2012); In 
re Daniel W., 145 Idaho 677,682, 183 P.3d 765, 770 (2008); Spencer v. Kootenai Cnty, 145 Idaho 448, 458-59, 180 
P.3d 487, 497-98 (2008); Neighbors for a Healthy Gold Fork v. Valley Cnty, 145 Idaho 121, 138, 176 P.3d 126, 143 
(2007); Ralph Naylor Farms v. Latah Cnty, 144 Idaho 806,809, 172 P.3d 1081, 1084 (2007); Aterv. Idaho Bureau 
of Occupational Licenses, 144 Idaho 281,286, 160 P.3d 438,443 (2007); In re Estate of Kaminsky, 141 Idaho 436, 
439-40, 111 P.3d 121, 124-25 (2005); In re Estate of Elliot, 141 Idaho 177, 184, 108 P.3d 324,331 (2005); Reardon 
v. City of Burley, 140 Idaho 115, 118, 90 P .3d 340, 343 (2004); Canal/Norcrest/Columbia Action Committee v. City 
of Boise ("Canal I"), 136 Idaho 666, 671, 39 P.3d 606, 61 I (2001); State of Idaho, Dep 't of Finance v. Resource 
Service Co., Inc., 134 Idaho 282, 284, 1 P.3d 783, 785 (2000); Payette River Property Owners Ass 'n v. Bd. of 
Comm 'rs of Valley Cnty, 132 Idaho 551,558,976 P.2d 477,484 (1999); Rincover v. State, Dep 't of Finance, 132 
Idaho 547,549,976 P.2d 473,475 (1999); McCoy v. State, Dep't of Health and Welfare, 127 Idaho 792,797,907 
P.2d 110,115 (1995);IdahoDep't of Law Enforcement v. Kluss, 125 Idaho 682,685,873 P.2d 1336, 1339 (1994); 
Hood v. Idaho Dep 't of Health and Welfare, 125 Idaho 151, 154,868 P.2d 479,482 (1993); Lockhart v. Dep 't of 
Fish and Game, 121 Idaho 894,898,828 P.2d 1299, 1303 (1992); Cox v. Dep't of Insurance, State of Idaho, 121 
Idaho 143, 148,823 P.2d 177, 182 (1991); Fox v. Bd. ofCnty Commn'rs, Boundary Cnty, 121 Idaho 686, 692-93, 
827 P.2d 699, 705-06 (Ct. App. 1991); Stewart v. Dep 't of Health and Welfare, 115 Idaho 820, 822, 771 P.2d 41, 43 
(1989). 
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the plaintiff has no viable cause of action. It is all the more appropriate here where the City bent 
over backwards to be open, transparent, and forthcoming with the public in general and the 
Builders in particular. The Builders ignored controlling precedent, despite extraordinary efforts 
by the City to explain the legal and factual basis for its sewer capitalization fee. Likewise, the 
Builders ignored the documentation and explanation made abundantly available by the City, and 
assumed, without basis, that some wrongdoing lurk beneath all the evidence to the contrary. At 
the end of the day, the Plaintiffs found nothing worth bothering with. The minor accounting 
issues they identified could have been identified and addressed without resort to litigation. Once 
filed, the lawsuit should have been quickly resolved. Instead, the Builders turned a simple legal 
and factual question into a convoluted and costly litigation for which they have nothing of 
consequence to show. 
In short, this is a classic case in which attorney fees should be awarded to serve as a 
deterrent and to provide a remedy for the unfair and unjustified financial burdens placed on the 
City's taxpayers defending against groundless charges. 
III. ATTORNEY FEES WERE NECESSARY AND REASONABLY INCURRED. 
Attorney fees incurred by the City also were necessary and reasonable. The City took the 
initiative to reduce the cost oflitigation by filing the City's Motion for Summary Judgment. In 
briefing the motion, it presented its arguments fully and fairly so as to invite a meaningful 
response from the Builders. As stated above, the Builders vigorously fought the City's efforts to 
simplify this action and needlessly made it more complex and more expensive by insisting upon 
discovery into issues that did not relate to the key issue in the case, were oflittle importance ( as 
reflected by the Stipulation), and which easily could have been investigated and addressed 
outside of this action. 
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Throughout this action, the City and its counsel sought to keep their attorney fees as low 
as possible. In so doing, however, they did not sacrifice the quality of the lawyering provided, 
nor are they expected to do so under section 12-11 7. After all, a great deal is at stake in this 
litigation, particularly considering that the Builders are not the only ones so situated. The 
reasonableness of the attorney fees charged is supported by the accompanying affidavits. 
Rule 54(e}(3} sets out criteria for the Court to consider in determining the amount of 
attorney fees to award. Those factors are addressed below. 
1. Time and labor required: The actual time spent by the City's attorneys on this 
matter is set forth in detail in the Fourth Affidavit of Christopher H. Meyer and the exhibits 
thereto. It is reasonable under the circumstances. See also the Second Affidavit of Martin C. 
Hendrickson and the Affidavit of Nancy Stricklin. 
2. The novelty and difficulty of the questions involved: The issues presented in this 
case involve the interaction of constitutional provisions, state statutes, and extensive case law. 
At the end of the day, the rule oflaw is clear and unmistakable. But tracing through the 
precedents justified retention of counsel with specialized experience. Moreover, the stakes were 
high. The fees funded roughly $20 million in projects listed in the Capital Improvements Plan. 
Of these, more than $10 million in project funds are already spent or budgeted (see footnote 5 at 
14). The issues are also of significant public concern, implicating the ability oflocal 
governments to fund infrastructure projects. In short, there is nothing inconsistent in the City's 
positions that the Builders unreasonably pursued this action contrary to established authority, and 
that the City reasonably incurred significant fees due to the number and importance of the issues 
that had to be addressed. 
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By way of a single example, the City took the position, upheld by this Court, that the 
meaning of Idaho Code §§ 31-870 and 63-2201A was clear on the face of the statutes. However, 
the City appropriately researched the legislative history of these interrelated statutes-a history 
that spans nearly a decade. That history (provided in the 114-page First Affidavit of Christopher 
H Meyer) confirmed that the statutes mean exactly what they say. This is the sort ofresearch 
that the Builders should have done on their own, before they filed their complaint, rather than 
rely on the City and its taxpayers to take their case apart for them. Instead, the Builders never 
even commented on the legislative history in all of their pleadings and argument. 
3. The skill requisite to perform the legal services properly and the experience and 
ability of the attorney: As set forth in the discussion of the previous factor, this case presented 
significant and complex issues of administrative law, constitutional law, statutory interpretation, 
and civil procedure. Messrs. Meyer, Allen, and Hendrickson have extensive experience in the 
fields of law pertinent to this litigation, as detailed in their respective affidavits. Messrs. Meyer, 
Allen, and Hendrickson were specially retained in this matter. The City is not seeking recovery 
of attorney fees for its city attorneys, who provided oversight and review of this litigation. 
4. Prevailing charges for like work: Fees charged by Messrs. Meyer, Allen, and 
Hendrickson (and the other Givens Pursley attorneys who performed work on this matter) are at 
or below the prevailing charges for like work by attorneys of their caliber. This statement is 
supported by the Affidavit of Nancy Stricklin. To the extent possible, costs were reduced by 
employing paralegals for document management. 
5. Whether the fee is fixed or contingent: Undersigned counsel for the City charged 
a fixed hourly fee for their work. Accordingly, no upward adjustment for a contingent fee is 
appropriate. 
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· 7. Time Jimitations imposed by the client or the cireumstances: There were no 
particular time limitations that would support either an increase or decrease of the attorney fees. 
8. The amount involved and the results obtained,: The results obtained were entirely 
successful for the City. The amount charged was proportionate to the stakes involved and the 
complexity of the litigation. 
10. The undesirability of the case: No adjustment to the attorney fees is necessary 
based on this factor. 
11. The nature and length of the professional relationship with the client: No 
adjustment to the attomey fees is necessary based on this mctor. 
12. A wards in similar cases: We are not aware of any attorney fee awards in similar 
cases. For what it is worth. we note that the Idaho Supreme Court has approved attorney fee 
awards that make 1he one sought here pale in comparison. E.g., City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., 
_Idaho__, 299 P .3d 232, 239 (2013) ("The court awarded Petra $595,896.17 in costs and 
$1,275,416.50 in attorney fees.'') 
On balance, these factors support aµ. award of the attorney fees charged to the City in this 
matter, as set out in the Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees above. 
DATED this 16th day of July, 2013. 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
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